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Legislative Committee By-Laws
Purpose
I

The function of these bylaws is to establish structure and operating procedures for The
/ J:;egislative-€emmittee ofth~ Florida Int~rnational University Biscayne Bay Campus
\.,.Student Government Council.
.
I
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Duties of The I;,egis~€mnmittee..'. ·· ' · · ' .J

~~~~ rr-o~ -

Meet at least once each complete month of the academic year,(with none
of these meetings being held during :vae.ati.e.ns::..0r-legal holidays)
Make available all records of its proceedings to the campus community.

- ~u.~ _{J~ f-ep(~S()n,fci~nv.

Powers of Theg1slat1\le Committee
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The -egisl,ltive Committee-shall:,

Approve or disapprove proposed legislation. Only legislation approved by
the Legislative Council shall appear before the General Council for a vote.
Legislation shall be written as a resolution, appropriations bill or Council
bill.
-

Proposed legislation shall only originate from the SGC President, SGC
Vice President, Legislative Committee Members, and the standing
committee members.
Appropriation b1lls shall only originate from the Finance Committee.

Legislative Committee Members

The seats of the Legislative Committee shall consist of all voting Members, which are the
following Representative(s):
- Business Administration
Arts and Science
- Journalism and Mass Communication
Broward
- (3) Representative-at-Large
(2) Graduate
- (2) Lower Division
- Hospitality Management
- College of Urban and Health
Housing
- Nursing
Vice President

Officers and Secretary of the Legislative Committee

The officers of the Legislative Committee shall be the Chairperson and the Vice
Chairperson. There shall be a committee secretary. The committee shall appoint the
Vice Chair and Secretary.
'
Duties of the Officers and Secretary:

Chairperson:

The SGC Vice President shall serve as the Chairperson to the Legislative
Committee.
The Chairperson shall preside over the Legislative Committee meetings and make
all necessary arrangements for those meetings, including setting the agenda and
conducting the business of the meeting. He/she will vote only to break a tie.
Vice Chairperson:

Shall fulfill all Chairperson duties and responsibilities in the absence of the
Chairperson and assist in his/her responsibilities.
Secretary:

Shall be the official record keeper of the Legislative Committee by taking minutes
and faithfully archiving all proposed legislation appropriately.
The minutes shall by typed and archived within 48 hours of the meeting.
Attendance

Legislative Committee members, who miss a total of three unexcused/excused
Legislative Committee meetings, will appear before the next general council
meeting for a review of removal from office.
(-' '",If a Committee Member arrives more than half hour after the start of the meeting
___)he/she will be considered absent for that meeting.

Conduct of Business

Except where contradicted in these Bylaws, The Legislative Committee shall
conduct business in accordance With Robert's Rules of Order, Newly Revised.

·1

•

'

'."

Introduction of Legislation

Legislation, which has already been brought to the general council meeting, may
be voted upon and discussed by the Legislative Committee at the next Legislative
Committee meeting.
All motions and amendments shall be reduced to writing, if desired by the Chair
or by any, and shall be read before the Committee and voted on in the general
council meetings.

Voting

There shall be exactly five (5) distinct voting methods used by The Legislative
Committee. They are listed below in order of greatest precedence:
I.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Voice vote
Roll Call vote
Acclamation (unanimous consent)
Hand vote
Ballot vote

The Chairmen of the Legislative Committee normally determines the manner of voting.
However, if a Committee Member calls for a greater precedence method of voting for an
individual question, that method must be used. If multiple requests are received, the
request with the greatest precedence shall be honored.
A Committee Member shall decline to vote, in committee or on the floor, on any matter
when he/she believes that their voting on such matter would be a conflict of interest.
Quorum

A quorum of the Legislative Committee shall be defined as more than half of the seated
voting Committee Members.
If a Committee Member leaves a meeting, with no clear intention of returning, without
the express permission of the Chair of the Legislative Committee or of the Legislative
Committee, and a quorum of the Legislative Committee is subsequently lost, that
Committee Member shall be considered to be absent for the entire meeting.
Amendments

Proposed amendments to these Bylaws must be submitted in writing to the Legislative
Committee Members at a regular meeting of the Legislative Committee.
The Legislative Committee at the next general council meeting after which the proposal
for amendment was submitted must announce the proposed amendments. To be adopted,
an amendment must receive a two-thirds (2/3) vote at general council meeting
immediately following the Legislative Committee meeting.
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BYLAWS

SGC- BBC ByLaws

SECTION I- BUDGET
· . A. A&S FUND
The State Qf Florida .has
established a separate Activity- & Service Fee.
This fee shall be collected as part of the student
wition as a dollar amount per credit hour and
shall· be retained by the.-University and paid
into a separate A&S fund. .
B. AUTHORITY
The
allocation
and
expenditure of these funds shall· be· determined
by the Student Government Association
, through the University Wide· Council and· the
· individual Student· Government ·Councils. The
SOC ·University .Wide Council is responsible
·. for allocating funds. for "University,.,Wide"
. expenses;· and the . Biscayne Bay .Campus
·.· Student. Government Council (BSC SGC) -is
responsible for the allocation and expenditure
of A&S Fee for its campus.

· ·.. C.. FISCAL YEAR The-fiscal year for the SGA
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, ·, following . · the · deadline for Request
Forms. The purpose ofthis hearing is to
give an opportunity for- requesters to
, make · presentations and to ·be able to
, respond to questions from Finance
.. committee, Representatives.: This hearing
· will also be advertised. and open to the
public; groups making requests are
·. required to attend.
. 4. University Council will .first prepare a
budget draft to determine fixed expenses
for University Wide expenses to include
but not be limited to the Student Media,
· · · . ·, · · Greek ,Counci1s· and Honors ,Council .. ·

:5. .· The Financ.e Committee·will then prepare
a budget draft for the Biscayne .Bay
Campus, once the · University Wide
··· • 'figures have · been decided · and the
iremainder of fees· split according to the
- Full Titne Enroll~ent · (F'rE!s) on
campuses.

wiILby July I to June 30.

.•. 0; :CHRONOLOGY The. process for preparing
· ..• the anrtual fi~cal budget shall begin in :earnest
. no .Jater than August .15 · of· the previous
academic year. This proce$s -will include:
: L The ; Office,· of Budget . Planning and
, Analysis , submits tff the 1Student
·. Govemment ·· preliminary .projected
:figures of ·enrollment as well- . as · fee
revenue for the next year. ·lt ·. will ·. be
understood that these figures are
:_ ,projections.. ~~-- ---~-~~'\-• -· ,·., •.. ·

Z~ The Finance Committee will make
· available budget request forms for any
··. ·. - v < ,,c ,:interested,: parties wishit)g to request
funds of the A&S Fund. These forms
along with a set deadline will be
tldvertised and made available• to any
, · · ,., ,:existing :funded.entities; -as weU as any
· groups .that , have received funding
· .., ,.·1·,within,the.pasuhree years •..· ·

3. The Finance Committee will schedule a
budget hearing no later than one week

;6. , The Office . of Budget Planning will
. ·. · update FTE projects as necessary during
·.. ··,·':the ·· course .of ,the year.- It . is the
responsibility ·, of ·.·both the . University
council and Finance Committee to make
any. necessary adjustments, due to any
,·,discrepancy . between .budgeted · ·figures
- and projects t9 ensure.a balan~ budget; .

7,: A budget hearing .for the purpose of
, public opinion: on the budget drafts will
'be held prior to the last ~eek..in March.
~L 'fhisfonilll; as~well.as the. drafts, will:be
- advertised . and · . publicized, ;, , .an.d , ,all
beneficiaries of A&S fees ·,should. be
present.
0

8. After the start of the Spring semester, but
prior to . Febru,ary .·. 15~ the . University
. Council will finalize· its budget at. one ,of
its regular meetings:· At ·the :same:- time,
the Finance Committee will submit its
draft for· :approval by .the ·. Council at .a
. ,..regularly •scheduled .meeting, .,by ,a, -twothirds..vote•and ,amendoo. byJt,.two-rthitd·s
vote·.. A rejected .budget shall ,be returned
to the Finance Committee for revision.. ·,
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;-· . , •9. The finalized budget will be· submitted to
the University,President for,hls approval or
, ;Veto ''via ,the,,vic~ President of Student
· Affairs· in accordance with. State Statutes. If
no ;action.is taken-within fifteen (15) days
·, following. -presentation,· the•budget shall be
·_: -·deemed approved. ·
10. It is the responsibility- of ,the Finance

Committee to review and make
recommendations · to· -SGC for the
-: .' , expenditure: df all ,reserve and unallocated
, , funds of the SGC budget , ·
,·:,:•,

·,)··;

SECTION Il-,BUDGE'l'AU11IORIZATION
Once the' budget ·has been finalized·1;and 'the SGC
President has::'signed it into, effe«;;:the newly elected
Couricil .and Finance -Committee will' have the duty to
authorize individual budgets; 'This ·should be done by
July,1, whereas:afterthat date oo,disbursements will
be all6wed if a budget has-not been authorized.
0
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C. · The SGC President and the SGC Finance
Chairperson, as well : as the; :SGC Accountant
designee of the Vice President of Student Aff,irs
·shall - approve appropriations tir ·transfers., of-' any
':cdntingency reserves. ' ' ' ..,'. ;• . '

or

'.\O. ·Monthly financial :reports shall be made available
,' to ,the SOC President, Finance· Chairperson, as well
as one copy for the Council to ·review;· detailing any
disbursements and money transfers.
r 1
;· -' · · , SECTION·IV-:COMMITTEES -i- .:'.':

••. •. ·l

• •

•

j ~- i.

=-, ;: ; .

:

;·

,:'

•

';The Standing'Comtnittees· of the SGC -shall be the
': ;Finance· Committee,-· Stu'dent ,Services• Committee,
·, Acade:mic Affairs,Comniittee; ·Student Union Board
-Committee,- -·i r · International ,i Student. -,_ Services
,_ -C.om:inittee:· and, Campus fuife Committee: It will be
the; duty ·o-F 'these· oommittees · to' -present items for
-, discussion and solutioris-tc.Hhe.-Student' Government
Council.
-.- ., 1 , •
Al , .All SGC .Representatives·lmi:tst serve ori1 at teast
one
Standingi.:· _,·
i,_: -,,,committee.

A SGC Accounting and/or the Finance Chairperson
will inform 1rll funded -entities:ot:approved allocations
by 1Jt1I1e J}.,:attd' thus' -request' ,a categoiii:¢1· budget from
ea~h entity by,w certain deadline1to' be 1established by
)Jinanee'-Chaitpersbn·and/or Ptc,sident-:t: ,, ·

, i!Bt·

~;,,:J\.ny·entity:·requesting 'f.unds,::from,.the SGC BBC
shalt,:::lirst;:go>to the '·Firiance;,:(Vommittee for its
reb()mnfendati<>ns. ,such·tiequests must be in writing. .

b(l :Conuriittees;;wiU.meet.,;at;leasttwice1a month to

•Committee Chairpersons :witvbe,rcfi6seri through
--. an - application prdcess/and appointed;_ 'by: a· simple
·:'.;majority of the entire: S<ie'. Ai Chairperson may be
removed 'fromoffice·by1·a two~third'veteofthe SGC.

tHconduct ·business. Attendancei;arld:rhinutes will be_
djstribut~xti~di::,filed:·in; ,the SGC office
:Within\48' hours :"!Of i the-::. riieeting; .:by a designated
"/:tdmmitt'eemembet\i
i - ,. ': 'Hi!'
f ,re<:Qrde.d,

.Ci_ }fhe1Finattte Cbmmitteei and;lllJriiversify Council
-will ,th~fi :te\fiew' ·ihdividoat, :, ·budgets: University
-C~unbfl nwill/;grantt ulti'nia'.te(',apptoval ·~'tif University

· Widb ,atltlcationsi _and frthetl3,13CfiFinarice Corntnittee
MIL submit }eootruriended budgets1to the full Council

ror at,'provaL,.

1

- - - : ). -

-.'i:, . . -.

SECTION m.. DISBURSEMENTS
- A.i~·'Alftiansactioris willtb¢,facHitated:. Monitored and
teview~tf. by:thefS0CdBiitar1ce ClJmmittee, Finance,

- C~airpetSQri.and SOO:Aooou11tjng·.•Qftice:
rw :nn,,,;,.;;,,
.,.;,, ,, _ ,:~···.,,.·:,K,,C,_•.:

- '.B.[H Mli1disbutse111~hts?shalltBha"\'e

the''iapproval by
si~4turet>(tht;F-inance'(fontniitt~'€hairperson or the
_$~tPtesid~ntJ h: twellr!as ,·eithet'the 'Sa€ AccoUiltant ·.
-----b~tathe design~·pf,i.the.-hVteti:=Presid~nt of ·Student

_.Y

~ •.. • :·.: ~

D. Each Standing Committeei shall:bave the power
to fonn sub-committees ·to address a specific -idea,
';', ;issue ;iQrr concern::,, Sulrcomtriittee'1K _may conduct
-:: :research:·:·aiidf<mpk:e}r~imnendations, and -shall
L't<epot:t theit'1 pr,ogress;·at·regulat: Standing Committee
, meetfogsH ;,, fr,J
-:J:.1 ·fr:
:" , ,,, _ '.1, ,>s,
., ,, · __
·,;,Et(tFmfF~ll tc6nunittees; iex~lu;dirig the Finance
,,rColJlll'J.ittee}',the, comnrltteer,size>will) be -determined·- '·bf- 1th-e-S6€''8nd ate'nottlifuit~\'-to,:~epresentatives
serving a.s mei,tQersrAnyr:additional··members must·
be _iticltided .·on a _roster and have personal
rJrifomiatioti 'Otttlle fa the S6(1}oftice.i ·
0
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F. · Committee Chairpersons will be expected to
present ·a report to · the Council following each
meeting. In their absence a Vice~Chairperson or
· member should ·present a report.

B.·. To be eligible, all candidates will submit proper
. applications and platform for review of Council.
C. Vote will be by secret ba11ot.
'

G. Committees are only a working group of the
Student Government Courrcil. Any official decisions
and/or projects, initiatives and measures must be
brought before the Council for approvai by way of a
resolution or an appropriations bill.

D. Each Standing Committee shall appoint a vice
chair and secretary by way of a majority of the
standing committee members..
I. In the absence of the chair, the vice chair
shall assume the duties ofthe·chair;

H. Any matter being presented to the SGC in the form
of a resolution or appropriation bill· by a standing
committee must be sponsored bytwo representatives.

I. Each Standing Committee shall have such authority
as necessary to :conduct research and, make
recommendations concerning areas under the authority
of that Committee.

2. The secretary shall be the. official record
keeper of the Standing Committee and
will file, the minutes of each meeting
within 48-hours.
•.:,,·.
3. The vice chair and secretary may not hold
such a position on another standing
committee, but is limited to only, being a
member.·.

J. All:Standing Committees; excluding-the Finance
Committee, will be allocated a budget.

K., iEach Standing Committee shall hereby be
empowered to allocate any fohds:budgeted to that
Committee by a simple majority vote in any meeting
where there is a quorum;·
' . ,· .

L; All Standing Committees, excluding the Finance ,
Committee; shall ,allocate their budget by way-ofan·
appropriations bill sponsored;by two:represc:mtatives. -

E. Standing Committee Vice--Chairs and Secretaries
may be removed from office by a majority vote of
the Committee, or by a majority vote of the SGC.

SECTION VI- FINANCE COMMITTEE
-A. The Finance :Committee will· be .comprised of the

Finance Chairperson and four SGC Representatives
·:.;appointed,through:aimajority vote ofthe,SGC.
•

l. -Only·approved-appmpriations of more than
three--hundred dollars,($300) will be ·
-· brought before the SGC. ·With a majority,
, . vote, the appropriation shall be,approved.

N. Standing Committee Chairpersons will be required
to put in ten (IO) hours a week as office hours;,five{S)
of which must be in the office itself.

~

r

:1·',-.'

-1-C .. :IHs the responsibility ofthe Finance Committee
1' to review and make"'recominendations to the SOC
for .the expenditure· of all res~rve and' unalloeated
funds of the SGC budget, as well as any line iteni
transfers in the completed budget.
1. All appropriations must first be approved
by the Finance Committee.

,.

· SECTION V.- SEJi.ECTION,OF.STANDING
COMMITTEE OFFICIALS·, --·
- .

A. The Chairpersons of each of the Standing
Committees will be elected by simple majority vote of
the Council at a regular meeting.

-~

H; $he Finance Committee is charged . with . ~he ..
-responsibility·_ , of preparing_ and ,· submitting a
- complete budget draft to the SGC based on the
projected budget from the SGA University Council
,. r:' ·,. ;_

M. The SGC President and Vice President are ex
officio non..voting members of all 'Standing- ·
Committees: •
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· · :.. 2. Only approved- -appropriations by the
;1 ..
>Finance Committee: ·of more than fivehundred dollars ($500) . will be brought
before the SGC. With a majority vote, the
appropriation shall be approved.

SGC- BBC ByLaws
-If not approved , by the. Finance
.Committee, this will be reported to· the
Council at the next regularly scheduled
meeting.

.3. .
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,B. ::Should the SGC undertake a program of .faculty
evaluations,·the committee will,oversee this.project··'.;
.

\

.

i•, ' \

. ' ... .

'

~

C. This committee shall also oversee. the operations
and services of the Library.

.If a Representative, .wished, for the

· 4.

Finance Commjttee · .to . reconsider · an
appropriation, • he/she. ,. must ... gain ; a
majority vote of all voting members.
D. In regards to the disbursement of unallocated funds
to entities not already funded by the Student
; Government Council.
. ; L Expenditures over. one· hundred dollars ($100)
and up to five hundred dollars '($500) must be

approved by a regular meeting of the Finance
Committee;
·
'

D. This.·committee shall. host an annual scholarship
fair ..
···;,-;;/

•

1·

·.,

•

·•

E. Any appropriations bill :being presented to the SOC
by the Finance Committee must have two sponsoring
Representatives;•
, ·, ··"
F. · · ·The.'. Finance Committee's · procedure for
accountability ·bf·the SGCbudgef expenditures,,and
reserve. appropriations is· ;justified·.: through:; m.al4ng
requirements deemed necessary to assure that budget
expenditures ·and reserve• , appropriations:, hav.e been
disbursed afld spent ~r:·the. SOC' s ,original •alloe~tion
intent
·· ·1. .
i

'.'. ·, ;

::

..

·' ~

·.·

. ', (

G. The Finance Committee may specify criteria' s
associated with: tlie' allocatipn ,of funds,· including but
Iiof,,.. limited -·-..to,:.· .timing . ;, ,standards, · levels :of
accountability and,· specific., instructions·· :as st·ated ·in
Finance Code and Bylaws. a ; :· Y Y·
· , ,. , i,
·,. ··~
.~

... -•.. :·/ .. 'l

.

SECTION VU- ACADEMIC AFFAIRS
.COMMIDtEE,:,,, :./
A. The purpose of this committee· is to review and
evaluate academic<i jssues ·and: make '. necessary
recommendations that wiU ,.represent .students' views
'. . < : .
onJssues;, ·
'

'•l

/·

,i ,;, .:

~

~ ~

t'

SECTION VIU- STUDENT SERVICES
COMMITTEE
::·.

,.'

i

.• •

··!.

A. This committee shall also recommend services to
be provided ·and,;, evaluate .current ;Services· . being
offered to ensure that they are serving student needs .
'.

',.

}

';

B. This committee shall also ·have representation .on
. the·· ,Student ·. Health, Advisory , university ..·wide
committee.

·. 2.- ·. Minor. expenditures up to ;one hundred dollars
($100) must be authorized by the Finance

Chair and the SGC President or Vice President
in the President's absence,

•

SECTION IX-· STUDENT UNION BOARD
;····

.:,,

·,

:,.

.

'.

_:;

A. The purpose of the Student Union Board is to
facilitate· a .. working relationship ·between·:the, . SGC
and the Wolfe University,Center.
..,, .·
'.-.f,

!\;

-;,,

B. The Board shall serve , in assisting, · in , .the
allocation of the Wolfe University Center's Fiscal
B:udget Prior to :a budget .request ·being submitted to
the: Finance Committ~~ .the SUB· will ,recommend a
+,...,the·F',1p.ance.Comm1
· 'tt.ee;;:: ·, .·,. ·.·"" ,.,· ..:.·. .. · ·
draft··""'

·n

The .SUJ3·,,shall, $et'V~· as the, SGC~s voice in the

decision-making .::·process, .·.of room ,;,·and space
a~ocat,ion and operating,hours, as .weM .as discerning
and ad,dressing ..: student~~·. ,concerns.· in order to
improve services.
D. In the event,that,the Student·Centeris,granted,a
. CITF Allocation, the SUB will analyze the.,needs of
the building and, working with the WUC staff,
i. prepare· a ,request to present- to the Vice President of
;,;Student Affairs;:() : a: ·, · ·, ,, •. ·•· ,·,i
! :

', ::

E. Throughout the year, the SUB will also be
charged' :with ;,the:'.<responsihi1ity :,:of .·super,vjsing· the
expenditures;ofWUC:&nds.:: i'., : 't1-: <,
\

.: •

~

•

•

' .

.j

·::

~

1:

..
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SECTION X- CAMPUS;LIFE. COMMl'ITEE

House meetings until the appointment of the Speaker
of the House,.

A ., This committee ·. will facilitate a working
relationship between the Student Government Council
and the department of Campus Life as well as the
Student Programming Council, Student Organizations
Council, Bay.Vista Hall Council, the.Honor~ Council,
Panther Power and any ·other A&S funded activity
~tities. : .. ,·,

l. The Speaker ·of the House .· shall be a
representative appointed through a
majority vote. The Speaker of the House
shall chair the House meetings.
'

3.. The · House of · Representatives. shall
appoint a Secretary by: way of a majority
vote. The Secretary shall be the official
.· custodian · and recorder of , all. House
· proceedings, including the minutes,
.·. which should .be made ·available within
48 ·hours of the meeting.

. SECTION XI- INTERNATIONAL STUDENT
SERVICES COMMITTEE .

The purpose of this committee shall be to
investigate · international /student .·concerns: and make
recommendations as deemed appropriate.

C. The House shall.have a set of bylaws in place for
governance that may include additional roles and
responsibilities for alL members. .
~., : !

B. This committee.shalha!so recommend services to
be·. ·provided arid . ·evaluate current services being
offered to ensure that they are seiving the, international
student needs.

'

2. 'rhe House· shall .appoint a Vice Chair
through a majority vote: In the absence of
the Speaker of the House, the Vice Chair
of the House shall chair the meetings.

B. The purpose of this ·committee will be to. seive as a
research and recommending body. By studying and
proposing ideas, .the goal of this ·group will be to
enhance Campus Life at the University and within the
resources of . the aforementioned groups · .and
departments as well as other entities ·. within . the
University.

A.
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l

D, No. provisions .. by; the House bylaws shall be
waived. Such provisions shall otlly be added,
deleted, or altered through the amendment process.
.

.·.'

~-

,.,'

/,

·.

SECTION XW- CONSTITUENCY
RESPQNSmILJTY
.. •,., ;

:·.•. SECTION XU- EBCUTIVE COMMITTEE•··
A. The purpose of the Ex~tive Committee is to
· assemble aU·Standingi Committee. Chaits· and. Cabinet

· A. 1, One ·hundred (100} surveys .must be :filled, oµt
· and,·;, collected . by , ··each ,'. Representative· a~d

Members to discuss, 'analyze :and suggest methods of
action and strategies toward the end of forwarding the
agenda of the Student Government .Council.

Chairperson, excluding, the :•·Finance Committee,
ev.ery fall and, spring semester.. The SUJVeys . must
also be. comnrised ,_of the~ students,who those specific
: Representatives, were. elected to, ser;ve; for., e~ple,
the Business Representative must ,collect . surveys
from those of his or her college.

0

~.

'

•'

.

;·

.

B. The SGC President or Chief of Staff will chair this
meeting.::. ·~ /'
: ,:·\· ·

.

SECTION XIIl- HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
;_

-.,;.

A. · The purpose of the House oLRepresentatives

(hereafter.· referred to .as the. House). is· to .·assemble. at
·1east once a month to be presented and discuss
legislations in ,· ,the· form·· of , ·a ... resolution· .· or an
appropriations bill. . · . · r , , ·· . ·· ,.,
.!,.·

.

B. The House shall· comprise ,of. all Representatives.
The SGC Vice President shall serve as chair of the

..'i·i :

'

.'(. ::..

:n,. Repres_entatives will be responsible for. typing

, and · ptesenting · a, minin>1un ·. of two reports , per
· semester (fall and spring) t<> the l3iscayne Bay
Council. These reports should contain. all goals
accomplished and ongoing projects.

C. ,Aft-Representatives ( ex;duding Lower Division
'. ahd·At- Large Representatives) are required to meet
•· with their college~,s deamat least once, a month.. · . ·

::''

0; All SGC members iQcludirig, the. ,cabinet will' be
required to complete a binder containing .· their
accomplishments and contacts made throughout the
year. This binder is to be.. completed one week before
spring,break. •·,: ·· ·, ··. · ·
·.1·

, ' .. : ~} -·.... i·\:

:i. . :

.,

. . . (

i CJ Ea¢li-Council:reserves the .right··to1elect 'its.own

Chairperson, yet Student Government Council ·may

<remove · the···· ·Chairperson . : .for· ·. :, malfeasance,
.: ·misfeasance a:nd/or nonfeasance.:. . . · ·· ·: : ';\ . · •·
,.. :'

.

. ·:

:_

('~

)

: ·.·

.'.·.

'. i

. ~ ._._-: •'

. :: .

F. Th~ 'BBC Student Government Council shall hold
an annual program to be called the SOC Inaugural
.Address·arid·Town Hall Meeting ,within one month of
the·starrof each.falhemester. · · · ,
.

•

'

V

· E;.· · Within- the· structut~·· of the

Student ',Goyemment:
·•Council; the Councils shall :have all :the· rights ·and
, privileges, of than>fa -Standing Council as Stipulated
,-in the Constitution.
· , ··•· ·, , ·

I'.· · The purpose,of th:e program· is first, for the
SOC .President to give his/her inaugural
· .. -.: ,. :\speech to the student body. And second, for
the studentbodyto·engage in dialogue by
addressing issues of concern to the SGC
. •., •, i
'and .University administration;!' ; i ·: :· '
i".•;. ', "f;·_.:.

'

, 1

,,. ; •':

.

of the SOC President, hosted by the Chief
'· of Staff: and coordinated by theDi~of of
.:!Special Events;:

>· ·

SECTION
XV- STANDING COUNCILS
,~··.,, . .r · '. '(
"

'

"l.)"1:

..,,

;

The Standing C6unditi 'iof'·.thli :Student Government
Council shall be the Student Organizations Council
(S00)~li$tudent, Progtammill!f Couneil .(SPO)· 1and the
Bay Vist111HalP·C0.nti'cil (BVHC):iEach·Willitnaintain a
sepithtttfiisel of:;guidelines' for' operationsHlmown;1as· a
oortstitutfo~,;,W'hich will ·be· app'iovedc,by t~ S:tUdent
· Govemment':Couneil: ·Each:>Standing·,~ouncil Gh.air
sh'alln Meet·-:tlhei ·academic. t.equirements ·of. ia-::S:tanding
Cotnttiittetf;{lltairr:,Ji': > ;'.t:·,,,i:·.,,,;',·t .,, ...,r:',id .,.;,
A. The SOC, SPC and BVHC shall hold its elections
the·Week;foildwing>the SG€ ·elections; Failure to hold
elections>:,<furing th~tstated1'time' period'.will ;atfectthe
annual, ''bttdget }allocation ; of the cotincih ". no '"'in

compliartce::: ·)[(.,; .· .: ·... ,

.: ,,,··:,· . ~1'.~:. ;·· ·.·.

.· , ; ; '.;:,;,,;; :.,

·-_ :...f'.• ~:,

.

:,

'

))/!,~.~;

: ·:~

B. Each Council must maintain some form of meeting

{Executive Board .(.)r general membership}at:Je~'twice a
month., i Minutes :1and .···attendance i ·:will·., bei recorded,
distrihuted,and.filed in the ,StudentGovemment:C.ouncil
office within 48 hours of the meeting.

!,·.·

F. Chairpersons will be required to put in 10 hours a
week' as '.o'flice 1hours,, five! (5} ()fi whicli ·must,' oe'. in
the office itsel~ and be' paid through ·the emolument
account.
!/

·1

2. The program shall run under· the dire.ction
1

'":f ..·

•.

DJ ·.Each ·Chairperson· will·be required Jo present a
' brief report at least twice· a'. semester to·. the Stud¢nf'
· Government ·,Council· · and . in. addition; ,·atterid ·. a
Standing Council Round-table/ meeting twice ··ti'
semester with the Vice President and President of
;,; the:Student GovernmentCounciV ·
· ·},·, ···

1• •. ·' • • ·,

:. :-··;,'•

~

~

'';..

E. Failure te: ,meet the. above: criteria: will result in
automatic removal from office, with an opportunity to
appeal ..·to, the ··Biscayne( Bay·: 'Campus Student
Government·CounciL

' ...:-!''":,
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'.

·.· .·;

;_

......

,SECTION XVI.,.·:STUDENT ORGANIZAJF:lONS ·
··. :;,v,·/· COUNCIL
· '';. t• ,·
1•.

·,

• ·

'A:.·. The ,purpose ·of the ,soc shall be tO"Servei as the
·ygoverning' ,.and :representative·· body of::ethe: clubs·
,:registered, under its name, · .··. ·
B. Among the SOC's responsibilities shall be to
proime·rrundmg} for' Hts i cttitrs,t oost· acfWitiest ,·and
manage the operations of its clubs.
:,

.

·:.

<• SECllON:XViJI-STUDENT.PROGRAMMJNG;,
·.,, ·<·'· ,·1 ·:i,··· ;;,. ·,:".<·· \COUNCIi.,.:··· ·
":'.1 1
1

A The pllipose.ofthe,SPC<shaU 1be to·setve111S,tlte
programming body ofstudent activities.
-.. ~:.{"

·-·;::·:': :~ .. -.i.:·

·.f;,i·.t~,.< "·?·.. :,. ;:: .·,~.

·::·_;·'.i... , ·7"_.;

i.

i

")?.

SECTION XVIII- BAY VISTA HALL:· · '. ··
COUNCIi.,
A. The purpose of the BVHC shall be to serve as
;, the: 1·governirlgl 1 :and' representativec:tlx)QY' of the
;l·students living in ·housing facilities·:01n:iampus;. '..,, ,· ,·
:_q.:P,.

,·..:B.··;· Antong 1 the-BVHO's:tesponsibilities-'will,::be,Jd
provide for representation to the administrati~n·::on
issues of facilities, services, fees, security and
iigertetalclimate in housin:grfacilities/ ,,.,,, , !
;·!

.,

SGC- BBC ByLaws

• C. The BVHC will ~lso provide for and· manage any
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, shall be counted in favor! of the SGC member whe1
determining overall attendance. -

- programming planned for the facilities-. through
funding.

:.R

Regular meetings shall not count toward SG<
-· members' office hours.

D. The Housing. Representative shall serve as the
BVHC Chair.

SECTIONXXI- PROXY AND ABSENTEEBALLOTS

SECTON XJX.. STUDENT ELECTIONS BOARD
A. The Student Elections Board shall be in charge of
all SGC general and special elections and it's thereby
established for that purpose. Any and all regul@tions
pertab:µng tQ Elections and .Referrals .not contained
herein or in the SGC ,Constitution are specifi«.l in the
Biscayne Bay Campus SGC Elections Code.

A. The Student Government Council shall not coun
proxies for either quorum or voting purposes.

B. The Student Government .Council shall not coun
absentee ballots for either quorum or voting purposes.
SECTION xxn.. ABSENCES

B,. . The. Elections Board. will be. subject to the
requirements specified in the SGC Elections Code and
to ~I other applicable . provisions in . ,the : SGA
Constitution and BBC ByLaws.

A. SGC members may not miss inore than three (3:
regular meetings or two (2) consecutive regulru
meetings in any semester.
;B. SGC m~mbers wbo:have missed a total of three (3:
regular -meetings or two _(2) consecutive regulal

SECTION XX- MEETINGS
A .regular ·m~ting shall be any meeting of the. _SGC
held to discuss ~he'. ongoing business of the SGC_, .to
hear the reports of the Standing Committees, anci to
hear the report of Council members concerning the
progress of their special projects.

meetings shall automatically be removed .fi:om qffice.
The removed SGC member may appeal before thE
SGC at the next regular meeting, and with a two-third!
-.(2/3) vote of the present members the removec
: member may be placed. backon,the SGC. .

A. For the, purpose of regular meetings,. the Council

C. To be counted as present, Student Govemmen1
Councibnember~ rnusl be presentfoi; ~ m~jority of the
meeting.

will meet on a .Wedtt~y.at 3.30·PM in a location
determined by the President. All SGC Members must
schedule ~ound thi,s. ,Meetings •will only last , a
maximum of three (3~ -hours. The meeting time can be
waived to "accornmo4ate ,the large~ number of
members with a majority vote of the voti,ng members.

-

-

B-. An .emergency m.~ing- is a meeting, of the SGC
held to address a specific issue or-, $et of issues at
which no other. business-;may be placed on the table.
The emergency-meeting must -be called with at least
two day's notice.

-.D. Excused absences .,.. An SCG mem)?er;absent-Jh>t11
a regular . meeting shall submit a , written. notice,
_officially stamped· and dated.by. a-Campus Life Stafl
- member,
tne: SGC .·President ,within twee (3)
working- ®,ys- afterthe,meeting in order.to-~ e~~used.
All such notices shall be placed in the public record.
,ReaS<i.ms for which an SGC member,:shall, be.excused
· for.-an absence include attending c.lass,.wor.k, per~na1
orfamily emergency. t , , • ,
·

C. . Regular and Emergency -meetings· must meet
quorum.

E. The -letter: submitted . by the . absent .member is
subject to approval by the SGC President.

.

.

.

.

.

.

D. · If an emergency-meeting,is called, but fails to
reach a quorum, then the faih,rre to .attend· to attend
such a meeting will not be counted against any
member of the SGC, but attendance at such meetings

to

0

:- : ~ "''·· ... <:" f·

-';i ...

. F. Any member ef: the Student Government. Council
,,in~y ask to. be ·.taken off quorutn for a· specified length
.of. time, not to exceed .four weeks' during. the fall or
-Spring• semesters, and without limit during, the·-. ,

.,

:Summer,semester; if that Council member is going to
be unable to fulfill his.or her.requirements:duringthat
time due to work, travel, or personal problems. A
. Council ,member who has· been taken off quorum shall
receive no remuneration for that: peHod; :noi" shall they
be required to attend any SGC meeting(s) or penalized
for·.failingJ to 'attend ,any soc meetings{ nor shall they
count towards the quorum or :ftave a vote at any SGC
meeting nor shall they be required to keep office hours
..
.'during that periolf: .
·' 4 ~· .... ;

''

•

•••

!.

B. The basis for the removal of any SGC Member
!,shall be ;'malfeasance;· ; ·.misfeasance, .
nonfeasance. All other violations will automatically
default to the Student Code of Conduct.

and/or

C. For the removal of an SOC Member, the member
" must·. first be accused in the fortn of a motion or
· binding resolutio1tpassed :by a majority (50% + 1)
· Vote' of the· SGC.. Arty discussion resulting·.: from a
:·motion of binding: 'resolution: tcf :accuse a· party of
··foalfeasance, misfeasance/ mid/or· ftorifeasance ·will
be open solely'to the mdnbers ofthe·SGC:

i :::: :

./ D. If sudh ·binding 1tesoltitiori or ·motion is: passed,'
'· the·:chair'will -set a -date·'fot a:r"special meeting to
-iminedi'ately follow a, -regular Council ·-meetirig no
later than two (2) weeks from the·tneeting afwlii'ch
such binding resolution or motion was passed.

..

;•

•••••· · · ' i ': '.• ••

SECTION xxm..- VOTING

·,Aft· vbtesi unless: otherwise·- stipulate in· these
,:Bylaws or 'the Constitution; will be as, simple majority
of-·,niembers\presertt" ·at al·m:eetihg::at 'which: there' is
''q\!Orunt.'·, ':·:::,··•
. . _.. •·'.:··--,, ,·,· :·1, . ::, '-:• ,. ,..

. :.. - . '. ·" ·. :. ,; ·r f

. ;A;··

.BJ-Abstentions will not betaken into consideration·for
the purposes of-voting:: This ·isf'to·say tliatthey -will not
-count in fllvor or against the vote in question.
/J~ _;

.

; ''; . '::·· j

:~

~

.

:.~··

:,: ;.t···,-. SECTION'°'.XXIV~·PROCEDURES

··;,

::_: f"· .... -<1"}

.~;~)-.·

t:1

·

·

A.tiy sudhifssue it<rl5e voted ofi must' be classifie&as
;tapptof)ri,tiohs;i:resolutforts, or a:bill;" and,dta.fted OD the
appropriate forms to allow for proper 'archival record:

i r·B:.

•

,

:

·i~, ••

•

i

A
Any resolution or appropriations bill being
'(ptesente@;to'the Sttiderit 6overnm:ent:'-Council for the
:~ose :,C:>f. · a( vdte· ImusF. fir.sf 'have · two (2)
nRepresentati\?'es as :sponsors: before being :pl&ced on the
t :agenda'\ ofi,'a, ·meetbigr; This·,, excludes, ·a resolution
,i)to'j>osed"tiy: theiSQC President· attdtorNice P-tesident.
~·~)o··; .·~·:.

h

E. The accused party will then be given written
)noiictf ·-'by the· ,SGC 'Clerk: ·of the ·accusations ·-made
, against him/her;: ·the ·timei 'and place of the special'
· nieeting;:.notice· of witnesses who will be called··to
Ntestify ·~ainst him/her;' arid· a ct>py of the meeting
minutes within one· (1)- ·week:·of the meeting's
adjournment. Should the accused party not present
; i him/herself at: the· speciat: m~etings, the accused
·piuty-'Call and wilt:be triec1'irt'·abserttia.. : .
·: :,,r

',_\·~·.,
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· 'or elected· SGC officials shall a1f be considered BGC
·'Members.-·:_
· • , ·: .

I. In order to .be taken off quorum for any
·. ·' · :: -length ·•.of 'time;: a ,Council: 1member must
. -: · ·: : submit· a·written·notice/officially stamped
and dated by a Student Activities staff
,. riiember} ito th:e'.;soo ~resident at least six
working days before he or she is removed
,, ·.
,,tfrom the roll ..· ·· · · · ... 1 . ·
..

~

SGC- BBC ByLaws

1

\-'.-J>~-:.

F; · The 'special meeting! will be 'chaired -by the SOO
n··l>resident and-will follow=.:thesfolfowing:fortnat: · .·.- , ··. ,·, ·.:i ::11r Opening :·.statementi:·by the accusing
"" 1
: ·
.. '· · ·
•-:, C:ourtcil member(~).
2. Opening_statement by the accused party.
·Questionsito; the· accused party from the
r

·, '·· · .:3t

;:;;_ · ::::.: -.:·S6C-'members:·.:;i
:.!:

.t

-, - ..

1

,

· .-· .. :·: .:t-

soc

1

ii'•'·,.
•;,.

·. ·· ·

·Witnesgts on behalf oftthe
will be
questioned by ,the S00 . and.· thett. by the
accused party.
· -:: ·
5. Witnesses on behalf of the accused party
· will 'be. questioned :by the SOC and::then by:
the accused party.
6. Follow up questions to the accused party.
:7; Closing, statements: from·. the. SGC arid' then
·the:actused party: .· ,: '

' -)~:

1

A The Student Government Council recognizes the
,nootf for,due: prbcess iti.'the remova~·:by the·.SGC, -of
:: any:f l;.goo, :,·Member. , •,Representative( ., •Standing
··C6nun:itteer Cltaits;, • ·Comthissio·ner: ·:of' Elections,
Executive' Cabinet Mebiberg; and-any other appointed

,j l

j

,-:._
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• G. If the SOC President is the accused party, the Vice
• President shall serve as chair.
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.,C. Only hours'loggecl in will be reflected -in the
., official time card. Officials will receive pay only for
,hours worked: Once ·prepared and verified by the
.' SGC official, they -will· be approved by· the Associate
·Director,ofCampus Life to be sent to Payroll.

• H. Immediately following the cessation of discussion,
a Council member may choose to motion to remove
the accused from office or the Council may choose to
take no action. The SOC member(s) who originally
brought about the allegations of misconduct cannot
move, nor vote, on a motion to remove a member from
office.

D~ If hours are· completed outside .of the ;office~ as
allowed by the Constitution, substantial proof must
be provided to the Chief of Staff and documentation
. .placed on file.

I. All accused parties will be given written notice of a
decision by the clerk iri the event that the Council
votes to remove him/her from office.

- E .. ,.Officials will only be paid up t_o the maximum
. bouts allowed according to the , Constitution and
within the course ofa bi•weekly basis only.

J.
The SOC President, Vice President, SGC
representatives,
Standing
Committee
Chair,
Commissioner of Elections, Executive Cabinet
Member, and any other appointed SGC official may be
remove from office with no less than a two-thirds (2/3)
vote of the SOC voting members present.

F. The office hours of the SGC·Cabinet :-members
shall be decided by the SGC President and Vice
President, but are;notto exceed ten (IO)·hours.

K. The SGC President may also remove Executive
Cabinet Members from office if he/she deems it
necessary and proper. The SGC President should keep
a well-documented history of the Executive Cabinet
member's
malfeasance,
misfeasance,
and/or
nonfeasance in order to justify his/her removal. In
such case, there will be no need for the process as
outlined in the preceding sections.
L. Any accused party may appeal a decision to the
Student Judicial Board on the grounds that due process
was not followed. The Judicial Board may overturn
the actions of the SOC, if and only if it finds, after a
thorough investigation, that the SGc violated the
accused party's due process rights as established
above.
- -

SECTION XXVI- OFFICE HOURS

A Office hours as required by the Constitution will be
logged in .the SGC office. on a sign-in sheet and will be
conducted within the hours of8:30 AM and 7:00 PM.
B. The SGC Clerk of Council or Chief of Staff will be
the custodian of all records regarding office hours and
will prepare time cards for verification by SGC
officials on a bi-weekly basis.

i

•

f·:'

G. Failure to fulfill the required amount of office
hours will result in automatic removal from office,
with an opportunity to appeal to.the BBC .SGC.
H. General-meetings shall not count as officehours..
I. A record shall be posted in public view in the
Student Government Offices displaying the full
name, position, Standing Committee membership;
campus, university or community committee
membership(s); and special project assignment(s) of
each member of the SGC.

J. All weekly office hours which are required to be
held "in the office itself' must be held in the office
at FIU Biscayne Bay Campus, during regular
business hours (8:30 AM to 7:00 PM), unless other
. arrangements are made, _and_ are approved by the
SGC President.
K. Office hours mandated by the SGA Constitution
beyond those that are required to be held "in the
office itself' must be held on campus, in a time and
place in which the person holding these hours shall
either be available to their constituents or otherwise
able to carry out work on behalf of the Student
Government.

', { i >:
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L, ·. No weekly.officehoursmiay~ ije,held outside' of the
Biscayne Bay ··;Canipus .·:except by the.·.: Broward
Representative, who may ~eep his/her· office, hours at
either of the Broward Centeiisi and, by the Director. of
Student •Lobbying;· ,.who·:: may ··count: ,time:-· spent
representing FIU Biscayne Bay Campus outside of
Dade·.County· dr,Braward County toward ·his/her office
hours.·
... , u, ,, ·

,,,1-:

.

} ~ :·

:; . .

..
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,.: .' !/ ·.. \ .,

. !.'.;' ) .' .

. ~:
:~,

.~( .'

.

M. No weekly office hours may be counted before
7:15 AM'(fifteen minutes before the starting time of
the earliest::class),: ,or ,after· 10:45 ·PM {fifteen minutes
after the finishing ·of the latestA:lass), not' shall, any
office hours' be counted··'on .·Sunday..·
···,: •

SECTION:XXVfi;;;,BYLAW:CBANGES
;._:·,::"·:'',.•.

:

)·.

·~

A. Bylaws may ·be amended~,deleted and added·:by, a

majority vote of the entire Student Government
Council.·
i: ,·

·,.:

B.
All.· Byfaw>changes10:passed iby the ,,Student
Government Council shall bec;ome effective
immediately!i unless:otherwise·stated inthe ·resolution.

.,

L., .

,1.:.

. ;,,7

.. ,ii .

•;,-':,

....... ,
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A.

B.

C.
D.

Section I - Budget
A&S Fund The State of Florida has established a separate Activity & Services Fee. This
fee shall be collected as part of the student tuition as a dollar amount per credit hour and
shall be retained by the University and paid into a separate A&S fund.
Authority The allocation and expenditure of these funds shall be determined through the
University Wide Council and the individual Student Government Councils. The SGC
University Wide Council is responsible for allocating funds for "University Wide"
expenses, and the Biscayne Bay Campus Student Government Council (SGC BBC) is
responsible for the allocation and expenditure of the A&S Fee for its Campus.
Fiscal Year The fiscal year for the SGA will be July 1 to June 30.
Chronology The process for preparing the annual fiscal budget shall begin in earnest no
later that August 15 of the previous academic year. This process will include:
a. The Office of Budget Planning and Analysis submits to the Student Government
preliminary projected figures of enrollment as well as fee revenue for the next year.
It will be understood that these figures are projections.
b. The BBC Budget Committee will make available budget request forms for any
interested parties wishing to request funds of the A&S Fund. These forms along
with a set deadline will be advertised and made available to any existing funded
entities, as well as any groups that have received funding within the past three
years.
c. The BBC Budget Committee will schedule a budget hearing no later than one week
following the deadline for Request Forms. The purpose of this hearing is to give an
opportunity for requesters to make presentations and to be able to respond to
questions from BBC Budget Committee Representatives. This hearing will also be
advertised and open to the public; groups making requests are required to attend.
d. University Council will first prepare a budget draft to determine fixed expenses for
University Wide expenses to include but not be limited to the Student Media, Greek
Councils and Honors Council.
e. The BBC Budget Committee will then prepare a budget draft for the Biscayne Bay
Campus, once the University Wide figures have been decided and the remainder of
the fees split according to the Full Time Enrollment (FTE's) on campuses.
f. The Office of Budget Planning will update FTE projects as necessary during the
course of the year. It is the responsibility of both the University Council and BBC
Budget Committee to make any necessary adjustments due to any discrepancy
between budgeted figures and projects to ensure a balanced budget.
g. A budget hearing for the purpose of public opinion on the budget drafts will be held
prior to the last week in March. This forum, as well as the drafts, will be advertised
and publicized, and all beneficiaries of A&S fees should be present.
h. After the start of the Spring semester but prior to February 15, the University
Council will finalize its budget at one of its regular meetings. At the same time the
BBC Budget Committee will submit its draft for approval by the Council at a
regularly scheduled meeting, by a two-thirds vote and amended by a two-thirds
vote. A rejected budget shall be returned to the BBC Budget Committee for
revision.
i. The Finalized budget will be submitted to the University President for his approval
ot veto via the Vice President of Student Affairs in accordance with State Statutes.

j.

If no action is taken within fifteen (15) days following presentation, the budget shall
be deemed approved.
·
The Responsibility of the BBC Budget Committee to review and make
recommendations to SGC for the expenditure of all reserve and unallocated funds
of the SGC budget.

Section II - Budget Authorization
Once the budget has been finalized and the SGC President has signed it into effect, the newly
elected Council and BBC Budget Committee will have the duty to authorize individual budgets.
This should be done by July 1, whereas after that date no disbursements will be allowed if a budget
has not been authorized.

A. SGC Accounting and/or the Comptroller will inform all funded entities of approved
allocations by June 1 and thus request a categorized budget from each entity by a certain
deadline to be established by the Comptroller and/or President.
B. Any entity requesting funds from the BBC SGC shall first go to the Finance Committee for
its recommendations. Such requests must be in writing.
C. The BBC Budget Committee and University Council will then review individual budgets.
University Council will then grant ultimate approval of University Wide allocations and the
BBC Budget Committee will submit recommended budgets to the full Council for
approval.

A.
B.

C.

D.

Section III - Disbursements
All transactions will be facilitated, monitored and reviewed by the SGC Finance
Committee, Comptroller and SGC Accounting Office.
All disbursements shall have the approval by signature of the Comptroller or SGC
President, as well as either the SGC Accountant or the designee of the Vice President of
Student Affairs.
The SGC President and the SGC Comptroller, as well as the SGC Accountant or designee
of the Vice President of Student shall approve appropriations or transfers of contingency
reserves.
Monthly financial reports shall be made available to the SGC President, Comptroller, as
well as one copy for the Council to review, detailing any disbursements and money
transfers.

Section IV - Committees
The Standing Committees of the SGC shall be the Finance Committee, Student Services
Committee, Academic Affairs Committee, Student Union Board Committee and International
Student Services Committee. It will be the duty of these committees to present items for
discussion and solutions to the Student Government Council.

A. All SGC Representatives must serve on at least one Standing Committee.
B. Committee Chairpersons will be chosen through an application process and appointed by a
simple majority of the voting members of the SGC. A Chairperson may be removed form
office by a majority vote of the entire SGC.

C. Committees will meet at least twice a month to conduct business. Attendance and minutes
will be recorded, distributed and filed in the SGC office within 48 hours of the meeting by
a designated committee member.
D. Each Standing Committee shall have the power to form sub-committees to address a
specific idea, issue or concern. Sub-committees may conduct research and make
recommendations, and shall report their progress at regular Standing Committee meetings.
E. For all committees, excluding the Finance Committee, the committee size shall not be
determined by the SGC and are not limited to Representatives serving as members. Any
additional members must be included on a roster and have personal information on file in
the SGC office.
F. Committee Chairpersons will be expected to present a report to the Council following each
meeting. In their absence a Vice-Chairperson or member should present a report.
G. Committees are only a working group of the Student Government Council. Any official
decisions and/or projects, initiatives and measures must be brought before the Council for
approval, by way of a resolution or an appropriations bill.
H. Any matter being presented to the SGC in the form of a resolution or appropriations bill by
a standing committee must be sponsored by two representatives.
I. Each Standing Committee shall have such authority as necessary to conduct research and
make recommendations concerning areas under the authority of that Committee.
J. All standing committees, excluding the Finance Committee, will be allocated a budget.
K. Each Standing Committee shall hereby be empowered to allocate any funds budgeted to
that Committee by a simple majority vote in any meeting where there is quorum.
L. All Standing Committees, excluding the Finance Committee, shall allocate their budget by
way of an appropriations bill sponsored by two representatives.
a. Only approved appropriations of more then three-hundred dollars ($300) will be
brought before the SGC. With a majority vote, of the voting members of the SOC,
the appropriation shall be approved.
M. The SGC President and Vice President are ex-officio non-voting members of all Standing
Committees.
N. Standing Committee Chairpersons will be required to put in ten (10) hours a week as office
hours, five (5) of which must be in the office itself.
Section V - Selection of Standing Committee Officials
A. The Chairpersons of each Standing Committee will be elected by simple majority vote of
the voting members of the Council at a regular meeting.
B. To be eligible, all candidates will submit proper applications and platforms for review of
Council.
C. Vote will be by secret ballot.
D. Each Standing Committee shall appoint a vice chair and a secretary
a. In the absence of the chair, the vice chair shall assume the duties of the chair.
b. The secretary shall be the official record keeper of the Standing Committee and will
file the minutes of each meeting within 48-hours.
c. The vice chair and secretary may not hold such a position on another standing
committee, and is limited to only being a member.
E. Standing Committee Vice-Chairs and Secretaries may be removed from office by a
majority vote of the Committee, or by a majority vote of the SGC.

A.

B.

C.
D.

E.

Section VI - Finance Committee
The Finance Committee will be comprised of the Comptroller and four SGC
Representatives, the first two who are appointed through a majority vote of the SGC voting
members.
It is the responsibility of the Finance Committee to review and make recommendations to
the SGC for the expenditure of all reserve and unallocated funds of the SGC budget, as
well as any line item transfers in the completed budget.
a. All appropriations must first be approved by the Finance Committee.
b. The guidelines for all appropriations sh,.all be found in the SGC BBC Finance Code.
Any appropriations bill being presented to the SGC by the Finance Committee must have
two sponsoring Representatives.
The Finance Committee's procedure for accountability of the SGC budget expenditures and
reserve appropriations is justified through making requirements deemed necessary to assure
that the budget expenditures and reserve appropriations have been disbursed and spent per
the SGC's original allocation intent.
The Finance Committee may specify criteria's associated with the allocation of funds,
including but not limited to timing, standards, levels of accountability and specific
instructions as stated in the Finance Code and By-laws.

Section VII - Academic Affairs Committee
A. The purpose of this committee is to review and evaluate academic issues and make
necessary recommendations that will represent students' views on issues.
B. Should the SGC undertake a program of faculty evaluations, the committee will oversee
this project.
C. This committee shall also oversee the operation and services of the Library and Learning
Center.
D. This committee shall host an annual scholarship fair.
Section VIII - Student Services Committee
A. This committee shall recommend services to be provided and evaluate current services

being offered to ensure that they are serving the student needs.
B. This committee shall also have representation on the Student Health Advisory university
wide committee.
Section IX - Student Union Board
A. The purpose of the Student Union Board is to facilitate a working relationship between the
SGC and the Wolfe University Center.
B. The Board shall serve in assisting in the allocation of the Wolfe University Center's Fiscal
Budget. Prior to a budget request being submitted to the Finance Committee, the SUB will
recommend a draft to the Finance Committee.
C. The SUB shall serve as the SGC's voice in the decision-making process of room and space
allocation and operating hours, as well as discerning and addressing students' concerns in
order to improve services.

D. In the event that the Student Center is granted a CITF Allocation, the SUB will analyze the
needs of the building and, working with the WUC staff, prepare a request to present to the
Vice President of Student Affairs.
E. Throughout the year, the SUB will also be charged with the responsibility 9f supervising
the expenditures ofWUC funds.
Section X - International Student Services Committee
A. The purpose of this ~ommittee shall be to investigate international student concerns ·and
make recommendations as deemed appropriate.
B. This committee shall also recommend services to be provided and evaluate current services
being offered to ensure that they are serving the international student needs.
Section XI - Executive Cabinet
A. The purpose of the Executive Cabinet is to advise the SGC Executive Board and carry out
policies and activities as directed by the SOC President or Vice President.
B. The Executive Cabinet must include, but is not limited to. the following members:
a. Chief of Staff
1. The Chief of Staff shall act as the chief advisor to the SGC -President and
will supervise the execution of office policies set forth by the SOC
President.
11. The Chief of Staff shall oversee the duties of all the executive cabinet, and
shall arrange and chair monthly cabinet meetings.
111. The Chief of Staff shall manage all SGC travel, as sanctioned by the SOC
President.
b. Clerk of Council
1. The Clerk of Council is the official record keeper of Student Government.
11. The Clerk of Council shall record the minutes of all SOC meetings, and
shall be responsible for making these minutes available to both the general
public and to the SOC membership.
111. The Clerk of Council shall be responsible for preparing the agenda for all
SGC Meetings.
c. Legislative Affairs Director
1. The Legislative Affairs Director shall act as the official liaison between
SGC and the Florida Student Association (FSA), the United States Student
Association (USSA), and the FIU Office of Governmental Relations.
11. The Legislative Affairs Director shall ensure the implementation of FSA
and USSA initiatives, as sanctions by the SGC President.
111. The Legislative Affairs Director shall coordinate all SGC voter registration
initiatives.
d. Special Events Director
1. The Special Events Director shall coordinate events including, but not
limited to, those arranged by Cabinet members, Standing Committee chairs,
Representatives and Executive Board Members.
11. The Special Events Director shall represent the SOC on any event-planning
committees, as sanctioned by the SOC President.
e. Intern Coordinator
1. The Intern Coordinator shall maintain and oversee the SGC Internship
Program.

f.

Public Relations Director
i. The Public Relations Director shall be responsible for notifying the student
body of all SGC events, campaigns, programs and initiatives.
ii. The Public Relations Director shall be responsible for the development of all
SGC marketing and promotional ,materials.
111. The Public Relations Director shall serve as the liaison between the SGC
and the student media.
g. Panther Power Director
i. The Panther Power Director shall serve as the president of Panther Power,
shall fulfill all. duties and responsibilities as set forth in the Panther Power
constitution.
11. The Panther Power Director shall be responsible for regularly reporting to
the SGC on the progress of Panther Power.
h. Campus Life Director
1. The director will facilitate a working relationship between the SGC and the
department of Campus Life as well as the Student Programming Council,
Student Organizations Council, Bay Vista Hall Council, the Honors
Council, Panther Power and any other A&S funded activity entities.
11. The Campus Life Director shall be responsible for regularly reporting to the
SGC on the progress of these entities.
1. Executive Assistant
1. The Executive Assistant shall assist the Executive Board Members in the
fulfillment of their duties, and carry out any tasks assigned at the discretion
of the SGC President.
Section XII - Executive Committee
A. The purpose of the executive committee is to assemble all Standing Committee Chairs and
Cabinet Members to discuss analyze and suggest methods of action and strategies toward
the end of forwarding the agenda of the Student Government Council.
B. The SGC President or Chief of Staff will chair this meeting.
Section XIII - House of Representatives
A. The purpose of the House of Representatives (House) is to assemble at least once a month
to be presented and discuss legislation in the form of a resolution or council bills.
B. The House shall have a set of bylaws in place for governance and shall define the roles and
responsibilities for al.l members.
Section XIV - Student Judiciary
A. The purpose of the Student Judiciary is to be the judicial branch of the Student
Government.
B. The Student Judiciary shall have its own set of bylaws in place for governance and may
include additional roles and responsibilities for its members not included in the SGC
Constitution.
Section XV - BBC Budget Committee

A. The BBC Budget Committee is charged with the responsibility of preparing and submitting

a complete budget draft to the SGC based on the projected budget from the SGA University
Council
B. The membership of the BBC Budget Committee shall be the SGC President, Vice
President, Comptroller, Speaker of the House and Chief of Staff.

A.

B.

C.

D.

E.

F.

G.

Section XVI - Constituency Responsibility
One hundred (100) surveys must be filled out and collected by each Representative and
Chairperson, excluding the Comptroller and Speaker of the House, every fall and spring
semester. The surveys must be comprised of the students who those specific representatives
were elected to serve.
Representatives, Committee Chairs and Cabinet members will be responsible for typing
and presenting a fall and spring report to the Council setting their goals for the semester.
Representatives, Committee Chairs and Cabinet members; excluding the Speaker of the
House, Comptroller and Chief of Staff; are required to type and turn in a bi-weekly report,
containing all goals accomplished and ongoing projects, to their immediate supervisor and
the President. Representative to the Speaker, Committee Chairs to the Vice President and
Cabinet Members to the Chief of Staff.
All Representatives, excluding Lower Division, At-Large and Graduate Representatives,
are required to meet with their college's dean at least once a month and report to the
council the outcome of the meeting.
All SGC members will be required to complete a binder containing their accomplishments
and contacts made throughout the year. This binder is to be completed one week prior to
elections.
The BBC Student Government Council shall hold an annual program to be called the SGC
Inaugural Address and Town Hall Meeting within one month of the start of each fall
semester, unless unforeseeable circumstances prevent it.
a. The Purpose of the program is first, for the SGC President to give his/her inaugural
speech to the student body. And second, for the student body to engage in dialogue
by addressing issues of concern to the SGC and University administration.
b. The program shall run under the direction of the SGC President, hosted by the Chief
of Staff, and coordinated by the Director of Special Events.
The Biscayne Bay Student Government council shall hold an annual program to be called
the High Achievers Award.
a. The purpose of the High Achievers Awards program is to honor and congratulate
our dedicated and committed students, faculty, staff, or FIU organization for their
outstanding achievement in academics and/or their faithful contributfon to the
community.
b. The High Achievers Award program shall be held annually at the Tri-Council
Awards. Their shall be six (6) High Achievers Awards to be presented to the best
candidates that are selected by the High Achievers Award committee.
c. The High Achievers Award committee shall be comprised of three (3) BBC
students, appointed by the SGC President, and two (2) faculty and/or staff members,
of which one (1) must be a part of the Division of Student Affairs at BBC.

d. At least three (3) students shall be nominated annually (preferably one graduate,
one upper division, and one lower division). The required qualifications for students
must meet the criteria as followed:
1. To be eligible for the High Achievers Awards, each candidate must meet the
following qualifications. Undergraduate students must be enrolled at FIU
in at least 12 credit hours, and must have a grade point average of 3.3
overall and a 2.8 semester GPA. Graduate students must be enrolled at
FIU in at least 6 credit hours and have a cumulative grade point average of
at least 3.5 overall and a 3.0 semester GPA. All students must have at least
50 % of their classes in the Biscayne Bay Campus and/or Pines Center.
ii. Each student must possess evidence of high achievement in academics. But
most importantly, they must have contributed in their society by their
committed effort and community service.
e. The other three (3) awards may be presented to a BBC Faculty, Staff, or BBC
Community member that has excelled in high achievement by committing his/her
efforts in excellence, perseverance, and community service. FIU BBC Professors
should be recognized for the following criteria: creativity, approachability, teaching
strategy, communication, and encouragement for vast learning towards students.
f. An SGA member shall be an eligible candidate, however only one (1) SGA member
shall receive an award per year.
g. No changes or amendments of the High Achievers Awards procedures, guidelines
or criteria shall be made without a two-thirds (2/3) affirmative vote of the SGC
BBC.
H. The Council shall also award at the Tri-Council Awards the Dr. Raul Moncarz Award of
Excellence.
a. The Dr. Raul Moncarz Award of Excellence shall be presented to a student and/or
faculty staff member at the Biscayne Bay Campus for their outstanding dedication
and commitment to FIU BBC in honor of Dr. Raul Moncarz, Vice Provost Emeritus
FIUBBC.
b. The Dr. Raul Moncarz Award of Excellence recipient(s) shall be decided by a
committee consisting of the Vice Provost of BBC, the Assistant Vice President of
Student Affairs at BBC, the SGC BBC President and Vice President or their
respective designees as well as a student selected by the SGC BBC President.

Section XVII - Standing Councils
The Standing Councils of the Student Government Council shall be the Student Organizations
Council (SOC), Student Programming Council (SPC) and the Bay Vista Hall Council (BVHC).
Each will maintain a separate set of guidelines for operations known as a constitution which will
be approved by the Student Government Council.
C. The SOC, SPC and BVHC shall hold its elections as specified in their Constitutions.
Failure to hold elections in the proper manner will affect the annual budget allocation of the
council not in compliance.
D. Each Council must maintain some form of meeting (Executive Board or general
membership) at least twice a month. Minutes and attendance will be recorded, distributed
and filed in the Student Government Council office within 48 hours of the meeting.

E. Each council reserves the right to elect a Chairperson, yet Student Government Council
may remove the Chairperson for malfeasance, misfeasance, nonfeasance, incompetence,
permanent inability to perform official duties, or conviction of a felony.
F. Each Chairperson will be required to present a brief report at least twice a semester in
writing to the Student Government Council. In addition to attending or sending a
representatives to all Tri-council meetings.
G. Chairpersons will be required to put in IO hours a week as office hours and be paid through
an emolument account.
Section XVIII - Student Organizations Council
A. The purpose of the SOC shall be to serve as the governing and representative body of the
clubs registered under its name.
B. Among the SOC's responsibilities shall be to provide funding for its clubs, host activities
and manage operations of its clubs.
Section XIX - Student Programming Council
A. The purpose of the SPC shall be to serve as the programming body of student activities.
Section XX - Bay Vista Hall Council
A. The purpose of the BVHC shall be to serve as the governing and representative body of the
students living in housing facilities on campus.
B. Among the BVHC's responsibilities will be to provide for representation to the
administration on issues of facilities, services, fees, security and general climate in housing
facilities.
C. The BVHC will also provide for and manage any programming planned for the facilities
through funding.
Section XXI - Student Elections Board
A. The Student Elections ,Board shall be in charge of all SGC general and special elections and
it is thereby established for that purpose. Any and all regulations pertaining to Elections
and Referrals not contained herein or in the SGC Constitution are specified in the Biscayne
Bay Campus SGC Elections Code.
B. The Elections Board will be subject to the requirements specified in the SGC Elections
Code and to all other applicable provisions in the SGA Constitution and BBC By-laws.
Section XXII - Meetings
A regular meeting shall be any meeting of the SGC held to discuss the ongoing business of the
SGC, to hear the reports of the Standing Committees, and to hear the report of Council members
concerning the progress of their special projects.
A. For the purpose ofregular meetings, the Council will meet on a Wednesday at 3:30 PM in a
location to be determined by the President. All SGC Members must schedule around this.
Meetings will only last a maximum of three (3) hours. The meeting time can be waived to
accommodate the largest number of members with a majority vote of the voting members.

B. An emergency meeting is a meeting of the SGC held to address a specific issue or set of
issues at which no other business may be placed on the table. The emergency meeting must
be called with at least two day's notice.
C. Regular and Emergency meetings must meet quorum.
D. If an emergency meeting is called, but fails to reach quorum, then the failure to attend such
a meeting will not be counted against any member of the SOC, but attendance at such
meetings shall be counted in favor of the SOC member when determining overall
attendance.
E. Regular meetings shall not count toward SOC members' office hours.
Section XXIII - Proxy Ballots and Absentee Ballots
A. The Student Government Council shall not count proxies for either quorum or voting
purposes.
B. The Student Government Council shall not count absentee ballots for either quorum or
voting purposes.

A.

B.
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Section XXIV - Absences
SOC members may not miss more then three (3) regular meetings or two (2) consecutive
regular meetings.
SGC members who have violated Section XXIII Subsection A shall automatically be
removed from office. The removed SGC member may appeal before the SGC at the next
regular meeting and with a simple majority vote of those present and voting the removed
member may be placed back on the SGC.
To be counted as· present, SGC members must be present for a majority of the meeting.
Excused absences- An SGC member absent from a regular meeting shall submit a written
notice officially stamped and dated by a Campus Life Staff member, to the SGC President
within three (3) working days after the meeting in order to be excused. All such notices
shall be placed in the public record.
The letter submitted by the absent member is subject to approval by the SGC President.
Any member of the Student Government Council may ask to be taken off quorum for a
specified length of time, not to exceed four weeks during the Fall and Spring Semesters,
and without limit during the Summer semester, if tp.at council member is going to be
unable to fulfill his or her requirements during that time due to work, travel, or personal
problems. A council member who has been taken off quorum shall receive no remuneration
for that period, nor shall they be required to attend any SGC meeting, nor shall they count
towards quorum or have a vote at any SGC meeting nor shall they be required to keep
office hours during that period.
a. In order to be taken off quorum for any period of time, a council member must
submit a written notice, officially stamped and dated by a Student Activities staff
member, to the SGC President at least six working days before he or she is removed
from the roll.
b. In cases of emergency where it is not possible to submit the written notice six
working days before hand is acknowledge is up to the discretion of the SOC
President to apply the leave of absence.
Section XXV - Voting and Quorum

A. All votes unless otherwise stipulated in these By-laws or the Constitution shall be as simple
majority of members present at a meeting at which there is quorum.
B. Abstentions will not be taken into consideration for the purposes of voting. This is to say
that they will not count in favor or against the vote in question.
G. Quorum is defined as over fifty percent (50%) of the voting members present at any
meeting.

Section XXVI - Procedures
A. Any resolution, council bill or appropriations being presented to the Student Government
Council for the purpose of a vote must first have two (2) Representatives as sponsors
before being placed on the agenda of a meeting. This excludes a bill proposed by the
President and/or Vice President in which case it must have one (1) Representative as a
sponsor.
B. Any such issue to be voted on must be classified as appropriations, resolutions or council
bill and be drafted on the appropriate forms to allow for proper archival record.
Section XXVII - Due Process
A. The Student Government Council recognizes the need for due process in the removal or
censure, by the SGC, of any SGC Member, Representative, Standing Committee Chairs,
Commissioner of Elections or any other appointed or elected SGC officials.
B. The basis for removal and procedure for removal of any SGC Member shall be found in
Article VII of the SGC Constitution.
C. Any accused party may appeal a decision to the Student Judicial Board on the grounds that
due proves was not followed. The Judicial Board may overturn the actions of the SGC, if
and only if it finds, after a thorough investigation, that the SGC violated the accused party's
due process rights as established above.
Section XXVIII - Office Hours
A. Office hours as required by the Constitution will be logged in the SGC office on a sign-in
sheet and will be conducted within the hours of 8:30 AM and 7:00PM.
B. The SGC Chief of Staff will be the custodian of all records regarding office hours and will
prepare time cards for verification by SGC officials on a bi-weekly basis.
C. If hours are completed outside the office as allowed by the Constitution, substantial proof
must be provided to the Chief of Staff and documentation placed on file.
D. The office hours of the SGC cabinet members will be decided by the SGC President and
Vice-President, but are not to exceed ten (10) hours.
E. Failure to fulfill the required amount of office hours will result in automatic removal from
office with an opportunity to appeal to the SGC BBC.
F. General Meetings shall not count as office hours.
G. A record shall be posted in public view in the Student Government Offices displaying the
full name, position, Standing Committee membership, campus, university or community
committee membership(s); special project assignment(s) and office hours of each member
of the SGC.
H. No weekly office hours may be counted before 7:15 AM (fifteen minutes before the
starting time of the earliest class), or after 10:45 (fifteen minutes after the finishing of the
latest class), nor shall any office hours be counted on Sunday.

Section XXIX - By-Law Changes

A. By-laws may be amended, deleted, and added by a majority vote of all voting members of
the SOC.
B. All By-law changes passed by the Student Government Council shall become effective
immediately unless otherwise stated in the resolution.
Section XXX - Ratification

A. A new set of By-laws shall be ratified by a two-thirds (2/3) vote of all voting members of
the Student Government Council.
Section XXXI - Dissolution

A. These By-laws shall be dissolved upon the ratification of a new set of SOC BBC By-laws.

Florida International University
Student Government Association
Biscayne Bay Campus By-laws
Section I - Budget
A. A&S Fund The State of Florida has established a separate Activity & Services Fee. This
fee shall be collected as part of the student tuition as a dollar amount per credit hour and
shall be retained by the University and paid into a separate A&S fund.
B. Authority The allocation and expenditure of these funds shall be determined through the
University Wide Council and the individual Student Government Councils. The SGC
University Wide Council is responsible for allocating funds for "University Wide"
expenses, and the Biscayne Bay Campus Student Government Council (SOC BBC) is
responsible for the allocation and expenditure of the A&S Fee for its Campus.
C. Fiscal Year The fiscal year for the SGA will be July 1 to June 30.
D. Chronology The process for preparing the annual fiscal budget shall begin in earnest no
later that August 15 of the previous academic year. This process will include:
a. The Office of Budget Planning and Analysis submits to the Student Government
preliminary projected figures of enrollment as well as fee revenue for the next year.
It will be understood that these figures are projections.
b. The BBC Budget Committee will make available budget request forms for any
interested parties wishing to request funds of the A&S Fund. These forms along
with a set deadline will be advertised and made available to any existing funded
entities, as well as any groups that have received funding within the past three
years.
c. The BBC Budget Committee will schedule a budget hearing no later than one week
following the deadline for Request Forms. The purpose of this hearing is to give an
opportunity for requesters to make presentations and to be able to respond to
questions from BBC Budget Committee Representatives. This hearing will also be
advertised and open to the public; groups making requests are required to attend.
d. University,~9ut1cil will first prepare a bu4get draft to determine fix~ expenses for
Univer&ityii\Yi<Je expenses to include b4t)i9t be limited to the Stude:q,f:Media, Greek
· '' •.· ' ·
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Councils arid Honors Council.
e. The BBC Budget Committee will then prepare a budget draft for the Biscayne Bay
Campus, ~4~Jhe University Wide figll!e sJ1ave been decided and tlitr~mainder of
the fees spJitl~cording to the Full Time,;~rirollment (FTE's) on campl:)Ses.
f. The Offic~jpf:il3udget Planning will up~t~,FTE projects as neces~Jluring the
course of the year. It is the responsibility of both the University Council and BBC
Budget Committee to make any necessary adjustments due to any discrepancy
between b4gg~wd figures and projects tn,~~µre a balanced budget. . ;c '.•';J· ..
g. A budget h~~g for the purpose of public 9pinion on the budget drafts. ~ill be held
prior to tht lijf week in March. This forfu#fas well as the drafts, will~ advertised
and publicized, and all beneficiaries of A&S fees should be present.
h. After the start of the Spring semester but prior to February 15, the University
Council will finalize its budget at one of its regular meetings. At the same time the
BBC Budget Committee will submit its draft for approval by the Council at a
regularly scheduled meeting, by a two-thirds vote and amended by a two-thirds
1
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vote. A rejected budget shall be returned to the BBC Budget Committee for
revision.
The Finalized budget will be submitted to the University President for his approval
or veto via the Vice President of Student Affairs in accordance with State Statutes.
If no action is taken within fifteen (15) days following presentation, the budget shall
be deemed approved.
The Responsibility of the BBC Budget Committee to review and make
recommendations to SGC for the expenditure of all reserve and unallocated funds
of the SGC budget.

Section II - Budget Authorization
Once the budget has been finalized and the SGC President has signed it into effect, the newly
elected Council and BBC Budget Committee will have the duty to authorize individual budgets.
This should be done by July 1, whereas after that date no disbursements will be allowed if a budget
has not been authorized.
A. SGC Accounting and/or the Comptroller will inform all funded entities of approved
allocations by June 1 and thus request a categorized budget from each entity by a certain
deadline to be established by the Comptroller and/or President.
B. Any entity requesting funds from the BBC SGC shall first go to the Finance Committee for
its recommendations. Such requests m~tbe in writing.
C. The BBC Budget Committee and University Council will then review individual budgets.
University Council will then grant ultimate approval of University Wide allocations and the
BBC Budget Committee will submit recommended budgets to the full Council for
approval.

Section Ill-Disbursements
A. All transactions will be facilitated, monitored and reviewed by the SGC Finance
Committee, Comptroller and SGC Accounting Office.
B. All disburs~Y.1,~p.ts shall have the appmyaj. , by signature of the £2~ptroller or SOC
President,
as either the SGC Aclx>tiiitant or the designee of tlietV:ice President of
Student A.ff~:;•·
'.'.1?)';f;';,j(··
Nt,'.t:·

astwell

C. The SGC President and the SGC Comptroller, as well as the SGC Accountant or designee
of the Vi~l ·· Jpent of Student shall AAPt~'Ye appropriations or ~i~;of contingency

p.

reserves. · .},)\\tf::'.i'!{{Yt ·,>:·· · · · . ·
• -:-;
~•?: . ·
.}~tff1n.{P·.:t:, >· · ·
Monthly
reports ,shall be mad., .. t:,,:,,ah,le to the SGC Pres~~~R~J(;omptro,ller, as
well as onetoopy for the Council to review, detailing any disbursements and money
transfers.

fi~.~im
':ii/yt:0>

Section IV~,€~mmittees

:.\{ii'.i:·

The Standing C6fflµiittees of the SGC shfill1,~€fthe Finance Commitf~~1;1,Shldent Services
Committee, Acad¢b;iic Affairs Committee, Student Union Board Committetfand International
Student Services Committee. It will be the duty of these committees to present items for
discussion and solutions to the Student Government Council.
A. All SGC Representatives must serve on at least one Standing Committee.

B. Committee Chairpersons will be chosen through an application process and appointed by a
simple majority of the voting members of the SGC. A Chairperson may be removed form
office by a majority vote of the entire SGC.
C. Committees will meet at least twice a month to conduct business. Attendance and minutes
will be recorded, distributed and filed in the SGC office within 48 hours of the meeting by
a designated committee member.
D. Each Standing Committee shall have the power to form sub-committees to address a
specific idea, issue or concern. Sub-committees may conduct research and make
recommendations, and shall report their progress at regular Standing Committee meetings.
E. For all committees, excluding the Finance Committee, the committee size shall not be
determined by the SGC and are not limited to Representatives serving as members. Any
additional members must be included on a roster and have personal information on file in
the SGC office.
F. Committee Chairpersons will be expected to present a report to the Council following each
meeting. In their absence a Vice-Chairperson or member should present a report.
G. Committees are only a working group of the Student Government Council. Any official
decisions and/or projects, initiatives and measures must be brought before the Council for
approval, by way of a resolution or an appropriations bill.
H. Any matter being presented to the SGC in the form of a resolution or appropriations bill by
a standing committee must be sponsored by two representatives.
I. Each Standing Committee shall have such authority as necessary to conduct research and
make recommendations concerning areas under the authority of that Committee.
J. All standing committees, excluding the Finance Committee, will be allocated a budget.
K. Each Standing Committee shall hereby be empowered to allocate any funds budgeted to
that Committee by a simple majority vote in any meeting where there is quorum.
L. All Staµding Committees, excluding . .the Finance Committee, shall allocate their budget by .
way of' an appropriations bill sponsored by two representatives.
a. ·Only approved appropriations of more then three-hundred dollars ($300) will be
brought before the SOC. With a majority vote, of the voting members of the SGC,
.
.(;!Jl~,~ppropriation shall be a~{?~gy~d.
. ,:;,..,;:,, ..•·
i.L,,., ,
M. The ~~tfresident and Vice Pre~J~~p,f£are ex-officio non-votipgJtm~:mbers of all Standing /J:t!;:'.!;JW
1

Conimiftees.
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N. Standing Committee Chairpersons will be required to put in ten (10) hours a week as office
houts:;,;f
p).of which must be im. ··. · ce itself.
··
r

•·

,..

i

"N~ection:Y - Selectio ., .· .... :. ding <;:ommittee o',,·;\ . '"Vi
.
·:/
·'>·rs~ms of each Standing'i.Ct>mrnittee will be elected bf' 'imple majority vote of
the voting members of the Council at'a regular meeting.
.
B. To be .~liml?le,. all candidates will §Ynmitproper applications a™l.JJl~9rms f9r review of
CouncilJ·:h~~:;'.f;;.
·· . .
.~.<~::t{.~1,.-•,:i.'
J~.'s-(·~'. ... , ·
i~~,r.·,~:'.<;;_:;-;.i:.' . .
C. Vote wttlfJf~'by secret ballot.
;,r,,t
· '''.·Mil?
D. Each Stari,cling Committee shall appou\fl~ vice chair and a secretary'!\'·.
a. Iii'the absence of the chair, th~\tice chair shall assume the duties of the chair.
b. The secretary shall be the official record keeper of the Standing Committee and will
file the minutes of each meeting within 48-hours.
••\."/>'>

lo'

c. The vice chair and secretary may not hold such a position on another standing
committee, and is limited to only being a member.
E. Standing Committee Vice-Chairs and Secretaries may be removed from office by a
majority vote of the Committee, or by a majority vote of the SGC.
Section VI - Finance Committee
A. The Finance Committee will be comprised of the Comptroller and four SGC
Representatives, the first two who are appointed through a majority vote of the SGC voting
members.
B. It is the responsibility of the Finance Committee to review and make recommendations to
the SGC for the expenditure of all reserve and unallocated funds of the SGC budget, as
well as any line item transfers in the completed budget.
a. All appropriations must first be approved by the Finance Committee.
b. '.fhe guidelines for all appropriations shall be found in the SGC BBC Finance Code.
C. Any appropriations bill being presented to the SGC by the Finance Committee must have
two sponsoring Representatives.
,
D. The Finance Committee's procedure for accountability of the SGC budget expenditures and
reserve appropriations is justified through making requirements deemed necessary to assure
that the budget expenditures and reserve appropriations have been disbursed and spent·per
the SGC' s original allocation intent.
E. The Finance Committee may specify criteria's associated with the allocation of funds,
including but not limited to timing, standards, levels of accountability and specific
instructions as stated in the Finance Code and By-laws.
Section VIl - Academic Affairs Committee
A. Jhe purpose of this committee is to review and evaluate academic issues and m*e

necessary recommendations that will represent students' VleWS on issues.
,
B. Should the SGC undertake a .program of faculty evaluations, the committee will oversee
this project.
C. Thi$ committee shall also ov¢rsee the operation and services of the Library and Leamjn
;'.~~r.
}f.
}It
D>!Tliis committee shall host ant-amitull scholarship fair.

;}Jjf:ff:;f:
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Section ,
' . tudent Services Com
'.ct>mmittee shall reco ·.
:;services to be provi~Ji
. d evaluate current se
· ·\ ·., Ir~ ,; •• ) 9ffered t~ ensure that ..
,~
the student nL . ,11
B. ~~Vbommittee shall also havcf:tepresentation on the.Stu· ~fif:Health Advisory univ
wide committee.
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Sectio:u,;lXStudent
Union Board::'··
:.,::::.:1 ··...·
,:;:.. '::·
,,,:,.r)i_·/.~.,;;:~-:·.':
.·
.
:.:l1:.~kt:fi~~ '.,:'
'}·~~~t;(~f~h.~·A. , .'''' ·urpose of the Stu?ent ~fil;ijtf-Board is to facilitate aW~fprtg relationship betweeri\~JJ?.,
S@~d the Wolfe Umvers1ty'.<p~µter.
'.'f;' .
'i'(·'. .
B. The\Board sh~ll serve in assistmg·in the allocation of the Wolfe University Center's Fiscal:
Budget. Prior to a budget request being submitted to the Finance Committee, the SUB will
recommend a draft to the Finance Committee.

C. The SUB shall serve as the SGC's voice in the decision-making process of room and space
allocation and operating hours, as well as discerning and addressing students' concerns in
order to improve services.
D. In the event that the Student Center is granted a CITF Allocation, the SUB will analyze the
needs of the building and, working with the WUC staff, prepare a request to present to the
Vice President of Student Affairs.
E. Throughout the year, the SUB will also be charged with the responsibility of supervising
the expenditures of WUC funds.
Section X - International Student Services Committee
A. The purpose of this committee shall be to investigate international student concerns and
make recommendations as deemed appropriate.
B. This committee shall also recommend services to be provided and evaluate current services
being offered to ensure that they are serving the international student needs.
Section XI - Executive Cabinet
A. The purpose of the Executive Cabinet is to advise the SGC Executive Board and carry out
policies and activities as directed by the SGC President or Vice President.
B. The Executive Cabinet must include, but is not limited to. the following members:
a. Chief of Staff
1. The Chief of Staff shall act as the chief advisor to the SGC President and
will supervise the execution of office policies set forth by the SGC
President.
·
·
11. · The Chief of Staff shall oversee the duties of all the executive cabin¥t, and
shall arrange and chair monthly cabinet meetings.
111. The Chief of Staff shall manage all SGC travel, as sanctioned by the SGC
President.
b. Clerk of Councij.
.,.
.
1. The Clerk of Council is the official record keeper of Student Government.
11. The Clerk of Council shall record the minutes of all SGC meetings, and
shall be responsible for making these minutes available to both the general
public
w.the SGC membership. ;.;t. ;:,:... .
);;,.,,,;:,, ..
iii. The Cl.t!1~f Council shall be res~tr#}ijl_e for preparing the ag~ijM~!for all
SGCM~t=;tiftgs.
.:f'1i".?"'"
· , !?'!'1"'''
c. Legislative Affairs Director
1. The · ' ·• · tive Affairs Director s. ··
"' ,,as the .official liai~,. ·• ··
SGC ' · .T.. )•iorida Student Ass66
'(FSA), the United Sta
Associ4iU' . i.$SA), apd the FIU o:,'.,
jJovernµiental Relati\
ii. The Le!sf~tive Affairs Director sh'. . e;, iisure the implementatio' F
and USS'.A:ibitiatives, as sanctions by the SGC President.
111. The Legi~lmr:~tAffairs Director sha.J,!~c:;~~@late all SGC voter ~~8,i§J:J;~tj.pn .
initiativ~~Jl';:~i? .
'\
· \.-1/r;faf~y. ·
·o· .,. . ' ·
··,;'.:",
.
. S . 1E
· .·.,.
;.
·.,,,.,,,.n;ir····
·-':',.'(!i_k··
~~\;_,J!'f· -•
d. Pecia vents ·.'._· L or
,,,f{~;.,, ·.
i. The Speci'*1 'Events Director shall ~J$r<linate events including,,:ip,µt not
limited to,'those arranged by Cabinet meinbers, Standing Committee :chairs,
Representatives and Executive Board Members.
ii. The Special Events Director shall represent the SGC on any event-planning
committees, as sanctioned by the SGC President.

~a.

_,,1 ••

.
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e. Intern Coordinator
i. The Intern Coordinator shall maintain · and oversee the SGC Internship
Program.
f. Public Relations Director
i. The Public Relations Director shall be responsible for notifying the student
body of all SGC events, campaigns, programs and initiatives.
11. The Public Relations Director shall be responsible for the development of all
SGC marketing and promotional materials.
111. The Public Relations Director shall serve as the liaison between the SOC
and the student media.
g. Panther Power Director
1. The Panther Power Director shall serve as the president of Panther Power,
shall fulfill all duties and responsibilities as set forth in the Panther Power
constitution.
11. The Panther Power Director shall be responsible for regularly reporting to
the SGC on the progress of Panther Power.
h. Campus Life Director
1. The director will facilitate a working relationship between the SGC and the
department of Campus Life as well as the Student Programming Council,
Student Organizations Council, Bay Vista Hall Council, the Honors
C()uncil, Panther Power and any other A&S funded activity entities.
ii. The Campus Life Director shall be responsible for regularly reporting to the
SGC on the progress of these entities.
i. Executive Assistant
1. The Executive Assistant shall assist the Executive Board Members in the
fulfillment of their duties, and carry out any tasks assigned ~ the discretion
of the SGC President.

Section XII - Executive Committee
A. The purpose oft,4~.-~?,Cecutive committee is to;M~H1,ble all Standing Conumtt~.Chairs and
Cabinet Memb~df~q:Jgiscuss analyze and Sllggl$(}tn.ethods of action and:~!~gies toward
the end ofJorwarclingthe agenda of the Student'tlovemment Council.
· ,,.,),,,,
B. The SGC President or Chief of Staff will chair this meeting.
-~tion ·XIII - House (i
esentatives
cXA. The purpose of .... L6U$e of R~presentative~t .+-· ~) is to ~semble at le ..,e. , )ipe a mo~th
to be presented antloiscuss legislation in the fothN,f a resolution or courtcff1bilis.
B. The House shall have a set of bylaws in place fotgovernance and shall define the roles and
responsibilities for.,Altmembers.
wm,m.iu~·c:,:;
f/Jll'm"r,7:t . ·
;,j;Jii.:.JJ.:;;
Section XIV - Studeit1\t_··.:_I·~·,:;;lticiary
.:.:!it{iilfa
:.
"~·
r
-.~· ".\f, ;
A. The purpose of the Student Judiciary is to '}be the judicial branch of:::the Student
Government.
B. The Student Judiciary shall have its own set of bylaws in place for governance and may
include additional roles and responsibilities for its members not included in the SGC
Constitution.

Section XV - BBC Budget Committee
A. The BBC Budget Committee is charged with the responsibility of preparing and submitting
a complete budget draft to the SOC based on the projected budget from the SGA University
Council
B. The membership of the BBC Budget Committee shall be the SOC President, Vice
President, Comptroller, Speaker of the House and Chief of Staff.
Section XVI - Constituency Responsibility
A. One hundred (100) surveys must be filled out and collected by each Representative and
Chairperson, excluding the Comptroller and Speaker of the House, every fall and spring
semester. The surveys must be comprised of the students who those specific representatives
were elected to serve.
B. Representatives, Committee Chairs and Cabinet members will be responsible for typing
and presenting a fall and spring report to the Council setting their goals for the semester.
C. Representatives, Committee Chairs and Cabinet members; excluding the Speaker of the
House, Comptroller and Chief of Staff; are required to type and turn in a bi-weekly report,
containing all goals accomplished and ongoing projects, to their immediate supervisor and
the President. Representative to the Speaker, Committee Chairs to the Vice President and
Cabinet Members to the Chief of Staff.
D. All Representatives, excluding Lower Division, At-Large and Graduate Representatives,
are required to meet with their college's dean at least once a month and report to the
council the outcome of the meeting.
E. All SOC members will be required to complete a binder containing their accomplishments
and contacts made throughout the year. This binder is to be completed one week prior to
elections. . .
·.. .
....
F. The BBC Student Government Council ·shall hold an annual prograin to be called the SOC
Inaugural Address and Town Hall Meeting within one month of the start of each fall
semester, unless unforeseeable circumstances prevent it.
a. Toe:J>urpose of the program is. first, for the SOC President to :give his/her inaugural
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b. The program shall run under the direction of the SGC President, hosted by the Chief
o;fi,. · .;;:and coordinated by th~/ • . t():r of Special Events.<•.·· · .·
G. The Bise~
· y Student Governme ·ic
( cil shall hold an ann;··
the High., .:·':· ""~{._<i~X~.:,•=~~·,J····-~
. . :rs
Award.
.
'·
' ~f,~Wf\
l'i'fr'
·::
,
.. :. .
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a. The\'ip'urpose of the High Achie· rs~Awards program is to honor and congratulate
out dedicated and committed students, faculty, staff, or FIU organization for their
out§itml~W,g .achievement in acm1g,\Ri~,s and/or their fait~~~p,.t:ribution to the
com:mµ,qity.
i,'i.i::~/;/,
.' ..:;;,;/;;\:~: ·
b. Tocfi:i~@i·Achievers Award
shall be held annuaU~i&Jt'the Tri-Council
Achievers A wards to be '}:l~sented to the best
Awar(.ij.: Their shall be six (6)
candidates that are selected by the High Achievers Award committee.
c. The High Achievers Award committee shall be comprised of three (3) BBC
students, appointed by the SGC Presi4ent, and two (2) faculty and/or staff members,
of which one (1) must be a part of the Division of Student Affairs at BBC.

prijp
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d. At least three (3) students shall be nominated annually (preferably one graduate,
one upper division, and one lower division). The required qualifications for students
must meet the criteria as followed:
i. To be eligible for the High Achievers Awards, each candidate must meet the
following qualifications. Undergraduate students must be enrolled at FIU
in at least 12 credit hours, and must have a grade point average of 3.3
overall and a 2.8 semester GP A. Graduat~ students must be enrolled at
FIU in at least 6 credit hours and have a cumulative grade point average of
at least 3.5 overall and a 3.0 semester GPA. All students must have at least
SO% of their classes in the Biscayne Bay Campus and/or Pines Center.
n. Each student must possess evidence of high achievement in academics. But
most importantly, they must have contributed in their society by their
committed effort and community service.
e. The other three (3) awards may be presented to a BBC Faculty, Staff, or BBC
Community member that has excelled in high achievement by committing his/her
efforts in excellence, perseverance, and community service. FIU BBC Professors
should be recognized for the following criteria: creativity, approachability, teaching
strategy~ communication, and encouragement for vast learning towards students.
f. An SGA member shall be an eligible candidate, however only one (1) SGA member
shall receive an award per year.
g. No changes or amendments of the High Achievers Awards procedures, guidelines
or criteria shall be made without a two-thirds (2/3) affrrmative vote of the SOC
BBC.
H. The Council shall also award at the Tri-Council Awards the Dr. Raul Moncarz Award of
Excellence.
a.,. The Dr. Raul Moncarz Award of Excellence shall be presented to a student and/or
faculty staff member at the Biscayne Bay Campus for their outstanding dedication
and commitment to FIU BBC in honor of Dr. Raul Moncarz, Vice Provost Emeritus·
FIUBBC.
b,.i,,/llle Dr. Raul Moncarz
of Excellence recipiep,.t(~) .shall be decided by ar.:\,;.\ .
i£ii!~mmittee consisting oftfitW:lce Provost of BBC, th~1i~'$istant Vice President Qf;ftfl!/}
+':·:'Student Affairs at BBC/\{fle'· SGC BBC President ancf'iVice President or their'i"',,,.,,
. respective designees as well as a student selected by the SGC BBC President.

;\,ward
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The Stan ·
..1 lli1cils of the Student ®v:~trirnent Council shall lt,, ~\;;Student.Organizations:
.•.:.:
Council (S0~); rStudent Programming C~llii~il (SPC) and the Bay V'i§tA'Hall Council (BVHC)/·l;;;od:u· ·
Each will maintain a separate set of guideimes for operations known· as' a ·constitution which will . · ·· ..
be approved ..h~xtheBtudent Government GounciL
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C. The
and BVHC shaif?.:Ut!,td its elections as specifi~?ln their Constitutions.
Failure'to hold elections in the propet',tt1anner will affect the annru,u budget allocation of the
councili:idt in compliance.
· ·
'' :
D. Each Council must maintain some form of meeting (Executive Board or general
membership) at least twice a month. Minutes and attendance will be recorded, distributed
and filed in the Student Government Council office within 48 hours of the meeting.

E. Each council reserves the right to elect a Chairperson, yet Student Government Council
may remove the Chairperson for malfeasance, misfeasance, nonfeasance, incompetence,
permanent inability to perform official duties, or conviction of a felony.
F. Each Chairperson will be required to present a brief report at least twice a semester in
writing to the Student Government Council. In addition to attending or sending a
representatives to all Tri-council meetings.
G. Chairpersons will be required to put in 10 hours a week as office hours and be paid through
an emolument account.
Section XVIII - Student Organizations Council
A. Tue purpose of the SOC shall be to serve as the governing and representative body of the
clubs registered under its name.
B. Among the SOC's responsibilities shall be to provide funding for its clubs, host activities
and manage operations of its clubs.
Section XIX - Student Programming Council
A. The purpose of the SPC shall be to serve as the programming body of student activities.
Section XX - Bay Vista Hall Council
A. The purpose of the BVHC shall be to serve as the governing and representative body of the
students living in housing facilities on campus.
·
B. Among the BVHC's responsibilities will be to provide for representation to the
administration on issues of facilities, services, fees, security and general climate in housing
facilities.
C. The BVHC will also provide for and manage any programming planned for the facilities
, through funding.
Section XXI - Student Elections Board
A. The Student Elections Board shall be in charge of all SGC general and special elections and
.
thereby established. f~f.,~,t.purpose. Any and allJ~~~tions pertaining to El~,9~~~s
31
·'::';~tw~Referrals not contain~]i¢~inor in the SGC Co~nffitl~11are specified in the Bj~Yfte
, .\'}'ntty Campus SGC Electiorlstode.
,i,,:,w,.
'. 10:·':'"',.
B. .Tue Elections Board will be subject to the requirements specified in the SGC Elections
\\·oqe and to all other appli ,., l~iProvisions in the SGA:;:: · 'tution and BBC By-la. ·
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A:''r~~fillie purpose of regular ili'~l]figs, the Council will meel;fttfaWednesday at 3:30 PM:l»)a
lo~tion to be determined by tlie President. All SGC Meni~rs must schedule around :tliis.
Meetings will only last a maximum of three (3) hours. The'.meeting time can be waived to
accommodate the largest number of members with a majority vote of the voting members.

B. An emergency meeting is a meeting of the SGC held to address a specific issue or set of
issues at which no other business may be placed on the table. The emergency meeting must
be called with at least two day's notice.
C. Regular and Emergency meetings must meet quorum.
D. If an emergency meeting is called, but fails to reach quorum, then the failure to attend such
a meeting will not be counted against any member of the SGC, but attendance at such
meetings shall be counted in favor of the SGC member when determining overall
attendance.
E. Regular meetings shall not count toward SGC members' office hours.
Section XXIII - Proxy Ballots and Absentee Ballots
A. The Student Government Council shall not count proxies for either quorum or voting
purposes.
B. The Student Government Council shall not count absentee ballots for either quorum or
voting purposes.
Section XXIV - Absences
A. SGC members may not miss more then three (3) regular meetings or two (2) consecutive
regular meetings.
B. SGC members who have violated Section XXIII Subsection A shall automatically be
removed from office. The removed SGC member may appeal before the SGC ·at the next
regular meeting and with a simple majority vote of those present and voting the removed
member may be placed back on the SGC.
C. To be counted as present, SGC members must be present for a majority of the meeting.
D. Excused absences- An SGC member absent from a regular meeting shall submit a written
notice officially stamped and dated by a Campus Life Staff member, to the SGC President
within three (3) working days after the meeting in order to be excused. All such notices
shall be placed in the public record.
E. The letter submitted by the absent member is subject to approval by the SGC Ptesident.
Any member of the Stu.dent Government Co~cU,may ask to be taken off quOn11D for a
specifi~d len~h ?ftJ,!if:#ot to exceed four wee,~1!§nng the ~all and Sp~~!1~:ij~esters,
and without hm1t dt.fi'rn'g·the Surruner semester,:·1f·that council member 1s :going to be
unable to fulfill his or her requirements during that time due to work, travel, or personal
···>:.,,:;/,.problems. A council; · her.who has been taken · , · uorum shall receive no.r ·· .eration .
'.;,; for that period, nor
'.~Y be required to atten.
f SGC nieeting, nor sh 'o' /\count .
·i:towards quorum or.,'
·ryote.at any SGC me' rc\i}tor shall,they be req·'., ,,.lto;lceep
1Hirt,1.lt .
., .
. .
t1:J:,1'.B;,:
office hours during thatiperirid.
a. In order to be :taken off quo~ for any perio~ of time, a council member must
submit a wri~~th!l.gtt.pe, officially stampeq//Jmfl,4~ted by a Student Acti}j!~c;/tS,taff
member, to the;S,Q:C President at least six wo;i.:ldilg days before he or sheJs;:.t:~,noved
from the roll • ,;:~irTi~I<,
tfi1li'
litf'.> , ·
.tf{~f.tiii#JC:·
·
:.\ ~<!~\-; ·
_, _{~-:~, ,s:: ·. ·
.t(/i~:,:.-,·.
b. In cases of eme~g~ncy where it is not possi1'le to submit the written µ,<>,tice six
working days before hand is acknowledge ·is up to the discretion of ·:the SGC
President to apply the leave of absence.
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Section XXV - Voting and Quorum

A. All votes unless otherwise stipulated in these By-laws or the Constitution shall be as simple
majority of members present at a meeting at which there is quorum.
B. Abstentions will not be taken into consideration for the purposes of voting. This is to say
that they will not count in favor or against the vote in question.
C. Quorum is defined as over fifty' percent (50%) of the voting members present at any
meeting.
Section XXVI - Procedures
A. Any resolution, council bill or appropriations being presented to the Student Government
Council for the purpose of a vote must first have two (2) Representatives as sponsors
before being placed on the agenda of a meeting. This excludes a bill proposed by the
President and/or Vice President in which case it must have one (1) Representative as a
sponsor.
R Any such issue to be voted on must be classified as appropriations, resolutions or council
bill and be drafted on the appropriate forms to allow for proper archival record.
Section XXVII - Due Process
A. The Student Government Council recognizes the need for due process in the removal or
censure, by the SOC, of any SOC Member, Representative, Standing Committee Chairs,
Commissioner of Elections or any other appointed or elected SOC officials.
B. The basis for removal and procedure for removal of any SOC Member shall be found in
Article VII of the SOC Constitution.
C. Any accused party may appeal a decision to the Student Judicial Board on the grounds that
due proves was not followed. The Judicial Board may overturn the actions of the SOC, if
and only if it finds, after a thorough investigation, that the SOC violated the accused party's
due process rights. as established above.
Section XXVIII ""'." Office Hours
A. Office hours as required by the Constitution will be logged in the SOC office on a sign-in
sheet and will be conducted within the hours of 8:30 AM and 7:00PM.
B. The SOC Chi~{~f/$taffwill be the custodi~J~lall records regarding offi~:~liours and will
prepare time cardffor verification by SOC officials on a bi-weekly basis."''1" '·
C. If hours are completed outside the office as allowed by the Constitution; substantial proof
.must be provi<l~iJQ.;the Chiefof Staff and .d~Qµme,itation placed on file.. ,t\ti.lf{;
D .. n:ie offic~ ho~fef::!he soc cabinet metti~~~I~ll·be decided by the ~m~tPresident and
Y1ce-Pres1dent@§9:lj'.@:tenot to exceed ten (lQ.)lA~WS·
~-r!Mft!J{!: ·. ·. .
E. Failure to fulfilfi,ffl.e·required amount of offidtfh.ours will result in autoniaticifemoval from
office with an opportunity to appeal to the SOC BBC.
F. General Meeting§,~@ not count as office hQYI§i1,r·.
,,,;1"m1cc .
G. A record shall 1*1J?psted in public view in tq,~\,§:tudent Government Offi~~.pisplaying the
full name, positi~ij1'Standing Committee m¢iµ\)ership, campus, universifY,'•:l>r community
committee memb~rship(s); special project assigtunent(s) and office hours ()feach member
of the SOC.
·
·
·
H. No weekly office hours may be counted before 7:15 AM (fifteen minutes before the
starting time of the earliest class), or after 10:45 (fifteen minutes after the finishing of the
latest class), nor sp.all any office hours be counted on Sunday.

Section XXIX - By-Law Changes ·
A. By-laws may be amended, deleted, and added by a majority vote of all voting members of
the SGC.
B. All By-law changes passed by the Student Government Council shall become effective
immediately unless otherwise stated in the resolution.
Section XXX - Ratification
A. A new set of By-laws shall be ratified by a two-thirds (2/3) vote of all voting members of
the Student Government Council.
Section XXXI - Dissolution
A. These By-laws shall be dissolved upon the ratification of a new set of SGC BBC By-laws.
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BYLAWS
Student Government Council
Biscayne Bay Campus
SECTION I - BUDGET
A. A&S FUND The State of Florida has
established a separate Activity & Service
Fee. This fee shall be collected as part of
the student tuition as a dollar amount per
credit hour and shall be retained by the
University and paid into a separate A&S
fund.

-..

8. AUTHORITY The allocation and
expenditure of these funds shall be
determined by the Student Government
Association through the University Wide
Council and the individual Student
Government Councils. The SGC University
Wide Council is responsible for allocating
funds for "University Wide" expenses, and
the Biscayne Bay Campus Student
Government Council (BBC SGC) is
responsible for the allocation and
expenditure of A&S Fees for its campus.
C. FISCAL YEAR The fiscal year for the
SGA will by July 1 to June 30.
D. CHRONOLOGY The process for
preparing the annual fiscal budget shall
begin in earnest no later than August 15 of
the previous academic year. This process
will include:
1. The Office of Budget Planning
and Analysis submits to the Student
Government preliminary projected
figures of enrollment as well as fee
revenue for the next year. It will be
understood that these figures are
only projections.

•
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2. The Finance Committee will make
available budget request forms for
any interested parties wishing to
request funds of the A&S Fund.
These forms along with a set
deadline will be advertised and
made available to any existing
funded entities, as well as any
-·grelips-that·have received funding
within the past three years.

3. The Finance Committee will
schedule a budget hearing no later
than one week following the
deadline for Request Forms. The
purpose of this hearing is to give an
opportunity for requesters to make
presentations and to be able to
. respond to questions from Finance
committee Representatives. This
hearing will also be advertised and
open to the public; groups making
requests are required to attend.
4. University Council will first
prepare a budget draft to determine
fixed expenses for University Wide
expenses to include but not be
limited to the Student Media, Greek
Councils and Honors Council.

5. The Finance Committee will then
prepare a budget draft for the
Biscayne Bay Campus, once the
University Wide figures have been
decided and the remainder of fees
split according to the Full Time
Enrollment (FTE's) on campuses.
6. The Office of Budget Planning will
update· FTE projects as necessary
during the course of the year. It is
the.responsibility of both the
University Council and Finance
Committee to make any necessary
adjustments due to any discrepancy
between budgeted figures and
projects to ensure a balanced
budget.
7. A budget hearing for the purpose
of public opinion on the budget
drafts will be held prior to the last
week in March. This forum, as well
as the drafts, will be advertised and
publicized, and all beneficiaries of
A&S fees should be present.
8. After the start of the Spring
semester, but prior to February 15,
· the University Council will finalize its
budget at one of its regular
meetings. At the same time, the
Finance Committee will submit its

draft for approval by the Council at a
regularly scheduled meeting, by a
two-thirds vote and amended by a
two-thirds vote. A rejected budget
shall be returned to the Finance
Committee for revision.

9. The finalized budget will be
submitted to the University
President for his approval or veto
via the Vice-President of Student
Affairs in accordance with State
Statue. If no action is taken within
fifteen (15) days following
presentation, the budget shall be
deemed approved.
10. It is the responsibility of the
Finance Committee to review and
make recommendations to SGC for
the expenditure of all reserve and
unallocated funds of the SGC
budget.
SECTION II-BUDGET AUTHORIZATION

Once the budget has been finalized and the
SGC President has signed it into effect, the
newly elected Council and Finance
Committee will have the duty to authorize
individual budgets. This should be done by
July 1, whereas c:ifter that date no
disbursements will be allowed if a budget
has not been authorized.
A. SGC Accounting and/or the Finance
Chairperson will inform all funded entities of
approved allocations by June 1 and thus
request a categorized budget from each
entity by a certain deadline to be established
by the Finance Chairperson and/or
President.

B. Any entity requesting funds from the SGC
BBC shall first go to the Finance Committee
for its recommendations. Such requests
must be in writing.
C. The Finance Committee and University
Council will then review individual budgets.
University Council will grant ultimate
approval of University Wide allocations and
the BBC Finance Committee will submit
recommended budgets to the full Council for
approval.

Bylaws
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SECTIONl"-DIBBURSEMENTS

A. All transactions will be facilitated,
monitored and reviewed by the SGC
Finance Committee, Finance Chairperson
and SGC Accounting Office.

B. All disbursements shall have the approval
by signature of the Finance Committee
Chairpersonl{the SGC President. as well
as either the SGC Accountant or the
designee of the Vice President of Student
Affairs.
C. The SGC President and SGC Finance
Chairperson, as well as the SGC Accountant
or designee of the Vice President of Student
Affairs shall approve appropriations or
transfers of any contingency reserves.

D. Monthly financial reports shall be made
available to the SGC President, Finance
Chairperson, as well as one copy for the
Council to review, detailing any
disbursements and money transfers.
SECTION IV - COMMITTEES

The Standing Committees of the SGC shall
be the Finance Committee, Student
Services Committee, Academic Affairs
Committee, Student Union Board
Committee, International Student Services
Committee and Campus Life Committee. It
will be the duty of these _committees to
present items for discussion and solutions to
the Student Government Council.

A. All SGC Representatives must serve on
at least one Standing Committee.

8. Committee Chairpersons will be chosen
through an application process and
appointed by a simple majority of the entire
SGC. A Chairperson may be removed from
office by a two-third vote of the SGC.
C. Committees will meet at least twice a
month to conduct business. Attendance and
minutes will be recorded, distributed and
filed in the SGC office within 48 hours of the
meeting by a designated committee
member.

D. Each Standing Committee shall have the
power to form sub-committees to address a
specific idea, issue or concern. Sub2

)

committees may conduct research and
make recommendations, and shall report
their progress at regular Standing
Committee meetings.

E. For all committees, excluding the Finance
Committee, the committee size will be
determined by the SGC and are not limited
to Representatives serving as members.
Any additional members must be included
on a roster and have personal information
on file in the SGC office.
F. Committee Chairpersons will be expected
to present a report to the Council following
each meeting. In their absence a ViceChairperson or member should present a
report.

G. Committees are only a working group of
the Student Government Council. Any
official decisions and/or projects, initiatives
and measures must be brought before the
Council for approval, by way of a resolution
or an appropriations bill.

H. Any matter being presented to the SGC
in the form of a resolution or appropriation
bill by a standing committee must be
sponsored by two representatives.
I. Each Standing Committee shall have such
authority as necessary to conduct research
and make recommendations concerning
areas under the authority of that Committee.

SGC. With a majority vote, the
appropriation shall be approved.
M. The SGC President and Vice President
are ex officio non-voting members of all
Standing Committees.
N. Standing Committee Chairpersons will be
required to put in ten (10) hours a week as
office hours, five (5) of which must be in the
office itself.
SECTION V - SELECTION OF STANDING
COMMITTEE OFFICIALS

A. The Chairpersons of each of the Standing
Committees will be elected by simple
majority vote of the Council at a regular
meeting.

B. To be eligible, all candidates will submit
proper applications and platform for review
of Council.
C. Vote will be by secret ballot.

D. Each Standing Committee shall appoint a
vice chair and secretary by way of a majority
of the standing committee members.
1.

In the absence of the chair, the
vice chair shall assume the
duties of the chair.

2.

The secretary shall be the
official record keeper of the
Standing Committee and will file
· the minutes of each meeting
within 48-hours.

3.

The vice chair and secretary
may not hold such a position on
another standing committee, but
is limited to only being a
member.

J. All Standing Committees, excluding the
Finance Committee, will be allocated a
budget.

K. Each Standing Committee shall hereby
be empowered to allocate any funds
budgeted to that Committee by a simple
majority vote in any meeting where there is
a quorum.
'c

L. All Standing Committees, excluding the
Finance Committee, shall allocate their
budget by way of an appropriations bill
sponsored by two representatives.

1. Only approved appropriations of
more than three-hundred dollars
($300) will be brought before the
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E. Standing Committee Vice-Chairs and
Secretaries may be removed from office by
a majority vote of the Committee, or by a
majority vote of the SGC.
SECTION VI - FINANCE COMMITTEE

A. The Finance Committee will be
comprised of the Finance Chairperson and
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four SGC Representatives appointed
through a majority vote of the SGC.

8. The Finance Committee is charged with
the responsibility of preparing and
submitting a complete budget draft to the
SGC based on the projected budget from
the SGA University Council.
C. It is the responsibility of the Finarice
committee to review and make
recommendations to the SGC for the
expenditure of all reserve and unallocated
funds of the SGC budget, as well as any line
item transfers in.the completed budget.

1. All appropriations must first be
approved by the Finance
Committee.
2. Only approved appropriations by
the Finance Committee of more
than five-hundred dollars ($500) will
be brought before the SGC. With a
majority vote, the appropriation shall
be approved.
3. If not approved by the Finance

Committee, this will pe reported to
the Council at the next regularly
scheduled meeting.

4. If a Representative wishes for the
Finance Committee to reconsider an
appropriation, he/she must gain a
majority vote of all voting members.

D. In regards to the disbursement of
. unallocated funds to entities not already
funded by the Student Government Council.

1. Expenditures over one hundred
dollars ($100) and up to five
hundred dollars ($500) must be
approved by a regular meeting of
the Finance Committee.·
2.Minor expenditures up to one
hundred dollars ($100) must be
authorized by the Finance Chair and
the SGC President or Vice
President in the President's
absence.

E. Any appropriations bill being presented to
the SGC by the Finance Committee must
have two sponsoring Representatives.
Bylaws

F. The Finance Committee's procedure for

._/

accountability of the SGC budget
expenditures and reserve appropriations is
justified through making requirements
deemed necessary to assure that budget
expenditures and reserve appropriations
have been disbursed and spent per the
SGC's original allocation intent.

G. The Finance Committee may specify
criteria's associated with the allocation of
funds, including but not limited to timing,
standards, levels of accountability and
specific instructions as stated in Finance
Code and Bylaws.
SECTION VII -ACADEMIC AFFAIRS
COMMITTEE

A. The purpose of this committee is to
review and evaluate academic issues and
make necessary recommendations that will
represent students'. views on issues.

8. Should the SGC undertake a program of
faculty evaluations, the committee will
oversee this project.

,I

C. This committee shall also oversee the
operations and services of the Library.

D. This committee shall host an annual
scholarship fair.
SECTION VIII - STUDENT SERVICES
COMMITTEE

A. This committee shall also recommend
services to be provided and evaluate current
services being offered to ensure that they
are serving student needs.

8. This committee shall also have
representation on the Student Health
Advisory university wide committee.
SECTION IX - STUDENT UNION BOARD
A. The purpose of the Student Union Board
is to facilitate a working relationship between
the SGC and the Wolfe University Center.

8. The Board shall serve in assisting in the
allocation of the Wolfe University Center's
Fiscal Budget. Prior to a budget request
being submitted to the Finance Committee,

-·~
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the SUB will recommend a draft to the
Finance Committee.
C. The SUB shall serve as SGC's voice in
the decision-making. process of room and
space allocation and operating hours, as
well as discerning and addressing student's
concerns in order to improve services.

D. In the event that the Student Center is
granted a CITF Allocation, the SUB will
analyze the needs of the building and,
working with the WUC staff, prepare a
request to present to the Vice-President of
Student Affairs.

E. Throughout the year, the SUB will also be
charged with the responsibility of
supervising the expenditures of ~UC funds.
SECTION X - CAMPUS LIFE COMMITTEE

A. This committee will facilitate a working
relationship between the Student
Government Council and the department of
Campus Life as well as the Student
Programming Council, Student
Organizations Council, Bay Vista Hall
Council, the Honors Council, Panther Power
and any other A&S funded activity entities.
B. The purpose of this committee will be to
serve as a research and recommending
body. By studying and proposing ideas, the
goal of this group will be to enhance
Campus Life at the Univer~ity and within the .
resources of the afor,ementioned groups and
departments as well as other entities within
the University.
SECTION XI - INTERNATIONAL
STUDENT SERVICES COMMITTEE

A. The purpose of this committee shall be to
investigate international student concerns
and make recommendations as deemed
·appropriate.

B. This committee shall also recommend
services to be provided and evaluate current
services being offered to ensure that they
are serving the international student needs.
SECTION XII - EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE

A. The purpose of the Executive Committee
is to assemble all Standing Committee
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Chairs and Cabinet Members to discuss,
analyze and suggest methods of action and
strategies toward the end of forwarding the
agenda of the Student Government Cbuncil.

B. The SGC President or Chief of Staff will
chair this meeting.
SECTION XIII - HOUSE OF
REPRESENTATIVES

A. The purpose of the House of
Representatives (hereafter referred to as the
House) is to assemble at /east once a month
to be presented and discuss legislations in
the form of a resolution or an appropriations
bill.

B. The House shall comprise of all
Representatives. The SGC Vice President
shall serve as chair of the House meetings
until the appointment of the Speaker of the
House.
1. The Speaker of the House shall
be a representative appointed
through a majority vote. The
Speaker of the House shall chair the
House meetings.

2. The House shall appoint a Vice
Chair through a majority vote. In the
absence of the Speaker of the
House, the Vice Chair of the House
shall chair the meetings.
3. The House of Representatives
shall appoint a Secretary by way of
a majority vote. The Secretary shall
be the official custodian and
recorder of all House proceedings,
including the minutes, which should .
be made available to public within
48 hours of the meeting.

C. The House shall have a set of bylaws in
place for governance that may include
additional roles and responsibilities for all
members.
D. No provisions by the House bylaws shall
be waived. Such provisions shall only be
added, deleted; ·or-altered through the
amendment process.

SECTION XIV - CONSTITUENCY
RESPONSIBILITY
. A. One hundred (100) surveys must be filled
out and collected by each Representative
and Chairperson, excluding the Finance
Committee, every fall and spring semester.
The surveys must also be comprised of the
students wnotfio~e..§P.~fific Representatives
· were elected to serve; for example, the
Busin~§~ 8_$presen1a1ivE:! .must eollect
surv~x~from !~ose of his ()r her college.

B. Representatives will be responsible for
typing and presenting a minimum of two
reports per semester (fall and spring) to the
Biscayne Bay Campus Council. These
reports shouid contain all goals
accomplished and ongoing projects.
C. All Representatives (excluding Lower
Division and At-Large Representatives) are
required to meet with their college's dean at
least once a month.

D. All SGC members including the cabinet
will be required to complete a binder
containing their accomplishments and
contacts made throughout the year. This
binder is to be completed one week before
spring break.

E. Failure to meet the above criteria's will
result in automatic removal from office, with
an opportunity to appeal to the Biscayne
Bay Campus Student Government Council.
F. The BBC Student Government Council
shall hold an annual program to be called
The SGC Inaugural Address and Town Hall
. Meeting within one month of the start of
each fall semester.

1. The purpose of the program is
first, for the SGC President to give
his/her inaugural speech to the
student body. And second, for the
student body to engage in dialogue
· -----···oyaocfressing·;ssues· ofconcern to
the SGC and University
administration.

2. The program shall run under the
direction of the SGC President,
hosted by the Chief of Staff, and
coordinated by the Director of
Special Events.
Bylaws

SECTION XV-STANDING COUNCILS

The Standing Councils of the Student
Government Council shall be the Student
Organizations Council (SOC), Student
Programming Council (SPC) and the Bay
Vista Hall Council (BVHC). Each will
maintain a separate set of guidelines for
operations known as a constitution, which
will be approved by the Student Government
Council. Each Standing Council Chair shall
meet the academic requirements of a
Standing Committee Chair.

A. The SOC, SPC and BVHC shall hold its
elections the week following the SGC
elections. Failure to hold elections during
the stated time period will affect the annual
.budget allocation of the council not in
compliance.
B. Each Council must maintain some form of
meeting (Executive Board or general
membership) at least twice a month.
Minutes and attendance will be recorded,
distributed and filed in the Student
Government Council office within 48 hours
of the meeting.
C. Each Council reserves the right to elect
its own Chairperson, yet Student
Government Council may remove the
Chairperson for malfeasance, misfeasance
and/or nonfeasance.

D. Each Chairperson will be required to
present a brief report at least twice a
semester to the Student Government
Council and in addition, attend a Standing
Council Round-table/meeting twice a
semester with the Vice-President and
President of the Student Government
Council.
E. Within the structure of the Student
Government Council, the Councils shall
have all the rights and privileges of that of a
Standing Council as stipulated in the
Constitution.

F. Chairpersons will be required to put in 10
hours a week as office hours, five (5) of
which must be in the office itself, and be
paid through the emolument account.
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SECTION XVI - STUDENT
ORGANIZATIONS COUNCIL

A. The purpose of the SOC shall be to serve
as the governing and representative body of
the ·clubs registered under its name.

B. Among the SOC's responsibilities shall
be to provide funding for its clubs, host
activities and manage the operations of its
clubs.
SECTION XVII - STUDENT
PROGRAMMING COUNCIL

A. The purpose of the SPC shall be to serve
as the programming body of student
activities.
SECTION XVIII - BAY VISTA HALL
COUNCIL

A. The purpose of the BVHC shall be to
serve as the governing and representative
body of the students living in housing
facilities on campus.
B. Among the BVHC's responsibilities will be
to provide for representation to the
administration on issues of facilities,
services, fees, security and general climate
in housing facilities.
C. The BVHC will also provide for and
manage any programming planned for the
facilities through funding.

D. The Housing Representative shall serve

SECTION XX - MEETINGS
A regular meeting shall be any meeting of
the SGC held to discuss the ongoing
business of the SGC, to hear the reports of
the Standing Committees, and to hear the
report of Council members concerning the
progress of their special projects.

A. For the purpose of regular meetings, the
Council will meet on a Wednesday at 3:15
PM in WUC 159. All SGC Members must
schedule around this. Meetings will only last
a maximum of three (3) hours. The meeting
time can be waived to accommodate the
largest number of members with a majority
vote of the voting members.

8. An emergency meeting is a meeting of
the SGC held to address a specific issue or
set of issues at which no other business
may be placed on the table. The emergency
meeting must be called with at least two
day's notice.
C. Regular and Emergency meetings must
·
meet quorum. D. If an emergency meeting is called, but
fails to reach a quorum, then the failure to
attend such a meeting will not be counted
against any member of the SGC, but
attendance at such meetings shall be
counted in favor of the SGC member when
determining overall attendance.
E. Regular meetings shall not count toward
SGC members' office hours.

as the BVHC Chair.
SECTION XIX - STUDENT ELECTIONS
BOARD

A. The Student Elections Board shall be in
charge of all SGC general and special
elections and it's thereby established for that
purpose. Any and all regulations pertaining
to Elections and Referrals not contained
--- ---hereinoriffthe ·SGC Constitution are
specified in the Biscayne Bay Car:npus SGC
Elections Code.

B. The Elections Board will_ be subject to the
requirements specified in the SGC Elections
Code and to all other applicable provisions
in the SGA Constitution and BBC Bylaws.
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SECTION XXI
PROXY AND ABSENTEE BALLOTS

A. The Student Government Council shall
not count proxies for either quorum or voting
purposes. -

B. The Student Government Council shall
__ not count.absentee ballo.ts for either quorum
or voting purposes.
SECTION XXII - ABSENCES

A. SGC members may not miss more than
three (3) regular meetings or two (2)
consecutive regular meetings in any
semester.
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B. SGC members who !)ave missed a total
of three (3) regular meetings or two (2)
consecutive -regular meetings shall
automatically be removed from office. The
removed SGC member may appeal before
the· SGC at the next regular meeting, and
with a two-thirds (2/3) vote of the present
members the removed member may be
placed back on the SGC.
C. To be counted as present, Student
Government Council members must be
present for a majority of the meeting.

SECTION XXIII - VOTING

A. All votes, unless otherwise stipulated in
these Bylaws of the Constitution, will be a
simple majority of members present at a
meeting at which there is quorum. ·

B. Abstentions will not be taken into
consideration for the purposes of voting.
This is to say that they will not count in favor
or against the vote in question.
SECTION XXIV - PROCEDURES

O. Excused absences. An SGC member
absent from a regular meeting shall submit a
written notice, officially stamped and dated
by a Campus Life Staff member, to the SGC
President within three (3) working days after
the meeting in order to be excused. All such
notices shall be placed in the public record.
Reasons for which an SGC member shall be
excused for an absence includes attending
class, work, personal or family emergency.
E. The letter submitted by the absent
member is subject to approval by the SGC
President.
F. Any member of the Student Government
Council may ask to be taken off quorum for
a specified length of time, not to exceed four
weeks during the Fall or Spring semesters,
and without limit during the Summer
semester, if that Council member is going to
be unable to fulfill his or her requirements
during that time due to work, travel, or
personal problems. A Council member who
has been taken off quorum shall receive no
remuneration for that period, nor shall they
be required to attend any SGC meeting(s) or
penalized for failing to attend SGC
meetings, nor shall they count towards the
quorum or have a vote at any SGC meeting
nor shall they be required to keep office
hours_ during that period.
1. In order to be taken off quorum
for any length of time, a Council
member must submit a written
notice, officially stamped and dated
by a Student Activities staff
member, to the SGC President at
feast six working days before he or
she is removed from the roll.
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A. Any res of ution or appropriations bill being
presented to the Student Government
Council for the purpose of a vote must first
have two (2) Representatives as sponsors
before being placed on the agenda of a
meeting. This excf udes a resof ution
proposed by the SGC President and/or Vice
President.
B. Any such issue to be voted on must be
classified as appropriations, resolutions, or a
bill, and drafted on the appropriate forms to
allow for proper archival record.
SECTION XXV - DUE PROCESS

A. The Student Government Council
recognizes the need for due process in the
removal, by the SGC, of any SGC Member.
Representatives, Standing Committee
Chairs, Commissioner of Elections,
Executive Cabinet Members, and any other
appointed or elected SGC officials shall all
be considered SGC Members.

B. The basis for the removal of any SGC
Member shall be malfeasance, misfeasance,
·and/or nonfeasance. All other violations will
automatically default to the Student Code of
Conduct.
C. For the removal of a/an SGC Member,
the member must first be accused in the
form of a motion or binding resolution
passed by a majority (50% +1) vote of the
SGC. Any discussion resulting from a
motion or binding resolution to accuse a
party of malfeasance, misfeasance, and/or
nonfeasance will be open solely to the
members of the SGC.

'
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D. If such binding resolution or motion is
passed, the chair will set a date for a special
meeting to immediately follow a regular
Council meeting no later than two (2) weeks
from the meeting at which such binding
resolution or motion was passed.

.,

E. The accused party will then be given
written notice by the SGC clerk of the
accusations made against him/her; the time
and place of the special meeting; notice of
witnesses who will be called to testify
against him/her; and a copy of the meeting
minutes within one (1) week of the meeting's
adjournment. Should the accused party not
present him/herself at the special meeting,
the accused party can and will be tried in
absentia.
F. The special meeting will be chaired by the
SGC President and will follow the following
format:
1. Opening statement by the
accusing Council member(s).
2. Opening statement by the
accused party.
3. Questions to the accused party
from the S<;p mem/;J-r,rs. ,
4. Witnesses on behalf of the SGC
will be questioned by the SGC and
then by the accused party.
5. Witnesses on behalf of the
accused party will be questioned by
the SGC and then by the accused
party.
6. Follow up questions to the
accused party.
7. Closing statements from the SGC
and then the ac~used party.
G. If the SGC President is the accused
party, the SGC Vice President shall serve as
chair.
H. Immediately following the cessation of
discussion, a Council member may choose
to motion to remove the accused from office
or the Council may choose to take no action.
---The SGC membeiTsfwho origlrially brought
about the allegations of misconduct cannot
move, nor vote, on a motion to remove a
member from office.
I. All accused parties will be given written
notice of a decision by the clerk in the event
that the Council votes to remove him/her
from office.
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J. The SGC President, Vice President, SGC
representatives, Standing Committee Chair,
Commissioner of Elections, Executive
Cabinet Member, and any other appointed
SGC official may be removed from office
with no less than a two-thirds (2/3) vote of
the SGC voting members present.
K. The SGC President may also remove
Executive Cabinet Members from office if
he/she deems it necessary and proper. The
SGC President should keep a welldocumented history of the Executive
Cabinet Member's malfeasance,
misfeasance, and/or nonfeasance in order to
justify his/her removal. In such case, there
will be no need for the process as outlined in
the preceding sections.

L. Any accused party may appeal a decision
to the Student Judicial Board on the grounds
that due process was not followed. The
Judicial Board may overturn the actions of
the SGC, if and only if it finds, after a
thorough investigation, that the SGC
violated the accused p;:irty's due process
rights as established above.
SECTION

XXVl - OFFICE HOURS

A. Office hours as required by the
Constitution will be logged in the SGC office
on a sign-in sheet and will be conducted
within the hours of 9.]D AM al'I! 5 00
-a. 3o ftm e,l n. -:i-.oo
B. The SGC Clerk of Council or Chief of
Staff will be the cu~todian of all records
regarding office hours and will prepare time
cards for verification by SGC officials on a
bi-weekly basis.

es

C. Only hours Jogged in will be reflected in
the official time card. Officials will receive
pay only for hours worked. Once· prepared
and verified by the SGC official, they will be
approved by the Associate Director of
Campus Life to be sent to Payroll.
D. If hours are completed outside of the
office, as allowed by the Constitution,
substantial proof must be provided to the
·· ---C--h1efof-Staff and-documentation placed on
file.
E. Officials will only be paid up to the
maximum hours allowed according to the
a

rrn

Constitution and within the course of a biweekly basis only.

of the latest class), nor shall any office hours
be counted on Sunday.

F. The office hours of the SGC Cabinet
members shall be decided by the SGC
President and Vice President, but are not to
exceed ten ( 10) hours.

SECTION XXVII - BYLAW CHANGES

G. Failure to fulfill the required amount of
office hours will result in automatic removal
from office, with an opportunity to appeal to
the BBC SGC.
H. General Meetings shall not count as
office hours.

j

A. Bylaws may be amended, deleted and
added by a majority vote of the entire
Student Government Council.
8. All Bylaw changes passed by the Student
Government Council shall become effective
immediately, unless otherwise stated in the
resolution.
Revised 6/26/02
A: sgcbylaw.02

I. A record shall be posted in public view in
the Student Government Offices displaying
the
full name, position, Standing
Committee membership; campus,
University, or community committee
membership(s); and special project
assignment(s) of each member of the SGC,

J. All weekly office hours which are required
to be held "in the office itself' must be held
in the office at FIU Biscayne Bay Campus,
during regular business hours ( ~ g. 30 .a. .m. -to =t-.oo
~ ) , unless other arrangements are
made, and are approved by the SGC
President.

/

r· m

·

K. Office hours mandated by the SGA
Constitution beyond those that are required
to be held "in the office itself' must be held
on campus, in a time and place in which the
person holding these hours shall either be
available to their constituents or otherwise
able to carry out work on behalf of the
Student Government.

L. No weekly office hours may be held
outside of the Biscayne Bay Campus except
by the Broward Representative, who may
keep his or her office hours at either of the
Broward Centers, and by the Director of
Student Lobbying, who may count time
spent representing FIU Biscayne Bay
Campus outside of Dade County or Broward
County toward his or her office hours.

be

M. Noweekiyofficehours may
counted
before 7:15 a.m. (fifteen minutes before the
starting time of the earliest class), or after
10:45 p.m. (fifteen minutes after the finishing
Bylaws

IO

Elections Code
SECTION I
Qualifications and Registration of
Candidates

'•

A. Any individual who wishes to qualify as a
candidate for Student Government Council
(hereafter referred to as SGC) offices must
comply with the provisions of the Student
Elections Board.
B. In determining eligibility to run for or
old office in SGC, cumulative grade point
average will be computed from courses
attempted at FIU from the date of current
acceptance. Transfer students and
graduate students who have not completed
any courses at FIU will have their cumulative
grade point average computed from the
transcript(s) used to gain admission to FIU.

C. Candidates seeking office for a specific
school/college representative position must
be accepted in the school/college they wish
to represent, or present a signed letter of
eligibility from the appropriate Dean with
his/her Petition of Candidacy.
D. All candidates may qualify to run for
office under the name by which they are
registered at Florida International University
or under a variation of that name, subject to
the approval of the Student Elections Board.
A nickname may appear in quotation marks
with the approved name of the candidate.
No person shall appear on the ballot under
an assumed name. Any attempt to qualify
as a candidate under an assumed name
shall be a violation of the Elections Code, ·
and shall be cause for immediate
disqualification. .
E. It shall be the responsibility of the
candidate to determine that all information
regarding his/her eligibility to run for or
hold office is correct prior to qualifying for
candidacy. It is a further responsibility of
the candidate to certify the accuracy of this
information with the Registrar, and in all
related University records and Petition for
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Candidacy documents, and to have any ·
deficiencies corrected as provided for by the
Student Elections Board.
F. Each candidate must sign a waiver
allowing the SGA to ascertain that each
elected person continues to fulfill eligibility
requirements for such office during his/her
term of office.
G. A candidate must file all Petition for
Candidacy documents with the
Commissioner of Elections on or before the
deadline date and time designated by the
Student Elections Board. No candidate shall
be placed on the official ballot who has not
fulfilled these requirements.
H. A candidate may withdraw his/her
Petition for Candidacy prior to the election
by submitting a written notice to the
Commissioner of Elections. The notice to
withdraw candidacy must be filed two (2)
weeks prior to the first election date to
assure the candidate's name will not appear
on the ballot. Otherwise, it is the
responsibility of the Commissioner of
Elections to insure that a candidate's name
Is struck from all ballots.

I. Candidates for the offices of President and
Vice President may choose to associate
their campaign with one another, although
the elections for these offices shall remain
separate. Any Presidential candidate and
any Vice Presidential candidate intending to
campaign as a ticket must indicate their
intention to do so when they register to run
for office.
J. Each Presidential candidate may only
associate his/her campaign with one Vice
Presidential candidate, and each Vice
Presidential candidate may only associate
his/her campaign with one Presidential
candidate; If either candidate on such a
ticket withdraws, is disqualified, or becomes
unable to run after the deadline to file a
petition for candidacy, the other candidate
on that ticket may not associate his/her
campaign with any with any other candidate
for the complimentary office.
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K. At no time during the registration process
or campaign may any candidate for any
office other than President or Vice President
associate himself/herself with any other
candidate with the intent of running and
being elected as a group.

Board, and shall serve as the chairperson of
the Board. The Commissioner of Elections
shall faithfully execute those duties and
responsibilities designated by law, or
deemed necessary to the proper conduct of
an election by the Board.

L. Any student of Florida· International

C. No member of the Student Elections

University has the right to bring a complaint
before the Student Elections Board alleging
a violation of the requirements of the Petition
for Candidacy.

Boarq may hold or be a candidate for an
officer or representative position in the SGC
during his/her time of service on the Board.
D. Members of the Student Elections Board
shall not be actively identified with any
candidate or campaign for an elective
position in SGC, nor shall they act in any
partisan manner while they are serving as
members on the Board.

M. No Representative can hold more than
one voting seat.

N. Representatives who have run for more
than one seat shall chose one within twentyfour
(24) hours of being notified by the
Student Elections Board of the election
results.
O. The candidate with the next highest
number of votes will fill the position made
vacant by the representative who ran for
more than one year.
SECTION II
Student Elections Board

A. The Student Elections Board shall consist
of seven students. The Representatives for
the School of Hospitality Management,
School of Journalism and Mass
Communication, School of Nursing, College
of Urban and Public Affairs, and the Broward
Campus shall each appoint one student
from their respective school or campus. The
remaining two seats shall be appointed
one by the SGC President and one by the
SGC Vice-President, and all appointments
to the Student Elections Board shall require
approval by a vote of two-third of the
Student Government Council members
present at a meeting where there is a
quorum.

B. The Student Elections Board shall be in
charge of all SGC general and special
elections and is established for that purpose
by the SGAConstitution and-Bylaws. The
Commissioner of Elections shall be chosen
from among the members of the Student
Elections Board by the members of the
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E. A vacancy in the position of
Commissioner of Elections shall be
immediately filled for the duration of the
term by appointment by the SGC President,
subject to approval by two-thirds of the SGC
present and voting.

F. The Student Elections Board is
responsible for preparing candidate packets
which will include a Petition for Candidacy
form, elections schedule and deadlines,
SGA
Constitution and Bylaws, the Election Code,
posting rules, candidate fund raising and
expenditure report form, and other relevant
information.
G. The Commissioner of Elections shall be
responsible for distributing all necessary
information and forms to the candidates and
for receiving the Petitions of Candidacy and
other required forms from the candidates.
The Commissioner is responsible for giving
written. notification to all qualified candidates
of their right to be present at election related
events.
H. The Commissioner of Elections may
disallow any Petition for Candidacy that
does not meet all requirements of the
Election Procedures as established by the
Student Elections Board. A candidate
·-whose petition-is disallowed may ask for a
review of his/her petition by the Student
·
Elections Board, where a majority vote of
the Board will confirm or overturn the ruling
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of the Commissioner. The names of
candidates whose Petitions of Candidacy
have been disallowed shall be a matter of
public record.
I. The Commissioner of Elections shall
conduct a meeting for all candidates
following the deadline for registration and
prior to the beginning of the campaigning
period. This meeting will notify candidates
of the requirements of the Election Code
and other required election information. All
candidates shall be responsible for all
information presented at this meeting.

J. The Student Elections Board shall
investigate the constitutional qualifications of
all candidates. The Commissioner of
Elections shall submit the preliminary list of
qualified candidates to the Office of the
Registrar, who shall certify to the
Commissioner the names of candidates who
meet all requirements for their chosen office
as listed in the SGA Constitution and
Bylaws. The Commissioner of Elections
shall strike from the list of certified
candidates the names of all persons who
have failed tb qualify for their intended office
and shall notify said candidates in writing.

K. The Student Elections Board may declare
any candidate ineligible to run for or hold
office, or may declare void any winning
candidate's office if a substantive error is
found in the candidate's qualifications, even
if that error was not caused by the
. candidate.
L. The Student Elections Board shall make
all necessary arrangements for polling
places and provide the ballots, ballot boxes
and/or voting machines, and all other items
required for the proper, efficient, and legal
completion of the election.

M. The Commissioner of Elections shall be
responsible for the preparation of the ballot
with the majority approval of the Student
Elections Board.

-..··

N. The Commissioner of Elections shall be
responsible for instructing all election
officials in the proper elections procedures.

Elections Code

0. The Student Elections Board and SGA
faculty or staff advisor(s) shall be
responsible for supervising the tabulation
and for certifying the results of any campus
wide election or referendum.

P. It shall be the responsibility of the Student
Elections Board to hear and act upon
complaints and charges of violations of the
Elections Code.
SECTION Ill
Election Rules

A. The election rules for all general and
Special Elections, including referendums
and Constitutional Amendments, are set
forth in the Elections Code, which may be
amended by the Student Elections Board at
least two weeks before the start of
campaigning. The Commissioner of
Elections shall submit amendments to the
Elections Code to the SGC for approval by a
two-thirds vote of SGC representatives
present and voting at a meeting at which
there is a quorum.

B. The Election Code policies for
campaigning on campus may not violate the
University Posting Policy or the posting
policies for specific facilities.
C. The Elections Code policies for
campaigning on campus may not violate the
University Posting Policy or the posting
policies for specific facilities .

D. The Elections Code policies for campaign
expenses shall require a fund raising and
expenditure report that must be completed,
signed, and submitted to the Commissioner
of Elections no less than 48 hours prior to
the election.
E. The Elections Code policies for balloting
shall require the names of all qualified
candidates to be listed on the ballot in
alphabetical order, by last name, and shall
clearly indicate which office the candidates
are seeking.
F. With the unanimous vote of its
membership, the Student Elections Board
shall have the power to establish temporary,
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supplemental guidelines for the duration of
the current election only. These guidelines
will be effective within forty-eight (48) hours
of the official notification to candidates, but
cannot contradict existing regulations of the
Elections Code or SGA Constitution and
Bylaws.
SECTION IV
General, Special, and Referendum
Elections

A. General elections are the annual
elections held in order to elect SGC officers
and representatives.
B. The Commissioner of Elections, with a
majority approval of the Elections Board,
shall have the right to postpone or change
the·
·
date of a scheduled election as they believe
necessary in the case of a natural disaster,
threats of natural disaster, acts of God, or
other such threats to the safety and security
of FIU students.

C. No elections of any kind shall be held
during Final Examinations Week(s);

D. Each student is eligible to vote for
the positions of SGC President, Vice
President, and all Representatives for the
appropriate campus SGC. Each student
may also vote or all position(s) in one of the
following SGC representative categories:
lower division, a specific school/college,
Broward, or graduate; in accordance with
the students' registration status.
E. The Student Elections Board will make
provisions for run-off elections to occur
when necessary to decide the outcome of
general elections. Run-off election
provisions will be stipulated in the Elections
Code and dates for run-off elections will be
included in the elections schedule.
F. Special elections are elections called by
two-thirds (2/3) of the SGC representatives
present and voting at a meeting at which
there is a quorum, or by ten (10) percent of
students taking at least 50% of their
classes on the Biscayne Bay Campus
signing petitions and filing said petitions with
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the SGC President. Such petitions must
state the purpose of the special election.
The Student Elections Board shall be
responsible for conducting all special
elections.
G. A Referendum is the submission of a
proposed public measure or actual statute to
a direct popular vote of the student body.

H. Referenda will be held during general
elections or special elections and can be the
cause for holding a special election.
SECTIONV
Voting Procedures

A. The Student Elections Board shall select
election poll locations and times and specify
same in the Elections Code.
B. Each student desiring to vote shaU
present to the poll workers his/her current
validated student identification card or valid
Photo Identification as an alternative.
C. Students shall be eligible to vote only on
the campus where they are currently
enrolled in a majority of their classes.
Campus voting lists will be produced
through the Office of Registration and
Records to be used at the polling locations.
Students with equal course loads on
different campuses shall be listed on a
separate voting list and may vote only once
at their choice of campuses.
D. When a student votes, his/her name shall ·
be clearly marked on the campus voting list
as having voted, and his/her identification
card shall be so marked.
E. All eligible students waiting to vote at the
time the polls close shall be permitted to
vote.

F. No voting records or ballots shall be
destroyed until the time for contesting an
election has expired, all complaints are
resolved, and the election is certified by the
··-St1:;1dent-Elections··Board.
SECTION VI
Election Violations and Procedures for
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Contesting Elections

A. Any Florida International University
student, including the Student Elections
Board itself, shall have the right to contest
an election or bring a complaint before the
Student Elections Board alleging a violation
of the Election Code. Any complaints
brought before the Elections Board should
be made in writing no later than two (2)
working days after the election, and shall
include: (a) the name(s) of the individual(s)
against whom the complaint is brought, and
(b) the specific section(s) of the Election
Code which is (are) alleged to have been
violated, (c) the specific nature of the
alleged violation(s), and (d) the name and
signature of the person(s) bringing the
complaint.

violations will be in the form of monetary
fines, reprimands, and/or disqualification.

G. Members of the Student Elections Board
may not, at any time prior to the final
determination of any matter before the
Board, make comments or statements of
any kind outside of Board meetings,
concerning matters before the Board.
H. Disputes involving members, actions of
members, or decisions of the Student
elections Board shall be referred to the
Student Concerns Committee.

B. Violations of federal, state, and municipal
laws are to be regarded as violations of
election rules.
C. If the number of ballots cast differs from
the number of voters registered as having
voted on the campus voting lists, the
Student Elections Board shall investigate the
discrepancy and determine appropriate
action. If said difference exceeds five
percent (5%) of the total vote, the election
shall be declared invalid.

D. Upon receipt of a complaint, the Student
Elections Board shall make a determination
as to whether a hearing is necessary based
upon whether there has been shown
probable cause that a violation has
occurred. Both complainant(s) and
defendant(s) must receive written notice
from the Commissioner of Elections no less
than twenty-four (24) hours before a hearing
is conducted.
E. The complainant(s) may withdraw the
complaint prior to the Student Elections
Board taking final action, however, the
Student Elections Board may proceed with
its investigation of the complaint(s).
· --f~'f-he·Siudent-Efections·Board, upon
finding a candidate guilty of committing an
election violation(s), will decide the just
penalty for the violation(s). Penalties for

Elections Code
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SOC- BBC ByLaws

following . · the · deadline ·for Request
Forms. The purpose of this hearing is to
give· ·an opportunity for· requesters to
1 make presentations and to be able to
,. respond .to questions from Finance
.:. c.ommittee, Representatives. This hearing
· will also be advertised. and open to the
public; groups making requests are
·required to atten&

SECTION I- BUDGET
,,

..;,: '

, :A A&S ,FUND The State. of Florida .has
established a separate Activity· & Service Fee.
This fee shall be collected as part of the student
u,dtion as a dollar amount per credit hour and
shall be .retained by the ·University and paid
·into a separate A&S fund. . · .: , .·.
B. AUTHORITY
The allocation and
ex.penditure·ofthese funds•shall· be·determined
by the Student Government Association
, through•the University .Wide Council and··the
•. individual Student· Government ·Councils. The
SOC ·University .Wide Council is responsible
,· for allocating funds. for ''University . ,Wide"
.. ; ., ·expenses,, and the .Biscayne Bay ·. Campus
.· Student. Government Council (BBC SGC) is
responsible for the allocation and expenditure
of A&S Fee for its campus.
: :, C.,FISCAL YEAR The·tiscal year for the SGA
willJby July 1 to June 30.

:: D; CHRONOLOGY The process for preparing
·,. the annual fiscal budget shall begin in,,earnest
.,no .,later· than August .15 · of · the previous
academic year. This proce$s.will include:
;.l; ·The·,, Office,, of· Budget Planning and

,-

. Analysis , submits to, the 1Student
·.·;Government · preliminary .projected
figures of ,enrollment as well·, as · fee
revenue for the next year; ·It will ,be
understood that these figures are
projections•. ,

·2. The·. Finance Committee . will . make
,

· . , •..'

·available budget request-forms for any
, . L · • J ,«interested, : parties wishi.t)g to request
funds of the A&S Fund. These forms
along with a set deadline will be
~vertised and made available: to any
, · '• ,, . ,:existing funded,entities, ·as weU as any
, ,, .groups thac have .received funding
within,the.pastthree years, ., ,
,, 1.

i

:

•

3. The Finance Committee will schedule a
budget hearing no later than one week ·

,,,j. •·
,, i
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,

·

, A. University Council .will first prepare

, <'., • ·;

a

budget draft· to determine fixed expenses
for University Wide expenses to include
but not be limited to the ·Student Media,
.-\Greek·Councils·and Honors,CounciL '

6. The Finance Conimittee·will then prepare
· a budget draft for the Biscayne .,Bay
·:'' Campus, once the University Wide
, . : Jlgures have · been decided · and the
· ·.;1remainder of fees: ·split according to the
·· .._,Full Time Enroll~ent , (FTE!s) on
campuses.
,6.. The Office. of Budget Planning will
update FTE projects as necessary during
,, .,,·:the.·• course of ,the year.- It ·is the
responsibility · of ··both the . University
council and Finance Committee to make
$y. necessary adjustments; due to. any
discrepancy. .· between .budgeted · .· figures
· and projects t9 ensure.a balanced budget
,· 1

. 7,: A, budget hearing for th~ purpose of
public opinion on the budget drafts will
:be held prior to the last. week..in March.
·; This forum, ·as well .as the. drafts, ,wilt be
, advertised . and · publicized, ·, .an.d ,.all
beneficiaries of A&S fees .. shpuld be
present.
,· · ~ ;'

: ,.> 'j. .:

; 1 ; -~- .• ,:

/

.f

0

i ;, ,

f

1,. ~ _,,,.

8. After the start of the Spring semester, but
,. ,<· i , ; prior to Febnuuy 1$,. .the University

.· Council will finalize its budget at one :of
its regular meetings., At the same time,
the Finance Committee will submit its
· draft for.:approval by .the Council at .a
... , ,. ,regularly .scheduled·. meeting, ·. by ,a twothirds..vote, and ,amended by a.. two,thirds
.·.. · . ·
vote·. ·A rejected budget shall ,be returned
to the Finance Committee for revision.. · .

SGC- BBC ByLaws
, ···: :·. ·· , •9. The finalized budget. will . be···. submitted to

- theUniversity,Preside'nt for-his approval or
yeto :'via·,:the,,·Vice · President of Student
·Affairs· in accordance with State Statutes. If
no ,action; is ·taken-within fifteen (15) days
·: following. -presentation,' the· budget shall be
.·. ,deemed approved,
IO. It is the responsibility , of -the Finance
Committee to review and make
reconuriendations .·' to · SGC for the
, · ' , expenditure: df all -reserve and unallocated
.· · ' funds of the SGC budget. ·
•'

l

i

. ~'

_l

•

SECTION Il•:BUDGETAUTHORIZATION
Once- the· budget ··has been finalized-1;and ·the SGC
President has:.-signed it 'into- effe«;:;the newly elected
Couricil and Finance Committee will· have the duty to
· authorize iridividual budgets. ·This ·should be done by
July l, .whereas after that date no disbursements will
be a116wed if a budget has not been authorized.
1

A SGC Accounting and/or the Finance Chairperson
will inform: ·all funded· entities' of:apprO\l'ed allocations
by Juite 'J; and thus· request ·a categorized budget from
each entity by a· certain deadline •to be :established by
Finarte¢Chairperson·and/br Ptesidentr, ·

:&:, · Arty· entity·tequesting 'funds, from the SGC BBC
shall. firsts go '. to the ·Finance €ommittee for its
recomnteridations. Such·requests must be in writing.

C; The··Finartbe Committee; and':turiiversity Council

*111 ·then' review ·: ·individual· :' budgets; University
(founbil wi1l· .'grant: ultimate ·approval ::of University
Widij ·allocations, and ,'the ?BBC· ·.Finance Committee
will submit recotnmended budgetsito the full Council
thr approvat . ); ,· }.
. · .. , ', :.. '
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C. The SGC President and the SGC Finance.
Chairperson, ·as welFas the>!SGC Accountant or·
designee of the Vice President of Student Aff~irs
·shall . approve appropriations tir transfer's, of' any
',cdntingeney reserves. ' ;.. , "'.'
i '

·. '

••

'/0. ·Monthly financial :reports shall be made· available

,: to ·the SOO Presid~nt~ "Finance· Chairperson; as well
as one copy for the Couhcil'to '.review;· detailing any
disbursements and money transfers.
f :• ·.. ~ ~- ._ :~ ' .

·· ··
i ..

~

;_ SECTION·IV-COMMITTEES .

. ·,

.. ~·'

.!

' :.. '!.

:

·,The Standing Committees· of the SG<>shall be the
Finance Committee, Stu'dent Services: Committee,
·, Academic Affairs. Committee; ·Student Uriioo Board
. Committee, ir, International" Student, , Services
.,_ .c_om:inittee:· and, Campus Life Committee: It· will be
the· duty of these· committees· to· ·present items for
· -discussion and soltttioris to the ·Student' Government
Council.
' ·1
~

-· A:..' All SGC .Representatives',:mitst serv~ ofr;at least
one
Standing;•' ·· ;, : ·,;,<Committee.
:B,. •Committee Chairpersons :wimbe:-cliosen "through
··. an application prdcess ,and appointed ··by. a; simple
-:;majority 0£ the entire· soo: A,Chairperson may be
removed from office by·a tw3;.third voteofthe SGC.

o,O. Committees will meet;at,teasttwiceia month to
•::conduct ·business. Attendance:;_a,rid:rhinutes will be
'·tecQrded, distributed·1~d·.filed··in ·the SOC office
,:within•'48 hours :1of ·' the·:.-. riieeting by a designated
<tdmmitt'ee member/ : · , ,· · .: ;· ·

0

SECTION m.. DISBURSEMENTS

D. Each Standing Committee, shall ,bave the power
to form sub-committees to address a specific idea,
;, ,issue .· iorr concern-. Sub,-committeeS may conduct
, :research': aitd, :·make :recoriunendations, and shall
· ·report their' progress at regular .-Standing Committee
· meetings,·, ;• '.·;t ::., · ·;':\ r: ,
1

A. :All transactions willbe,facilitated; ·Monitored and

:··.:,; ;.

teviewed by: the -SGe:, Finance Committee, Finance ·•-E. ··. : For r: all ,committees, 'excluding the Finance

C~aitperson and SOC Accounting Office:
:,':·:~

.',q '··.1.,.'::·

};

:

·~··;

=:.·:

'.

..r.·.~·t::~· :···.

B. ,, AU1:disbursemehts. shalk;have the··approval by
sigrtature of the Finance 'Coilittlittee Chairperson or the
SOO ;President~· ~. !well-:as 'eithet·the SOC Accountant
ot, ·the ·designee of., the 'Vice· ,President of Student
Affairs.,./'./', :. ·_:...,·· · "'·' .:, ..,;·,....
'

·.
heicommrttee
., . size
'' wi·11· , h e determm
' ed
·; Comrruttee;t
·. by. :the SG<>and are not ,Hmitecl,;to Representatives.
serving as members:. Any· additional members must
be included on a roster and have personal
1. information ·on file in the SGO office.

SGC- BBC ByLaws
F. ·• Committee Chairpersons· will be expected · to
present a , report to 'the Council following each
meeting. In their absence a Vice-Chairperson or
member should·present a report:
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.B. To be .eligible, all candidates will submit proper
. ,applications and platform for review of Council.
C. Vote will be by secret ballot.
I

G. Committees are only a working group of the
Student·Government Council;. Any official· decisions
and/or projects, initiatives and measures must be
brought before the Council for approval, by way of a
resolution or atrappropriaticms bill. ., .. ·•.

D. Each Standing Committee shall appoint a vice
chair ,and secretary by way of a majority of the
standing committee members; .
I. In the absence of the chair, the vice chair
shall assume the duties of the chair;

; ·.r.

H. Any matter being presented to the SGC in the form
of a resolution or appropriation. bill· by a standing
committee must be sponsored by two representatives.

2. The secretary shall be the official record
keeper of the Standing Committee and
will file,, the minutes of each meeting
· within 48..houts;

I. Each Standing Committee shall have such authority
as necessary to conduct iresearch and make
recommendations concerning areas under the authority
of that Committee.

3. The vice chair and secretary may not hold
such a position on another standing
committee, but·is limited to only· being a
meinber.· ·

J. All Standing: Committees; excluding·:the'Finance
Committee, will be allocated a budget.
K; 1EachStanding C9mmittee shall hereby be •
empowered to allocate any tunds:budgeted to that
Committee by a simple majority vote in any meeting
where there ··is a quorom~ ·
t~: ;-.. ,
,,...:·i

E. Standing Committee Vice--Chairs and Secretaries
may be removed from office by a majority vote of
.,the Coommittee, or by a·majority vote·of the' SGC.

SECTION VI- FINANCE COMMITTEE · , ·.·

·,,

L; iAflStanding,Committees, excluding the Finance·
Committee, shall allocate their budget by way ofan
appropriations bill sponsored;by two ,representatives.·.
l .. · .• Qnly\approved appmpriations of more than
three-hundred dollars:($300)will be···
· brought before the SGC. With a majority•
vote, the appropriation shall be· approved.

· ·A. TheFinance:Committee will· be .comprised of the
•·,Finance .Chairperson.. and four SGC · Representatives
'tai>Pointedthrough:a'majority vote of the:SGC.
H; · The Finance. Committee is charged.· with ~he ..

· responsibility . of preparing · and , submitting . a
complete budget draft to the SGC based . on the
projected budget from the SGA Universlty Council
, r:•

M. The SGC President and Vice President are ex
officio non..;voting members of all ·Standing· ·
Committees;
N. Standing Committee Chairpersons will be required
to put in ten (10) hours a week as office hours,, five {5)
of which must be in the office itself.
"

· SECTION v. . SEltECTION·OF. STANDING
COMMITTEE OFFICIALS'•.·· .
A. The Chairpersons of each of the Standing
Committees will be elected by simple majority vote of
the Council at a regular meeting.

, C. Jtis the responsibility ·of the Finance Committee
,>to review and make,recominendations to the SGC
.for the expenditure• of all' res~rve and; unallocated
funds of the SGC budget, as well as any line item
transfers in the completed budget.

~r: , . .·
~

.;

.r .~

,:

:>

:

I. All appropriations must first be approved
by the Finance Committee.
· •··· 2. Only approved·· appropriations by: the
· . ,; .
.: Finance Committee: of more. than fivehundred dollars ($500) · will be brought
before the SGC. With a majority vote, the
appropriation shall be approved.
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,If · not . approved., .by, the :i Finance
.Committee, this will· be reported to· the
Council at the next regularly scheduled
meeting. · · : .· ,
4... ·.If a :Representative1 ·wished, Sor the
Finance., Comm.ittee · .to· . reconsider · ·. an
appropriation, : he/she :, must \gain : a
majority vote of all voting members.
D. In regards to the disbursement oftmallocated funds
to entities not already funded by the Student
· ·, Government CounoiL ·
,,;, l .. · Expenditures.over:one·hundred,dollars ($100)
and up to five hundred dollars {$500) must be
approved by a regular meeting of the Finance
· Committee,
'
j

· 2: Minor. expenditures up to; one ,hundred dollars
($100) must be authorized, by the Finance
Chair and the SGC President or Vice President
:·;·· :: ' ·ifl;the President's absencei
!''.

·:

· ..

E. Arty, appropriations bill being presented to the SOC
by the Finance Committee must have two sponsoring
Representatives:
·.,

R · > The.: Finance> Committee's · procedure for
accountability bf·the SGC'. budget· exp.enditures,;and
reserve. ·appropriations i&iJt1stified·· through:;maJqng
requirements deemed necessary to assure that budget
e,q>eliditures ·,and reserve•: ,appropriations: hav:e been
disbursed afld spent p~i;.the, SOC' s original •alloe~tion
intent
<: ·1.
·" ,; , :
G. The Finance Committee may specify criteria' s
associated with, tlie' allocatfon :of funds; including but
ribt•l limited ·>to/ ,timing; . ;:, :standards~. levels: : of
accowitability ·and, specific., instructions, 1as stated.> 1in
Firuince Code and Bylaws. · i:: · Y 'i > : -', , < · :ii·

SECTION VU-ACADEMIC AFFAIRS
··.COMMIT!fEE,:·,,, ,./

:1,, · · ,·; ::·:·

'

'

A. The purpose of this committee is to review and

evaluate academic·:,. issues.· :an4 make '.necessary
recommendati0ns that :wiU, represent .students' views
1 · ,, , :, >·
onjssues; · ·
·
.. ,.,,
; I~ ·,:

.' !

, .
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,B.,,·: Should the SGC undertake a:: program of .faculty
· evalm1.tions,:the committee will,oversee.this project.-C. This committee shall· also overse~: the operations
and services of the Library.
D. This committee. shall. host an .annual scholarship
. ,,.::,
· · · ··
fair.·· . ··.
. ··:. ~

,:'/

,

.':

SECTION~ STUDENT ~ERVICES ·
COMMITTEE
A. This committee shall also recommend: services to
be provided. and,, evaluate .current .services'. being
offered to ensure that they are serving student needs.
.

,' •. · 1· '·

}

,,·.'

''..

B. This committee shall alse have representation.on
', the .. IStudent ' Health r Advisory J university :;:wide
committee.
SECTION JX.,.· S'FUDENT UN.ION BOARD
f' ; ~ ' • :, .. •.'

> •'

I

;

I

•

f;

A. The purpose of the Student Union Board is to
facilitate· :a working t'elationship 'between/the, SGC
and the WolfeUniv.ersitfiCenter. · · ,; , , ·. · ,.c·. , ,.,i
B. The Board shall serve, in assisting·· · in the
allocation of the Wolfe University Center's Fiscal
B:udget ·Prior to: :a budget request·being submitted to
the,Finance Cbmmitt~~.the SUB.will,tecommend}a
. .
.
Comnuttee;;·:
·;, ·;. :.,i.,, ,,, ,:., ..
draft'.to·the F.ipance.
,Ci· The,SUB·i·Shall,~erv~,as,the,.sGO~s voic.e in the
decision-making }process, ·:of:·: room,·,uand space
alJooat.ion and: operating bours; as weLl _as discerning
and a~dressing.,: studenf ~. ,concerns, in order to
improve services.
D. In the eventstha:Uhe Student·Centeris granted,a
CITF Allocation, the SUB will analyze themeeds of
the building and, working with the WUC staff,
Lprepare a,request to present to. the Vice President of
,;;Student Affairs::·:·:· .·. , , ·. ,·, ;, , :''' ''':>i :·
,
E. Throughout the year, the SUB will also be
clmrged' ;wfth ;,tlre:-rresponsiliilit~ /of ;sup.eiwlsing;, the
expenditures !()fWUO funds.,; i' .· ; : rt,; \.'. ,

, :··t;:.:,.·.•,·

,,,-:!'

··:r'j

·,

'i.::

,,.·,
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SECTION·X· CAMPUS,.LIFE COMMITTEE
A ., This committee ,.· will facilitate . a working
relationship between the, Student Government Council
and the department of Campus Life as well as the
Student Programming Council, Student Organizations
Council, Bay Vista Hall Council, the: Honor~ Council,
Panther. Power and any other A&S ·funded activity
~tities. :. . ·: · .·
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House meetings until the appointment:ofthe Speaker
of the House,.
L The .Speaker of the House, shall be a
representative appointed through a
majority vote. The Speaker of the House
, shall chair the House meetings.
· · ! '·

2,. ·The House shall .appoint: ,a Vice Chair
through a majority vote; In the absence of
the Speaker of the House, the Vice Chair
of the House shall chair the meetings.

B. The purpose ofthis·committeewill be to.,serveas a
research and recommending body. By studying and
proposing .ideas, . the goal of this ·group .will be to
enhance Campus Life at the University and within the
resources of . the . aforementioned ,groups,· .and
departments as well as other entities ·.within. the
University.

3. The House ·of· Representativ.es. -shall
appoint a Secretary by way of a majority
vote. The Secretary shall be the official
.· custodian,,: and recor<ier . of , all: House
· proceedings, including the minutes,
:which should.. be made,•available within
48 ·ho.urs of the meeting.

SECTION XI- INTERNATIONAL STUDENT:,
:: SERVICES COMMITTEE
The purpose of this committee shall be to
investigate , international /Student ,·concerns-; and . make
recommendations as deemed appropriate.

C. The House shall.have a set of bylaws in place for
governance that may include additional roles and
. resportsibilities for alL member,s. ·. . . ·

B. This committee 1Shalbalso recommend services to
be·. provided arid · . ·evaluate , current · services being
offered to ensure that they are serving the.international
student needs.

.D, No ,provisions ,by; the House bylaws shall be
waived. Such provisions shall .ot1ly . · be added,
deleted, or altered through the amendment process.

A.

·····SECTION XII· EBCUTIVE COMMITTEE,:

SECTION XIV- CONSTITUENCY
· ·. RESPONSWILtrY
,,,.; ·

·• ·.i.··,

,.

A. The purpose of the Ex~cutive Committee is to
assemble· au ·Standing; Committee Chairs and Cabinet
Members to discuss, :analyze :and suggest methods of
action and strategies toward the end of forwarding the
agenda·of the Student Government Council•

B. The SGC President or Chief of Staff will chair this
meeting.:
, .- :. · · · .' / ·

· Ai> One,hundred (lOQ) surveys must be JiUed, oµt
· and .< eollected . by .. , each· ' Representative at,td
· Chairperson, e~cluding the·,•Finance Committee,
· ·ev.ery fall and,.spring -semester. ,The sur:veys must
· ·ab;o be comprised ,of the, students,who those, specific
: Representatives, were elected ·to· ser;ve~. for :e,µJJ11ple,
the Business Representative must .,collect . surveys
from those of his or her college;
~-.'

SECTION XIIl- HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
A. · The purpose 0£ the House of Representatives

(hereafter referred to .as the .House). is to :assemble at
·1east once a month to be presented and discuss
legislations in ,· .the form of , ·a. , resolution · or · an
appropriations bill. , · . f ·;a ; .·1·
B. The House shall comprise of all Representatives.
The SGC Vice President shall serve as chair of the

}i ; ..:

.? ·;· .: . ' '.;

: ( ·, ~'

:B,,. Repres.entatives will be responsible for .typing
. and .. presenting . a · minimmn ·. of.- two reports , per
•.semester (fall and spring} t<> :the Biscayne. Bay
Council. These reports should contain., all goals
accomplished and ongoing projects.
\•

•,' 1I\

i.~ •

€.,. •·AfkRepresentatives (ex<iluding Lower Division
: ·ahd:·At- Large Represebtatives) are required to meet
:· with their college',sdean;at least once, a month.. ·

:/' '.
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0; All SOC members iijcluding the .cabinet wilfbe
required to complete a binder containirig ·. · their
accomplishments and contacts made throughout the
year. This binder is to be, completed one week before
sprin:g:break. · 1 :·, ... ,, •
• : :,• ·
.-,1···'.';:,

'

•·;:

E. Failure to ,meet the. above·· criteria· will result in
automatic removal from office, with an opportunity to
appeal ·to· the·····Biscayne' Bay·· 'Campus Student
Govermnent'CounciL
'·. ·' ... ,· ·. . } ··.-; ,t \:"

:(-:

F. Th¢/BBC Student Government Council shall hold
an annual program to be called the SOC Inaugural
Address arid,.Wown Hall Meeting ,wlthin one month of
the·start,of each.fall·semester·. ·
1

• • .;,· '·
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.: CJ Eaeti ·Council reserves the tight,,fot hlecf4ts -own
Chairperson, yet Student Government Council may
>remove - the: ·Chairperson ·. " for· » tnalfeasan~.
.: m·1·s.c.e·
an·d/or
n·Vlll~
.......~ea·s..·an"'' "'-'•·
i:> •· .· ..- '. ·. · .., ' ' ' ·'. ,. . ,.. . ,
1t asa··nce·
'
·
I

·

I~- •. •

: •: ,.

·)~ ;' :.

/

I

·,

.:l

.,·, ;;;:;--: : ·.·

; -

1

'

>

~. DJ -:Each ,Chairperson will· be required to present a
. 1brief report at' least twice- tt semester· to·. the .Student·
· Governhtent :;Council · and dn addition; ,·atterid, a
Standing Council Round-table/ meeting twice ,a
semester with the Vice President and President of
i, the:Student Government Council.r ·
· ·}, · , ·
·, E:,, Within· the· structure· of the Student :,Government
,•Council; the Councils shall :have all the' rights ·and
' ·privileges: of than:,f ·a Standing Council·· as stipulated
·,·:in the C::onstitution.

I> The purpose•ofthe program is first, for the

·:; · ' '· SOC President to give his/her inaugural
· •. • · · · · . · :-

1

;speeoh to the student body, And second, for
the studenthodyto·engage in dialogue by
addressing issues of concern to the SOC
University administration::' ' r ·, ·· ,

'·. . ·· · · , : .' ·, and
1,··; ..

,";:t.:

2. The program shall

run underithe,direction

of the SOC President, hosted by the Chief
·,·of s1atr, and coordinated by the Director bf
C"iSpooial Events/; . · . .
.

1
• : •L

,,·.i .,.

.. ··.:· . '. (~ : (

- ~...

..

i::

F. Chairpersons will be required to put in 10 hours a
week' ts 'office )hours,,, five: (S)i e>f: whicli must.' oe': in
the office itsel~ ahd' be;paid through ·1he emolument
account.
';

: ; ) .·· .

\ :) ! ;y . . ;_ -:·i

·; .'SECTION XVI..,·STOOENT ORGANIZl\JfJONS
COUNCIL
,i .\• .,. .. ,
, A::·. The purpose ·of the ,soc ·shall be to· serve,as the
ygoverning· rand <:representative·· body. of:ethe: clubs
,:registered' under: its name: · .··. ·

SECTION XV• STANDING COUNCILS
~ .
·.( )· ;.

~.

'

'

The Standing C6undili tof'·thC! 'Student Government

Council shall be the Student Organizations Council
(SOO),I Student·Ptogtamming"Couneil (SPO}'and the
Bay VigtirHalr€<>.uricil (BVHC):;Eac1i:·wtmmaintain a

·separattf .:set of•guidelines for' operations1~known,:as a
1

eortstitutidn/w'hich will ·be· appiovedi,by th~ Student
Govettmrent" Couneil: Each; Stat1ding ,Council, Ghair
shalJr, Meet the :academic- te4uirenrents ·of. ra ·Standihg
Comrnittee:(J.hair:,.Ji' '·.•· ,,.,:· ,·,,,.:.,;-, ,' ·. r:' :!
0

A The SOC, SPC and BVHC shall hold its elections
the week:folldwing the SGC -elections. Failure to hold
elections",during the stated:time' period will .affect ,the
annual· '. budget :-allocation· .• of the council i···. no ·. . in

com.pliance::: .';Ff,);

.. , . . .. •

:
.·,;

\ ·,;;,'
',,·,

',

'

B. Among the SOC's responsibilities shall be to
provitte H\btdirlg) fot' ms i cttibs,:1 host activitiesLand
manage the operations of its clubs.
,· .. :1,)
,..:.11

SECrtlON:XVll- STUDENT:.PROGRAMMING:.
· !< ': ·< '•COUNCIL··
i
,·,,·: ":1i

A. The purpose:of:the,SPC shaU;be to,setive,as,tlle
programming body of student activities.
•

.' ' ( .

: ~ ' . ' .f •

. : '·

SECTION XVIII- BAY VISTA HALL· ···
COUNCIL
A. The purpose of the BVHC shall be to serve as.

'the, >govetnirig l, and, representative ,, pocfy of the
:;, students living in housing facilities on oampu~:. :.=• ,· ··

'•!;

B. Each Council must maintain some form of meeting
(Executive Board Qr general membership}at:le~'twice a
month: , Minutes 'and.··· attendance :·:will , bei recorded,
distributed and.filed in the ·Student:.Goveinment:Council
office within 48 hours of the meeting.

, :B. ·, Atnortg' the, BVHC's responsibilities-wilL:be·:td
provide for representation to the adininistratlon· pn
issues of facilities, services, fees, security and
:, gertetal climate in housing,facilities. · ,· '. 1 ·: i • ;
,
. :U.1 ·.·· ·,;,;.
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. C... Th~ BVHC .-will also provide for and· ma11age any
- programming planned for the facilities .·. through
funding.
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. ,,shall be counted in favor of the SGC member when
determining overall attendance..
.

.

(

· Regular meetings shall not count toward SGC
, members' office hours.

, i E.

D. l'he H9using Represe,ntative shall serve as the
BVHC Chair,.
SECTON XIX.. STUDENT ELECTIONS BOARD
A. ,The Student Elections lloard shall be in charge of
aU SGC .general and special elections and it's thereby
established for that purpose. Any and all regulitions
p~aiajng to Elections and .Referrals not conqtined
herein or in the SGC ,Constitution are· specifi«i in the
Biscayne Bay Campus SGC Elections Code.
'

SECTIONXXI- PROXY AND ABSENTEE
BALLOTS ..·
A. The Student Government Council. shall not count
proxies for either quorum or voting purposes.
R The Student Government .Council. shall not count
· absentee ballots for either quorum or voting purposes.

SECTION XXII· ABSENCES
~.. The, Elections Board. will be. subject to the
requirements specified inthe SGC Elections Code and
to
other .applicable. provisions in .. the ; SGA
Constitution .and BBC ByLaws.

A SGC members may not miss.more than three (3)
regular meetings or two (2) consecutive regular
meetings in any semester.

SECTION XX~ MEETINGS

:B. SGC m~mbers who:have missed a total o:6three (3)

A regular.·nieeting shall be any meeting of th~.:SGC
hel~ to discuss the t ongoing business of the SGC_, .to
hear, the .reports of.the Standing Committees, and to
hear ,the repoct of Council members conce1:11ing the
progress oftheir special projects.

regular .meetings or two . (2) ,conse~utive regular
' meetings shall automatically removed fr<>m qftice.
The removed SGC member may appeal before· the
SGC at the next regular meeting, and with a two-thirds
,(2/3) :vote of the present ·members,· the removed
:· member may be placed. back:onthe SGC ..

wt

A. For: the purpose Qf regular meetings,. the Council

'.•

;,·

be

C. To be counted as present, Student Government
Councikmember~ must be present,fol.' ~:m1;1.jority of the
meeting.

will meet on a WedAe,sday.at 3.30· PM Jn .a location
determined by the President. All SGC Members must
schedule atound thi.s.. 1Meetings ·• will only ·last : a
.
.
.D. Excµsed absences..- An SCG member;abse\ltfrpm
maximum of three (3) bours. The meeting time can be
waived. 'to "accommoaate the large~ number of . 'a regular . meeting shall . submit a , wtitten. notice,
members with a majority vot~ of the voting members.
·. officially stamped and dated.by. a Campus Life Staff
·• ,:
,. ..
·. member,
the:· SGC .·.·President .,within three,; (3)
R An :emergency m,~ing, is a meeting ;of the SGC
wodcing.•c4iys, after the ,meeting in order; to'.be. e~~µs.e4.
All such notices shall be placed in the public record.
held to address a specific issue or .aet of issues at
R~s0ns for.which an SGC member,shaU, \,e.,excused
which no other. busines~:may. be plac'*1 on the table.
The emergency;meeting must ·be called with at least ·. for, ,an absence. include attending• class, w9rk, ·persanal
orfamilyemergency. , ,
·
two day's notice.
:

..

..

to

.• '

C. Regular and Emergency· meetings·· :must meet
quorum.

· E. The .letter:< submitted . by the , abse,:it member is
subject to approval by the SGC President.

D.. If an emergency meeting:is called, but fails to
reach a quorum, then the failt;lfe' to. attend' to attend
such a meeting will not be counted against any
member of the SGC, but attendance at such meetings

: F. Any member of the Student· Government ,Council
,,11,1ay ask to.be ·.taken. off qµorum for a specified length
· of. time; not to ~ceed four weeks: during the .Fall or
Spring: s~mesters, and without limit-. during, the.. ·,

: '•· ·;:r_

.' ; .

.;

',;'{,

,··
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·.:Summer, semester; if that Council ntember:is going· to
be unable to fulfill his. or her.requirements: during that
time due to work, travel, or personal problems. A
: Council"memberwho has been taken off quorum shall
receive no remuneration for that: period, nor· shall they
be required to attend any SGC meeting(s) or penalized
for-failing! to :attend ,any soc 'meetings; Dor shall they
count towards the quoium ot :ftave a vote at any SGC
meeting nor shall they be required to keep office hours
'during that period;- .·
.
I. In order to be taken off quorum for any
' : length of 'time, , a .Council:i member mtist
.• :submit, a·written·notice,·'officially stamped
and dated by a Student Activities staff
' riiemoeri i to th'.e··soo nresident at least six
working days before he or she is removed
"'ffrom the- roll ..: ··
·. :; . ··
••

••

:·.

' . ," < . : •

:

;

;

'.·

:~ - ' .

:

•

...

SECTION xxm.. VOTING ·

···or elected'SGC officials shallall;be·cdnsiderecf SGC
''·Members.·· · ··
.
B. The basis for the removal of any SGC Membtr
1

,

shall be ;'trialfeasa11ce; ' :tnfsfeasance, . dnd/or
nonfeasance. All other violations will automatically
default to the Student Code of Conduct.

C. For the removal of an SGC Member, the member
smust<t"trst be accused ini the" fortn of a motion or
· binding tesolutiort passed by a majority (SO%+ l)
;'vote· of the· SGC. Ariy discUs'sion resultirtlf from a
,motion .of binding: 'tesob.ition to raccuse a party of
,'foa.lfeasance, misfeasance/ and/or· tiorifeasartce will
be open so1ely'to the
of the-SOC

members

,n.

If sucih binding 1tesoltition or· motion is: passed,'
1
J the··chair will -set a ·'date :for· ar"kpecial meeting to·
.' immediately follow a' tegular Council meetirig no
later than two (2) weeks from the'tneeting at"whlch
such binding resolution or motion was passed .

. ;A; -. ·, .All votes; unless• otherwise·· stipulate in ··these

,1Bylaws o:r 'the Constitution, will be as, simple majority
of,:iii.embets(presenf ·at, aLtm:eeting·,at which there· is

,·4u?,rurn·:·· '"····:. ... -··:···:
: ·, ~; ,'

:~. ::

\ j

"1:,.-

f' ,• .· ·, -~ .• /: ., ,:,

• ,

, ..

; .•

B> Abstentions will not be taken into censideration'for

the purposes ofvotfu.g:•This·fsi-to·say tliattheywilh1ot
count in favor or against the vote in question.
·····SECTION,·nw;.;PROCEDtJRES: ··:,

'.1

• .-:••

,' ·.. • i

:. ~

,"{ , . : :.

: : .: {' ..·

• \.;

~

, ·,} •

,',

.

SECTION XXV- DUE'llROOESS
··;

' ,

',

~

. -.

:·.·

=

uB:. Atiy1sudhiisstie;tobe voted on ri1ust'be classifiecfas
;tapptopriations,,.resolutions; or a:bm;· and• drafted on1the
appropriate forms to allow for prop«'archivar record;
.i ·

.

I;,.

E. The accused party will then be given written
lnoiice·,,by the··SGC clerk'. ·of the accusations- ·-made
,. aga1nst him/her} ·the ·time' and: -place of the special
: meeting;:notice· of witnesses who·wm be called'.'to
t1festify ·against hitn/her;· and' a copy of the meeting
minutes within one ·(I)- week· of the · meeting's
adjournment. Should the accused party not present
: i him/herself at:; the. special; meetings,•. the:. accused
· 1>~ can and will'be tried<irt'ab~tia.. ·
', <: '· r .'.,

A Any resolution or appropriations bill being
'(presentedttcftbe Student OovetrunenfCouncil for the
.::,phtpose 'bf a,; v<>tei <inmst•; . first. ·have · two · (2)
HRepresentativ-es as ,sponsors: before being :pl~ced on the
t Iagendtfi of> 'a; ineetirtgf;· This·,, excludes·· ·a resolution
cproposed:by; the ,soc President· Md/or'Vice Ptesident.

-~. <

A The Student Government Council recognizes the
;·need for·due1 process iti·the removal;· ·by the SGC, ·of
,, any:i '.YSGC· 1:Meniber. :,,Representatives~ · iStanding
'· Comfn:ittee : Chairs;· ., Comthissio11er: :. of Elections,
Executive CabinetMembers, and,any other appointed
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.,

.

.

~

J ,r

• ; /:

: ;

~ ·J

·

'' ; . :.

1'herspecial·meetirtg·will be'chairedby theSOO
:\President :and.will follow·the;following:format: · :
.
·. :i -' ·t,.:. Opening :, statem:ent.: ·by the· ac~using
·' •.:; Council merriber(s). -.~ · · ·
2. Opening statement by the accused party.
· ,,3;, ·Questions: toi the 1accused party ·from the
-"'· :.:. :sGCmembets-:,,i
: ··
· ' , .:
:Jt Witnesses on b'ehatf' of!ithe SGC will be
(, questioned by 'the soo·. and· then by the
accused party.
·
5. Witnesses on behalf of the accused party
·•
will 'be, questioned by: the soc and· ,then by
the accused party.
6. Follow up questions to the accused party.
'7.: Closing statements from the- SGC and' then
r p;··

1

1

· the\a?cused party.i , ,: : :_ · , , ·
;·, . .
,,,1,·
~

>'; .·:

; .'·.'
..

.•· :r,;

,··~

. G. If the SGC President is the accused party, the Vice
· . President shall serve as chair.
H. Immediately following the cessation of discussion,
a Council member may choose to motion to remove
the accused from office or the Council may choose to
take no action. The SGC member(s) who originally
brought about the allegations of misconduct cannot
move, nor vote, on a motion to remove a member from
office.

,·C. Only bours'loggecl in will be .reflected lii the
.., official time card. Officials will receive pay only for
,hours, worked: Once ,prepared and verified by the
·! , SGC official, they will be approved by'the ·Associate
,Director,.of Campus Life to be sent to Payroll.
r.

D. Ifhours are ,completed :outside ,of the ,office~ .as
allowed by the Constitution, substantial proof must
be provided to the Chief of Staff and documentation
. placed on file.

I. All accused parties will be given written notice of a
decision by the clerk in the event that the Council
votes to remove him/her from office.

-·E. .r Officials will only be ,paid up t.o· the maximum
; hours, allowed,· according to· the, Constitution and
within the course ofa bi..weekly basis only.

J.
The SGC President, Vice President, SGC
representatives,
Standing
Committee
Chair,
Commissioner of Elections, Executive Cabinet
Member, and any other appointed SGC official may be
remove from office with no less than a two-thirds (2/3)
vote of the SGC voting members present.

F. The office hours of the SGC:Cabinet 'members
shall be decided by the SGC President and Vice
:. President, but are:notto exceed ten (IO)hours.

K. The SGC President may also remove Executive
Cabinet Members from office if he/she deems it
necessary and proper. The SGC President should keep
a well-documented history of the Executive Cabinet
member's
malfeasance,
misfeasance,
and/or
nonfeasance in order to justify his/her removal. In
such case, there will be no need for the process as
outlined in the preceding sections.
L. Any accused party may appeal a decision to the
Student Judicial Board on the grounds that due process
was not followed. The Judicial Board may overturn
the actions of the SGC, if and only if it finds, after a
thorough investigation, that the SGC violated the
accused party's due process rights as established
above.

SECTION XXVI- OFFICE HOURS

. A Office hours as required by the Constitution will be
logged in the SGC office. on a sign-in sheet and will be
conducted within the hours of8:30 AM and 7:00 PM.
B. The SGC Clerk of Council or Chief of Staff will be
the custodian of all records regarding office hours and
will prepare time cards for verification by SGC
officials on a bi-weekly basis.

'

.

·'(·r'

G. Failure to fulfill the required amount of office
hours will result in automatic removal from office,
;With:an opportunity to appeal to.the BBC SGC.
H. General. meetings shall not count as office· hours.
I. A record shall be posted in public view in the
Student Government Offices displaying the full
name, position, Standing Committee membership;
campus, university or community committee
membership(s); and special project assignment(s) of
each member of the SGC.

J. All weekly office hours which are required to be
held "in the office itself' must be held in the office
at FIU Biscayne Bay Campus, during regular
business hours (8:30 AM to 7:00 PM), unless other
arrangements are made, and are approved by the
SGC President.
K. Office hours mandated by the SGA Constitution
beyond those that are required to be held "in the
office itself' must be held on campus, in a time and
place in which the person holding these hours shall
either be available to their constituents or otherwise
able to carry out work on behalf of the Student
Government.

L, ,No weekly:oftice,hoursimay., be: held· outside· of the

/

'.'.

:{:

·.:::,:'·.·;

Biscayne Bay · ;Campus ··; except by the _;: Broward
Representative, who may lceep his/her' otlice:hours 'at
either of the Broward Ct,nteiis~ and, by the nirectot. of
Student •Lobbying· ,.wh'.o·,: may :·count: ,time:, spent
representing FIU Biscayne Bay Campus outside of
Dade County· or,Brciward County toward his/het office
hours.'· . '
· ·\:,;.:, ,.,,,.,
:. -, ,.{,,,f':

. ,_r

•/

f

'-! ·.,··

.(:'',!;·

~

.';,.'

. i.
,"I'',
1!'

M. No weekly office hours may be counted before
7:15 AM'(fifteen minutes before the starting time of
the earliest·,class),: ,or ,after· r0:45, PM•(fifteeri minutes
after the finishing· ef' the latest >class),. not' shall, any
office hour~'be counted··'On-Srinday.:

.. :

yi\.

it:

! ;·,. ' .• ', ~

';.:·.;.. ·f

.. " '-{,. i.

SECTION''.XX:Vfi,.;BYLAW· CHANGES
_, ..,·,·i.·.

~ :

; • •-l

.. • : .

•,'

/ •

j ~

'.;.: ..

.

A. Bylaws ,foay ·be amended~- deleted and added b}t a

majority vote of the entire Student Government
Council.·
-•.·;

B. All· Bylaw>changesi,;passed, by the :,Student
Government Council shall bec;ome effective
immediately~ unless·otherwise sta~ed inthe resoliitioti.

".•

1

. ·.' \ ;.,, . ~; ,. .

I\

.-,:;;i$·.''·.

·,
• !

.~

:

·., '

,i;!.(
; j

.

·,_~ ! "

;, .

·,

?•

~'. :,.' ,: ' ,.

!

.,;p
. './
;_1·•.-'

,

'

·. ~ r . ' .

,,li

· {; . · ·· · : r _, \ , ~ : ~ , 1•.:

!

·. ·

.:•

.,:'~\ 1)]

!·'..'

!

• ·.·

.,, i.L"
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~ ·'
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BYLAWS

SOC- BBC ByLaws
SECTION I- BUDGET
· . A. A&S .FUND
The State of Florida has
established a separate Activity· & Service Fee.
This fee shall be collected as part of the student
tuition as a dollar· amount per credit hour and
shall be retained by the University and paid
into a separate A&S fund. .

B. AUTHORITY
The allocation and
expenditure of these funds· shall be determined
by the Student Government Association
· through the University Wide Council and the
· individual Student· Government· Councils. The
SGC ·University .Wide Council is responsible
for allocating funds. for "University, ,Wide"
. , expenses,• and the .Biscayne Bay .Campus
.· Student Government Council (BBC SGC) ·is
responsible for the allocation and expenditure
of A&S Fee for its campus.
, .. C. ,FISCAL YEAR The·fiscal year for the SGA
wilt by July l to June 30.
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following . · the · deadline for Request
Forms. The· purpose of this hearing is to
give an opportunity for· requesters to
.make presentations and to ·be able to
.· respond to questions from Finance
.. committee, Representatives. This hearing
will also be advertised. and open to the
public; groups making requests are
required to attend.
. 4. University Council .will first prepare a

budget draft to determine fixed expenses
for University Wide expenses to include
but not be limited to the Student Media,
, , .· ..,Greek·Councils, and Honors ,Council..·'

6. The Financ.e Committee will then prepare
a budget draft for the Biscayne .Bay
Campus, once the University Wide
··· • •figures ,have been decided· and the
.;:remainder of fees, split according to the
. Full Time Enrollment · (FTE!s) on
campuses.
;6.. The Office . of Budget Planning will

... D; CHRONOLOGY The.process for preparing
. the annual fiscal budget shall begin in ,earnest
. no ..later than August 15 of· the previous
academic year. This proce$s will include:
· · :L · The·; Office•· of Budget. Planning and

, Analysis . submits to; · the 1Student
·. ,Government· preliminary .projected
:figures· of enrollment as well· .as ·. fee
revenue for the next year. ·It will · be
understood that these figures are
· •projections•. ·.
·2. The · Finance · Committee. will . make
· available budget requestforms for any
·· · , .,. ·. ) ,. ,interested, : parties wishit,tg to request
funds of the A&S Fund. These forms
along with a set deadline will be
tldvertised .and made available·. to any
,, " ,,y ,:existing funded entities; .as well as any
, groups that , have .received funding
,within=thepasuhree years•.. ·

,· .

·

•

,, 1•

3. The Finance Committee will schedule a
budget hearing no later than one week

update FTE projects as necessary during
.. ·':the · course . of .the year. It .· is the
responsibility , of·. both the . University
council and Finance Committee to make
any. necessary adjustments, due to any
': ·, discrepancy. between budgeted · figures
:, and projects t9 ensure a balanced budget~
7,: A budget hearing for the purpose of
public· opinion. on the budget drafts will
·be held. prior to the last week..in March.
This forum, ,as· well .as the. drafts,, wiU be
advertised . and · publicized, ·.,.aiid ..all
beneficiaries of A&S fees .should be
present.
. ;, .F

; ,~ .,,:

8. After the start of the Spring semester, but
prior . to February 1$~ the . University

Council will finalize its budget at one ;Of
its regular meetings., At the .same . time;
the Finance Committee will submit its
draft for :approval by the ·. Council at a
... ,..regularly •scheduled .meeting, ·. ,by ,a twothir-ds, .vote and ,amended by,a.twofthitd·s
vote,. A rejected .budget shall ·be returned
to the Finance Committee for revisfon. . ·,

SGC- BBC ByLaws
, ·. - , ;9. The finalized budget .will be· submitted to

theUniversity,Presiderit for,his approval or
yeto '·via , the, ,vie~ · President of Student
·Affairs' in accordance with State Statutes. If
no ;action.-is taken-within fifteen (15) days
··following. presentation,' the· budget shall be
·..- ·. ·deemed approved. ·
10. It is the responsibility ·-ef ·the Finance

Committee to review and make
recommendations -' to· SGC for the
· _:'. , , , 'expenditure:'df alLreserve and unallocated
·• ' funds ·of the SGC budget. · ·
• ' : :: •

f

• :· ~;

'.·' ;

;

t..!. :

SECTI()N Il•.BUDGET'AUTBORIZATION
Once the' budget 'has been finalized-1,and the SGC

President-·has:.:'signed·it;into· eff~j;:the newly elected
Couricil ,atid Finance. Committee will have the duty to
authorize individual budgets·. ·This 'Should be done by
July,l, wh'.ereas:afterthat date tw'disbursements will
be allbwed if a budget ·has not been authorized.
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C. The SGC President and the SGC Finance
Chairperson, ,as well : as the' i SGC Accountant or .
designee of the Vice President of Student Aff,irs
·shall . approve appropriations ·or transfer's: of' any
'·cdntingency reserves. ' . ' ' ,, ' ;•·· . '
'
\:D. Monthly financial reports shall be:nnade available
· to ·the· SOC: President, Finance Chairperson; as well
as one copy for the Council to ·review;· detailing any
disbursements and money transfers.

·· ··

SECTION·W-:COMMITTEES .

·;The Standing· Committees· of the SGC shall be the
:;finance· C-ommittee, -·Student . Services• Committee,
·, Academic Affairs,Comiliittee; ,·Student Union Board
· Committee, · i r ·. International,, Student. , Services
, Committee:- and; Campus fuife Committee: It will be
the: duty Bf :these oornmittees · to· present items for
·, discussion and solutioristo·the-·Student'Govemment
Council.
, -, 1
- A · All SGC .Representatives-:imrtst serve ori, at teast

A SGC Accounting and/or the Finance Chairperson
will inform <all funded· entities:of: approved allocations
by iJtJile 'lrand thus, request'~ categorized' budget from
~ch entity by;a, certain deadlinetto' be ;established by
FinaneetChaitpers<>n -1fod/t>r Ptesidentt ,,_

one

Standing:)· ·

. L.: ·,,-;Committee.

• ·
-· · ··11·i:.
·
· -·ch
· ·. a1rpersons
·WI
1vei'c1iosen
thr.ough
B,. '_-C·onuruttee<
·-an application prdcess,,and appointed: ·by,a simple
·>majority o:6 the entire: S<IB: A:',Chairpetson may be
removed from.o.tllee:by ·a tw3~third,veteofthe SGC.
,i;:. -· - •· •·

. i,

-.

1

1

funds,: from, the SGC BBC
sliatf.,:'lirst·,'g(f ,to -the :Finance,:::€ommittee for its
recomnfo11dati<>ns. ,such·r.equests must ,t,e-fo writing. .
:Qi;,,, Arty· entiir--requestittg

C:_ }fhe1Finarlire. Obrronitteei-and•f{!Jriiversify Council
*ill ,:theff :tev,.ew,'ihdividual·:,,budget$: University
-C~unbil±witl< grant 1ultimate--· appt<lval ·':tif. University

b,0; :(;onmiittees :wilf.meet'.~at ;least.twice! a month to

roonduct ·business. Attendancei,;atld::minutes will be_
i,recQrde.d, djstributed'i~d:::filedrin•the SGC office
'.\Vitbin: 148 houtSi!Of!the:::meeting; .:by a designated
'/tdriimitt'ee member;: ,· \ ,,,i.w
1

0

Widl1 ·all6catfons! and1;the rBB{J- ;Finarice -Committee
Mil. submit l:ecommended1 budgetsrto the full Council
for atiproval./ . :;~,
. ;;i' ; '),; ;
'

.

SECTION ffi;. DISBURSE~NTS
A,)<All:transactioriswilM>(rfacilitated: •Monitored and
reviewed byt -the ;-gQei; Fiit'ance CO'llllllittee, Finance
Chairperson and SOC Accounting Office:

D. -_Each ·standing Committee' sht$:ll ;l)ave the power
to form sub-collllllittees _to address a specific idea,
;.;issue ,.'orr cortceq,.•;, . •• Su~committee's\ may conduct
iteSeatchn·artd,,;,'make
.
. ..Yf'ecommeridatiorts
-...
.
' and -shall
1 •report theiripr,ogi,ess· at regular :·Standing Committee
, meetings!{ _;_i<d ,
-y:1 ··h:· .,;
'

.

.

.

-

. .

.

-',E;_,.c; F:()friall ,committees; .'excluditig the Finance
,.-1Conunitt~rthe1 conuriitfee; si~st,wilb be determined
': t,:y. 1tht SOO.·iand are· riot "liiniteQftmllepresentatives
B;i.tr•Alli1<disbursemeiits:,-shall1-hhave· the'"iapproval by
serving as _memQer:srAny,;·additional;members must·
sigl'lature,ftbe Fin:ance'Committee,<iJhairperson or the
be included on ·a roster and have personal
S~.sPresident; fs; t\Vellilas 0·ei~het,-the 'SOC Accountant ..1 iriforniatio1i'on4ile :in the SG€1officeJ ·
btc'1tb:e ·design-ee brithe hVieti:,Presid<:!nt of Student
Affair,g;:,;\';/\,,

-,.,c,;;;:,

r

-,,: . -, ,. ,"

SGC- BBC ByLaws
F. Committee Chairpersons will be expected · to
present a report to · the Council following each
meeting. In their absence a Vice-Chairperson or
· member should present a report.
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B.· To be eligible, all candidates will submit proper
. applications and platform for review of Council.
C. Vote will be by secret ballot.
'

G. Committees are only a working group of the
Student Government.Council. Any official decisions
and/or projects, initiatives and measures must be
brought before the Council for approvaL by way of a
resolution 'ot an appropriations bill. , ..

D. Each Standing Committee shall appoint a vice
chair and secretary by way of a majority of the
standing committee members; .
1. In the absence of the chair, the vice chair

·}

shall assume the duties of the chair;

H. Any matter being presented to the SGC in the form
of a resolution or appropriation ·bill by a standing

2. The secretary shall be the official record
keeper of the Standing Committee and
will file· the minutes of each meeting
within 48...hours.

committee must be sponsored bytwo·representatives.
I. Each Standing Committee shall have such authority
as necessary to .conduct ·research and; make
recommendations concerning areas under the authority
of that Committee.

3. The vice chair and secretary may not hold
such a position on another standing
committee, but is limited to only, being a
member.·.

J. AU:Standirrg: Committees; exduding·the' Finance

Committee, will be allocated a budget.
E. Standing Committee Vice-Chairs and Secretaries
may be removed from office by a majority vote of
the Qommittee, or by a. majority vote of the SGC.

K. )Each.Standing Committee sh~ll 'hereby be
empowered to allocate any funds,budgeted to that
Committee by a simple majority vote in any meeting
where there is a quorum;
. ,.

L. ,Aft,standing,Committees, excluding the Finance·
Committee; shall .allocate their budget by way ofan
appropriations bill sponsore<tby two:representatives.

L · Only.approved appropriations of more than
three-hundred dollars•($300) will be ·
·· brought before the SOC. ·With a majority,
, . - vote, the appropriation shall be,approved.

SECTION VI- FINANCE COMMITTEE
,A The Finance :Committee will· be .comprised of the
··Finance Chairperson.and four SGC Representatives
·;,appointed through:a,majority vote ofthe,SGC.
H; The Finance Committee . is charged . with . ihe -.
· responsibility . · of preparing. . and ,· submitting a
complete budget draft to the SGC based . on· -the
projected budget from the SGA University Council
<

M. The SGC President and Vice President are ex

officio nc.m-voting members of all' Standing- •·
Committees; ·
N. Standing Committee Chairpersons will be required
to put in ten (IO) hours a week as office hours;,five{5)

of which must be in the office itself.

.....
. SECTION v.. SEliECTION,OFSTA.NDING
COMMITTEE OFFICIALS-, ····
,,

A. The Chairpersons of each of the Standing
Committees will be elected by simple majority vote of
the Council at a regular meeting.

J ' ~ ·, • • •

,·C. Jtis the responsibility of the Finance Committee
;, to review and make,recominendations to the SGC
• for •the expenditure' of all res~rve and; unallocated
funds of the SGC budget, as· well as any line iteni
transfers in the completed budget.
1. All appropriations must first be approved

by the Finance Committee.
· • . 2. Only approved·· appropriations by the
.: Finance Committee: ·of more. than five-

hundred dollars ($500). will be brought
before the SGC. With a majority vote, the
appropriation shall be approved.

SGC- BBC ByLaws

.3. . If not approved , by· the. Finance
.Committee, this will be reported to· the
Council at the next regularly scheduled
meeting.
· 4.

:·· ··,·,.

:

:·,:.·;

D. In regards to the disbursement ofonallocated funds
to entities not already funded by the Student
; Govemment Counoil. ·
. , L Expenditures over. one· hundred dollars ($100)
and up to five hundred dollars '($500) must be

approved by a regular meeting of the Finance
·
Committee.
· 2: ·. Minor. ·expenditures up to :one hundred dollars
($100) must be authorized by the Finance

Chair and the SGC President or Vice President
in the President's absence,
E. Any appropriations· bill: being presented to the SGC
by the Finance Committee must have two sponsoring
Representatives}
·" .: · · 1.J
1

-:f·

F. · · The.: Finance Committee's · procedure for
accountability ·bf ·the SGC budget· expenditures ,and
reserve. appropriations is :justified·· through:; makjng
requirements deemed necessary to assure that budget
expenditures ·and reserve, ·,appropriations: hav:e been
disbursed ·and spent per:. the. SOC' s·original 'alloe.!ltion
intent
· · ·1.
i

: ;' ·..":f·

:.

·. B. (Should the SGC undertake .a program of faculty
evaluations, the committee will oversee this project ,
.

\

·, ..

'\

C. This committee shall also oversee. the operations
and services of the Library.

If a Representative, ,wished, .for the
Finance Comm.ittee · .to . reconsider ,· an
appropriation,.· he/she.,. must.··. gain: a
majority vote of all voting members.

. • :··;,·

; ...

t

:

t' ,· :..'.

f

••

:· · · , ;

\

, ••••• ;.: •• ·:· ..... :

·.(.

G. The Finance Committee may specify criteria' s
associated with, the' allocatipn:of funds;· including but
ri.ot,,... limited . •,to.,· . .timin& ., :: :standards; · le.vets , of
accountability ·and,· specific., instructions·• :as stated.• ·in
Firuince Code and Bylaws. ·.·
r y, ·. · . · , · ' .. ,i :
:' ~! : • ·~ .,'. ·: . ,·

SECTION VU-ACADEMIC AFFAIRS
.CO~E,:·,:/
.·.· ... ',

. (l

_::!:'.

.. '

.

A The purpose of this committee is to review and
evaluate academic<: issues . ·and make ·.necessary
recommendations that will •.represent .students' views
.
'
,
oitjssues.·
.'.

-l

·'.' ,: • .-, .'..
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:. i: ·-:

D. This committee shall. host an annual scholarship
fair ..
.
·'.

•,

. ··:,.; ·' /

SECTION Vffli. STUDENT SERVICES ·
COMMITTEE
:=·: ,.' ,' . -·..

'

. . -~

: .•

.

/.

~

,,

'.

~

A This committee shall also recommend services to
be provided and,, evaluate .current .services .being
offered to ensure that they are serving student needs.
.

} :·.

B. This committee shall also ·have representation on
the·· ,Student· .. Health, Advisory , .university .·wide
committee.

SECTIONJX.,.· STUDENT UNION BOARD
~

' • ,

• :. '

·,

•

: :

! :

.

'

•

.: ·,

A The purpose of the Student Union Board is to
facilitate· a .. working relationship ·between·:the,, . SGC
and the Wolfe UniversittCenter.
'!'\'

....

B. The Board shall serve, in assisting, · in·. the
allocation of the Wolfe University Center's Fiscal
Budget Prior to .a budget .request ,being submitted to
the; Finance Cbmmitt~~ .the SUB will ,recommend. a
drafl.totheFip.anceConunittee.;:: i. -; ,.·"" ,,· ,· . ·

·C. The.SlJB·;.shall:sery~.as the. SGC~s.voic.e in the
decision-inaking · .:-:process, ..of· room .;,·and space
aQooat.ion and operating"hours, as .well· .as discerning
and ad:dressing · · student~~ ;concerns, in order to
improve services.
•".' ·:j ·, ;· j

D. In the event;that:the Student·Centeris grantetlia
· CITF Allocation, the SUB will analyze the.,needsof
the building and, working with the WUC staff,
Lprepare a-request to present to the Vice President of
, ,, • : • , •
';, ;Student Affairs: . 1"
• •, i •
! ;

', :·

E. Throughout the year, the SUB will also be
charged· with ;,the tresponsihi1it~ >of .·sup.er.vising· the
expenditures{)fWUOfunds.,: r ., 'rf·: < .

SGC- BBC ByLaws

SECTION X- CAMPUS.LIFE COMMITIEE
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House meetings until the appointment of the Speaker
of the House,.

A .. This

committee · will facilitate a working
relationship between the Student Government Council
and the department of Campus Life as well as the
Student Programming Council, Student Organizations
Council, Bay. Vista Hall Council, the. Honor~ Council,
Panther Power .and any other A&S funded activity
~tities. ;

1. The Speaker of· the House .· shall be a
representative appointed through a
majority vote. The Speaker of the House
. shall chair the House meetings.
.·. 2. ·The House shall .appoint. ,a Vice Chair
through a majority vote; In the absence of
the Speaker of the House, the Vice Chair
of the House shall chair the meetings.

B. The purpose of this committee will be to. serve as a
research and recommending body. By studying and
proposing . ideas, .the goal of this ·group will be to
enhance Campus Life at the University and within the
resources of . the aforementioned groups .and
departments as well as other entities ·. within . the
University.

3.. The House of Representatives. shall
appoint a Secretary.·by way of a .majority
vote. The Secretary shall be the official
.· custodian · · and recorder of , all. House
.proceedings, including the minutes,
·. which should. be made. ·available within
48 -hours of the meeting.

SECTION XI- INTERNATIONAL STUDENT.
SERVICES COMMITTEE
A.
The purpose of this committee shall be to
investigate · internatlonat /student .·concerns: and make
recommendations as deemed appropriate.

C. The House shall.have a set of bylaws in place for
governance that may include additional roles and
responsibilities for all.membe11s... ·.
.. :q

B. This committee-shall ,also recommend services to
be·. ·provided arid ·evaluate · current services being
offered to ensure that they are serving the, international
student needs.

D, No ,provisions by; the House bylaws shall be
waived. Such provisions shall only be added,
deleted, or altered through the amendment process.
• ,: -ij." ••~

::.'

••

'.

•!

SECTION XW- CONSTITUENCY
RESPONSmILtrY
'"; ·

, .. SECTION XU- EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE· ·

, . ,,,

A. The purpose of the Ex~tive Committee is to
assemble all Standingi Committee- Chairs and. Cabinet
Members to discuss, ·analyze :and suggest methods of
action and strategies toward the end of forwarding the
agenda of the S_qic1.~ilt Government Council;. · ·.

· A.: •.. one··hundred.(100) surveys .must be-;fiUed,·oµt

0

B. The SGC President' or Chief of Staff will chair this

meeting.:'.

, ·-· ·
,:. '.'1

~- (

· and ,·;, collected . by . ·each · ·Representative ftQ.d
Chairperson, excluding. the r Finance Committ.ee,
ev.ery fall and, spring semester. ·The surveys must
also be. com:pri~·ofthe- stu<ieJJJs,whothose.specitic
: Representatives,were elected tQ ·ser:ve; for :e:,µ).11).ple,
the Business Representative must .coll~. surveys
from those of his or her college.

·~'

SECTION XID- HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

:n,. Repres.entatives .-will be responsible for. typing

. and presenting · a· minimum of. two reports , per
A. · The purpose of. the House ofRepresentatives
(hereafter referred to .as ·the .House) is to assemble .at
·1east once a month to be presented and discuss
legislations in •·the form·· of . a. , resolution .· or an
r.• , . . ··;-;
appropriations bill.
.!,·

.

B. The House shall- comprise •of all Representatives.
The SGC Vice President shall serve as chair of the

semester (fall and spring} to ithe Biscayne Bay
Council. These reports should contain.· all goals
accomplished and ongoing projects.
C. ·AlLRepresentatives ( excluding Lower Division
>ahd:·At- Large Represeiltatives) are required to meet
•· with :their college',s deamat least once, a month.·· ·

_-,.··.
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CJ &ten ·Council ·-reserves the .right-·to1elect its ,own

D; ·All SGC members .iQcluding . the .cabinet will'be

1

required to complete a binder containirig · their
accomplishments and contacts made throughout the
year. This binder·is to be:.completed one week before
sprin:g,break.
,:·· ·,·:.. ·.

Chairperson, yet Student Government Council ·may
<remove . the ·Chairperson · .for· . :: rnalfeasanC<:i,
.: .misfeasance and/or nonfeas'ance....-·.
.
.

E. Failure tG •meet the·. above•• criteria· will result in
automatic removal from office, with an opportunity to
appeal ·.·to· the ··Biscayne' Bay·: 'Campus Student
Government·CounciL

: DJ .Each ,Chairperson will be required to present a
' brief report at' least twice- i semester· to .the Stud~nt'
Government ' ,Council · and in addition; ,·atterid · ii
Standing Council Round-table/ meeting twice ·.a
semester with the Vice President and President of
i, the:Student Government Council) ·

. : ~} ,·.... !· \:

• • I: : ;.' • • •

:i. . :

.......

·

·.

I• '~

F. The :BBC Student .Government Council shall hold

an annual program to be called the SGC Inaugural
Address aridcXown Hall Meeting within one month of
the.·starrof each.falhemester. · ,· .
,, , ·' ·· '. I'.; , The purpose, of the program· is first, for the
•.:;.·' · SGC P·resident to·.give his/her inaugural
1
, .·:, .
.··:- ;speeohtothe studentbody. And second, for
the student body to ·engage in dialogue by
addressing issues of concern to the SGC
. •,;' i
' '!and.University administration;;- ' ! 'c . ;
2. The program shall nin under·the·dire.ction

of the SGC President, hosted by the Chief
: ,,. ' ,:

'' ofStaff, and• coordinated by the Director of
:'.i Special Events.> · . · .
.

..... 'd_·_i ~ r

. -·~ .

•

i

•

-

.

•· ••,

. ,'

\''

· E,.' · Within· the· structut-e. of the Student ',Government
Council, the Councils shall •have all ,the· :rights ·and
' privileges -<,>f tharofa Standing Cotincil as stipulated
·, in the eonstitution.
-

1

.

l,·.·

F. Chairpersons will be required to put in 10 hours a

week' ts :office ilrours,, five: (S): 0£ whicH must.· be': in
the office itself; ab.d'be'paidthiough the emolument
account.
·; SECTION ~VJ.i.-:STUl)ENT ORGANIZAIJ;JONS
COUNCJL
.
,.,, · ·, ·.

, A:.' The ,purpose -of the ,soc shall be to·serve, as the
:; 'governing, 1and :representative· ·body of·:.the: clubs·
,:registered: under its name; · .··. ·

SECTION XV- STANDING COUNCil.,S
·,,.· .t'' '(

,!-"·,

. ,.

}

.

,:•;'

. "l. .;: ]· •

~-

1 .,

The Standing C6undilfi!of··fhe :,student Government
Council shall be the Student Organizations Council
(SOO);liStudent,Programming·"Couneil {8P0)' 1and the
Bay Vist8/Hall?€<J.uncil (BVHC):;Each·wi:Wmaintain a
se)>attttcf<set (jf' guidelines: for operationsHknown; 'aS a
cortstitutfon/w'hich will ·be· approvedr,by t~ Student
Govemnrenti :council. ·Eaclr• Sta.t1ding •eouncili Ghair
sh'alln meet,ihe" academic. requirements ·of. fa\:Standihg
Committee:(l.hair,'·''j['': > ,.'.,'.';·,;;·.. :.,;--,/ ·, .. .,r:':i
,.;.

A. The SOC, SPC and BVHC shall hold its elections
the week:fotldwingsthe SGC ,elections, Failure to hold
elections,,;durit1S' the .statedrtimes period '.will affect· the
annual·, :budget ;;·allocation : of the cotmcili- no ''in
com.pliance;;:·1rr,;,; ·., ··.. ,.'
;, '.;)(.•'·.
.
\)?!-·~.~;._-~--i"> ·;';;·;
·.,,. · ~·
.
B. Each Council must maintain some form of meeting
(Executive·Board Qr general membership}at: le~1'twice a
montlr: Minutes' and.· attendance (:will), .be, recorded,
distributed, and. filed in the ,Student Government ,co.uncil
office within 48 hours of the meeting.
.,

)

.

'. ,.:

'.r·.~>

.

B. Among the SOC's responsibilities shall be to
pri>Y-icie'iJfti'ndiiigJ) for' ms foltlhs,¥ host activitiesi and
manage the operations of its clubs.
..

,.

·. } '

:.~

SE·cn·.
AN>X:'·7,TT_
PR():r,,n,.1t..11..w;a~G·:
, . V·
, -.~.1.1...1.•. srm:·n;,,,ENT
· .L'-'U ·
.,...
U-~Y.Lt.Y.1:.1...1,
...
·, , -,.,,. :i ·:.,· ::"···';.<'.'> \COUNCll, · · ·
·, · ,-:< ··,:1i
.>:·«
, ...

-:1~ ; :

'. .: ·,

.;

.. ' .
A. The putpose ,of thtr SPC ·Shalf.ibe to. setvei:as .tile
~

'·,

programming body ofstudent activities.
·.. : j -~..

: ,'

'

•

~

;, ..., •

... •

i'

. . .

SECTION XVIII- BAY VISTA HALL,· ·,
COUNCIL

A. The purpose of the BVHC shall be to serve as
,, theJgovernirig)' and' representativec,.-po"y of the
>stud~nts living in 'housingfacilities·:ott'campus~ :'.': ,· ,;
/>::.,/·,;·:.

::,i_.·f,

':.'!·1ff-;:·.-•_;:-.r·

·::'=

:·:i·-

:1 :--·.:(,:r

_:.

\:.J':'";-~..-

-.·.,;:.'-'

r:.,B. ·, Aniong 1 the· BVHC's :responsibilities-will:;'.be,'.td
provide for representation to the administratiJ>n· pn
issues of facilities, services, fees, security and
:i.gertetaltlimate irr housingifa.cilities. · "')' , ·,:· ; ·
··;,_

···..

·:·.

·. .
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• C.. The BVHC will also provide for and· manage any
- programming planned for the facilities . through
funding.
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., shall be counted in favor . of the SGC member whei
determining overall attendance.
Regular meetings shall not count toward SG<
.· members' office hours.

··E.

D. The H9using. Representative shall serve as the
BVHC Chair,.

SECTON XJX.. STUDENT ELECTIONS BOARD
A. The Student Elections Board shall be in charge of
all SGC general .and special elections and it's thereby
established fqr that purpose. Any and all regul~tions
pertaining to Elections and .Referrals. not contained
herein or in the SGC ,Constitution are specifi«i in the
Biscayne Bay Campus SGC Elections Code.

SECTIONXXI- PROXY AND ABSENTEE.
BALLOTS
A. The Student Government Council shall not coun
proxies for either quorum or voting purposes.
B. The Stµdent Government .Council shall not coun
absentee ballots for either quorum or voting purposes.

SECTION XXD- A:QSENCES

B,. The. Elections Board. will be subject to the
requirements specified in .the SGC Elections Code and
to wI other applicable . provisions in . ,the . . ·SGA
Constitution .and BBC. ByLaws.

A. SGC members may not miss more than three (3:
regular meetings or two (2) consecutive regulai
meetings in any semester.

SECTION XX- MEETINGS

:B. SGC m~mbers who:have missed a total o:f three (3:

A .regular ·meeting shall be any meeting of the .SGC
help to discuss the'. ongoing business of the SGC, .to
hear the reports of the Standing Committees, and to
hear the report of Council .members concerning the
progress of their special projects.

regular ·meetings or two . (2) ,consecutive regulai
meetings shall automatically be· removed fr,om qffice.
The removed SGC member may appeal before th€
SGC at the next regular meeting, and with a two-third!
.(2/3) .vote of the present members the temovec
: member may be placed. back .on,the SGC...
.·

A. For. the purpose of regular meetings,. the Council
will meet on a Wed11~y.at3.30 PM in a location
determined by the President. All SGC Members must
schedule around tills. ,Meetings •will only last : a
maximumofthree(3)·hours. The meeting time can·be
waived. to .. ~ccommodate the largest number of
members with a majority vote of the voti,ng members.

.

·:-..

C. To be counted as present, Student Governmen1
Council-member~ must be present fo,; a majority of the
meeting.

B. An emergency m,~ing is a meeting of the SGC
held to address a specific issue ocset of issues at
which no other business<may be.plac~ on the table.
The emergency meeting must be called with at least
two day's notice.

.D. ExCQsed absences.,.. An SCG mem}?er;absentJrpm
•a regular. meeting shall submit a. written nQtice,
officially stamped· and. dated. by. a· Campus Life S.tafl
.member, to the: SGC /President ,within three ,(3)
woi:king,CU1ys after the .meeting in order, to•~ ex.:v~sed.
All such notices shall be placed in the public record.
Reas@ns for which an SGC member,:shall. be. excused
· for ,an absence include attending: class, wor~ per~na]
orfamily emergency. 1 , •

C. Regular and Emergency · .meetings· must meet
quorum.

E. The .letter: submitted . by the . absent .member is
subject to approval by the SGC President.

D... If an emergency meeting: is called, but fails to
reach a quorum, then the failure' to attend to attend
such a meeting will not be counted against any
member of the SGC, but attendance at such meetings

, F. Any member of the Student Government,Counci1
,.may ask to.be ·taken off quorum· for a· specified lengtb
.of. time, not to exceed .four weeks during the :Fall 01
Spring semesters, and without limit during the ,,.·

.

.

'

\)
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:Summer,semester; if that Council member is going to
be unable to fulfill his. or her.requirements: during that
time due to work, travel, or personal problems. A
Council "memlrerwho has· been taken off quorum shall
receive no remuneration for that period,. nor'shall they
be required to attend any SGC meeting(s) or penalized
for:failingi to :attend ,any SOC meetings{ Hor shall they
count towards the quorum or :nave a vote at any SGC
meeting nor shall they be required to keep office hours
. during ,that perio'd.·
·
,., ......

'f.,;

. ·, ;::

.

I. In order to be taken off quorum for any
·. ·· · '.· .· .fongth ·•.of 'time, : a ·Council :member must
.• ·. ·: •· submit: a'written·notice/officially stamped
and dated by a Student Activities staff
"riiemb'er} :to tlie'tSGO Bresident at least six
working days before he or she is removed
.: ,. .
"'tfromthe roll ..· ·· ·
...

~- ·~ .....

: ;

.

.'• .·

SECTION xxm..-von:NG-

. 'or elected' SGC officials shall alt'be considered BGC
·'Members.····
B. The basis for the removal of any SGC Member
!,shall be ;'malfeasance; .. ·.misfeasance, . and/or
nonfeasance. All other violations will automatically
default to the Student Code of Conduct.
C. For the removal of an SGC Member, the member
".must , first be accused in the· fonrt of a motion or
· binding resolution passed ·by a majority (50% + 1)
·'vote' of the· SGC. Atiy discussion resultin~f from a
;·motion ·of binding'tesoltition tc,l:.accuse a· party of
''Inalfeasance, misfeasance/ and/or· iiomeasance· will
be open solely'to the
ofthe·SGC:

members

., D. If sucih ·binding t tesoltition or ·motion is: passed,'
' the·:cha1r'will set a; ·date ·fot a',.special meeting to'
iminedi'ately follow a' tegula.r Cotmcil ··rneetirig no
later than two (2) weeks from. the'tneeting afwhfoh
such binding resolution or motion was passed.
. .~ .: ~ ·r ;.

. ;A; . ·, All · vdtes; unless: otherwise·· stipulate

in · these
,>Bylaws ot 'the Constitution;. will be as, simple majority
of; niembers '. present" ·at ai!meetmg· ·at .which there' is

··quorum•:'

'.<:i·'.

..,.

:;;,·•·"

:·,. , ...

.R: Absterttiorts will not be taken into consideration 'for

the purposes of.voting:: This •tsi'tO'Say that they Will not
count in f~vor or against the vote in question.
,

- . :.. ·

,: v ·.·. SECTION,·xxw~ ·PROCEDURES

·

\,''. . <_,·;

:. ~:;~t;··; .·;·:.

:;: :·· .·'·

;'.1

,-";'~f .. •

voted

. '·...

Any;suclh:issueito·be
ofi riiust'be classified5as
:1:apptopriatiotts,t:resolutidns; or a:billf
dtafted on,the
appropriate forms to allow for proper'ai'chivat:record;

u'B:.

. i •

and

,',' :; ..

l .

. ··: ·)'<

A The Student Government Council recognizes the
need for'due, prbcess ,iri.'fhe removal;· ·by the,SGC, of
:' any:i '}800 :.;Member. ''•,Representatives/' Standing
'<Cbftmlifteei en.airs;·•· Comthissioner·., of· Elections,
Executive Cabinet:Meniber~, and· 0any other appointed

•

The accused party will then be given written
Jnoiice: !by the· ·S6C ·cterk• 'of the ·accusations ·made
:'<against him/her;: ·the tim(f 'and· .place of' the special'
· nieeting; :.notice· of witnesses who will be called'.·to
ntestify ·against hittl/het;· and, -a copy of the meeting
minutes within one (I) 'week "of the ·meeting's·
adjournment. Should the accused party not present
: 1him/herself af the· special· meetings, the: accused
'·j)ij.rty'Ca'n ·and wilt:be triecVit\'·ab~tia.. :
:· .I

• ; /··

} ;

~ .! . \' ; ; ·.

F; · The· 'special· meeting· '*ill be 'chaired ·by the SOO
n.,l>resident and.will followthe"folfoWing,fotmat: ·. ·.
: · :·
·. ·i '.JJJ · Opening :, ·Statement•:· by the ac~using
,.,. '·:, eourtcil membe~S); . ' .
2. Opening statement by the accused party.
·,, .· · , ,,Ji. ·Questions;toi the' accused party from the
r

-"'·

:.:.' .:SQ(}membetS'."-,> ·:; < ·'

' ',;

Soc wiU be·
questioned by ,the S00 . and'· thetF·by the
accused party.
i ,
5. Witnesses on behalf of the accused party
· will 'be, questioned ·by the SOC and: ,then by:
the accused party.
6. Follow up questions to the accused party.
7/Closing statements<from.the SGC 'antl then
,tbeiactused party} •

. . · · · :: 4: Witnesses on rbehalf' oftthe
t

1

SEC1'ION'XXV-DUE'PROOESS :·;

. . : i., .•

E.

. :

A
Any resolution or appropriations bill being
'rpresentedtt(;:the Studetd 6ovemment:'-Council for the
'1mfpose ', of. · a,; vdte' Imust:' . fir.sf. :have· · two (2)
f•Representatives as,spohsors:beforebein:g:pl~ced on: the
i Iagen.dah of' 'l:' ·rtleetirtg;, ·~: !J1his ·, excludes' ·a resolUtion
,ptoposed~by:the 1S~ Ptesident·llnd/ot:.>,ViceI>.tesident,
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;
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• G. If the SGC President is the accused party, the Vice
~ President shall serve as chair.
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."C. · Only hours' logged in will be .reflected in the
official time card. Officials will receive pay only for
··hours· worked: Once ·prepared and verified by the
, SGC official, they will be approved by the Associate
·Director-of Campus Life to be sent to Payroll.
. !

• H. Immediately following the cessation of discussion,
a Council member may choose to motion to remove
the accused from office or the Council may choose to
take no action. The SGC member(s) who originally
brought about the allegations of misconduct cannot
move, nor vote, on a motion to remove a member from
office.

D. If hours are,completed outside-of the ,office~ .as
allowed by the Constitution, substantial proof must
be provided to the Chief of Staff and documentation
.· ,placed on file.

I. All accused parties will be given written notice of a
decision by the clerk hi the event that the Council
votes to remove him/her from office.

· E.. ,Officials will only be paid up t.o the maximum
.. bouts allowed according to the ,. Constitution and
within the course of a bi•weekly basis only.

J.
The SGC President, Vice President, SGC
representatives,
Standing
Committee
Chair,
Commissioner of Elections, Executive Cabinet
Member, and any other appointed SGC official may be
remove :from office with no less than a two-thirds (2/3)
vote of the SGC voting members present.

F. The office hours of the' SGC Cabinet ·members
shall be decided by the SGC President and Vice
, President, but are:notto.exceed ten (lO)·hours.

K. The SGC President may also remove Executive
Cabinet Members from ·office if he/she deems it
necessary and proper. The SGC President should keep
a well-documented history of the Executive Cabinet
member's
malfeasance,
misfeasance,
and/or
nonfeasance in order to justify his/her removal. In
such case, there will be no need for the process as
outlined in the preceding sections.
L. Any accused party may appeal a decision to the
Student Judicial Board on the grounds that due process
was not followed. The Judicial Board may overturn
the actions of the SGC, if and only if it finds, after a
thorough investigation, that the SGC violated the
accused party's due process rights as established
above.

SECTION XXVI· OFFICE HOURS

A Office hours as required by the Constitution will be
logged in the SGC office. on a sign-in sheet and will be
conducted within the hours of 8:30 AM and 7:00 PM.
B. The SGC Clerk of Council or Chief of Staff will be
the custodian of all records regarding office hours and
will prepare time cards for verification by SGC
officials on a bi-weekly basis.

'

.

(,

/

G. Failure to fulfill the required amount of office
hours will result in automatic removal from office,
with an opportunity to appeal to :the BBC .SGC.
H. General.meetings shall not count as office·hours..
I. A record shall be posted in public view in the
Student Government Offices displaying the full
name, position, Standing Committee membership;
campus, university or community committee
membership(s); and special project assignment(s) of
each member of the SGC.

J. All weekly office hours which are required to be
held "in the office itself' must be held in the office
at FIU Biscayne Bay Campus, during regular
business hours (8:30 AM to 7:00 PM), unless other
arrangements are made, and are approved by the
SGC President.
K. Office hours mandated by the SGA Constitution
beyond those that are required to be held "in the
office itself' must be held on campus, in a time and
place in which the person holding these hours shall
either be available to their constituents or otherwise
able to carry out work on behalf of the Student
Government.
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Li··. No weekly offic<rhoursmiay. be:held outside of the
Biscayne Bay· .Campus . :except :by the:: Broward
Representative, who may.keep ·his/her officer hours at
either of the Broward Centers; and, by the Director of
Student ·Lobbying,· ,.who·,: may ··count: ·time:· spent
representing FIU Biscayne Bay Campus outside of
Dade·County dr,Breward County toward ·his/her office ·
hours.·
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M. No weekly office hours may be counted before
7: 15 AM '(fifteen minutes before the starting time of
the earliest ·:class),· ,or :after· 10:45 •PM '(fifteen minutes
after the .finishing ·of the latest·class),. ·nor' shall, :any
office hours' be counted··on .Sunday..·
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·SECTION:'.XXVfi.,,BYLAW.CIIANGES
.;.

A. Bylaws may 'be amended;-deleted and added·:by, a

::.J

majority vote of the entire Student Government
Council.·
.
B.
All• ByfaW'•:chansest·:passed, iby the •;Student
Government Council shall b~me effective
immediately\; unless•otherwise sta~ed in the resolution.
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BYLAWS
Student Government Council
Biscayne Bay Campus
SECTION I - BUDGET
A. A&S FUND The State of Florida has
established a separate Activity & Service
Fee. This fee shall be collected as part of
the student tuition as a dollar amount per
credit hour and shall be retained by the
University and paid into a separate A&S
fund.
B. AUTHORITY The allocation and
expenditure of these funds shall be
determined by the Student Government
Association through the University Wide
Council and the individual Student
Government Council~. The SGC University
Wide Council is responsible for allocating
funds for "University Wide" expenses, and
the Biscayne Bay Campus Student
Government Council (BBC SGC) is
responsible for the allocation and
expenditure of A&S Fees for its campus.
C, FISCAL YEAR The fiscal year for the
SGA will by July 1 to June 30.
O. CHRONOLOGY The process for
preparing the annual fiscal budget shall
be.gin in earnest no later than August 15 of
the previous academic year. This process
will include:

1. The Office of Budget Planning
and Analysis submits to the Student
Government preliminary projected
figures of enrollment as well as fee
revenue for the next year. It will be
understood that these figures are
only projections.
2. The Finance Committee will make
available budget request forms for
any interested parties wishing to
request funds of the A&S Fund.
These forms along with a set
deadline will be advertised arid
made available to any existing
funded entities, as well as any
--greups-that--have r-eceived funding
within the past three years.

,;
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3. The Finance Committee will
schedule a budget hearing no later
than one week following the
deadline for Request Forms. The
purpose of this hearing is to give an
opportunity for requesters to make
presentations and to be able to
respond to questions from Finance
committee Representatives. This
hearing will also be advertised and
open to the public; groups making
requests are required to attend.
4. University Council will first
prepare a budget draft to determine
fixed expenses for University Wide
expenses to include but not be
limited to the Student Media, Greek
Councils and Honors Council.

5. The Finance Committee will then
prepare a budget draft for the
Biscayne Bay Campus, once the
University Wide figures have been
decided and the remainder of fees
split according to the Full Time
Enrollment (FTE's) on campuses.

6. The Office of Budget Planning will
update· FTE projects as necessary
during the course of the year. It is
the tesponsibility of both the
University Council and Finance
Committee to make any necessary
adjustments due to any discrepancy
between budgeted figures and
projects to ensure a balanced
budget.
7. A budget hearing for the purpose
of public opinion on the budget
drafts will be held prior to the last
week in March. This forum, as well
as the drafts, will be advertised and
publicized, and all beneficiaries of
A&S fees should be present.
8. After the start of the Spring
semester, but prior to February 15,
·--the University Council will finalize its
budget at one of its regular
meetings. At the sam~ time, the
Finance Committee will submit its

draft for approval by the Council at a
regularly scheduled meeting, by a
two-thirds vote and amended by a
two-thirds vote. A rejected budget
shall be returned to the Finance
Committee for revision.
9. The finalized budget will be
submitted to the University
President for his approval or veto
via the Vice-President of Student
Affairs in accordance with State
Statue. If no action is taken within
fifteen (15) days following
presentation, the budget shall be
deemed approved.

10. It is the responsibility of the
Finance Committee to review and
make recommendations to SGC for
the expenditure of all reserve and
unallocated funds of the SGC
budget.
SECTION 11- BUDGET AUTHORIZATION

Once the budget has been finalized and the
SGC President has signed it into effect, the
newly elected Council and Finance
Committee will have the duty to authorize
individual budgets. This should be done by
July 1, whereas after that date no
disbursements will be.allowed if a budget
has not been authorized.

A. SGC Accounting and/or the Finance
Chairperson will inform all funded entities of
approved allocations by June 1 and thus
request a categorized budget from each
entity by a certain deadline to be established
by the Finance Chairperson and/or
President.

B. Any entity requesting funds from the SGC
BBC shall first go to the Finance Committee
for its recommendations. Such requests
must be in writing.
C. The Finance Committee and University
Council will then review individual budgets.
University Council will grant ultimate
approval of University Wide allocations and
the BBC Finance Committee will submit
r~commended budgets to the full Council for
approval.

Bylaws
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SECTION 111 - DISBURSEMENTS

A. All transactions will be facilitated,
monitored and reviewed by the SGC
Finance Committee, Finance Chairperson
and SGC Accounting Office.

B. All disbursements shall have the approval
by signature of the Finance Committee
Chairperson ¥the SGC President, as well
as either the.,SGC Accountant or the
designee ofthe Vice President of Student
Affairs.
C. The SGC President and SGC Finance
Chairperson, as well as the SGC Accountant
or designee of the Vice President of Student
Affairs shall approve appropriations or
transfers of any contingency reserves.

tl. Monthly financial reports shall be made
available to the SGC President, Finance
Chairperson, as well as one copy for the
Council to review, detailing any
disbursements and money transfers.
SECTION IV - COMMITTEES

The Standing Committees of the SGC shall
be the Finance Committee, Student
Services Committee, Academic Affairs
Committee, Student Union Board
Committee, International Student Services
Committee and Campus Life Committee. It
will be the duty of these .committees to
present items for discussion and solutions to
the Student Government Council.

A. All SGC Representatives must serve on
at least one Standing Committee.

B. Committee Chairpersons will be chosen
through an application process and
appointed by a simple majority of the entire
SGC. A Chairperson may be removed from
office by a two-third vote of the SGC.
C. Committees will meet at feast twice a
month to conduct business. Attendance and
minutes will be recorded, distributed and
filed in the SGC office' within 48 hours of the
meeting by a designated committee
member.

D. Each Standing Committee shall have the
power to form sub-committees to address a
specific idea, issue or concern. Sub2

committees may conduct research and
make recommendations, and shall report
their progress at regular Standing
Committee meetings.
E. For all committees, excluding the Finance
Committee, the committee size will be
determined by the SGC and are not limited
to Representatives serving as members.
Any additional members must be included
on a roster and have personal information
on file in the SGC office.
F. Committee Chairpersons will be expected
to present a report to the Council following
each meeting. In their absence a ViceChairperson or member should present a
report.
G. Committees are only a working group of
the Student Government Council. Any
official decisions and/or projects, initiatives
and measures must be brought before the
Council for approval, by way of a resolution
or an appropriations bill.
H. Any matter being presented to the SGC
in the form of a resolution or appropriation
bill by a standing committee must be
sponsored by two representatives.

SGC. With a majority vote, the
appropriation shall be approved.
M. The SGC President and Vice P.resident
are ex officio non-voting members of all
Standing Committees.

N. Standing Committee Chairpersons will be
required to put in ten (10) hours a week as
office hours, five (5) of which must be in the
office itself.
SECTION V - SELECTION OF STANDING
COMMIITEE OFFICIALS
A. The Chairpersons of each of the Standing
Committees will be elected by simple
majority vote of the Council at a regular
meeting.

B. To be eligible, all candidates will submit
proper applications and platform for review
of Council.
C. Vote will be by secret ballot.

D. Each Standing Committee shall appoint a
vice chair and secretary by way of a majority
of the standing committee members.
1.

In the absence of the chair, the
vice chair shall assume the
duties of the chair.

2.

The secretary shall be the
official record keeper of the
Standing Committee and will file
· the minutes of- each meeting
within 48-hours.

3.

The vice chair and secretary
may not hold such a position on
another standing committee, but
is limited to only being a
member.

I. Each Standing Committee shall have such
authority as necessary to conduct research
and make recommendations concerning
areas under the authority of that Committee.

J. All Standing Committees, excluding the
Finance Committee, will be allocated a
budget.

..

K. Each Standing Committee shall hereby
be empowered to allocate any funds
budgeted to that Committee by a simple
majority vote in any meeting where there is
a quorum .

L. All Standing Committees, excluding the
Finance Committee, shall allocate their
budget by way of an appropriations bill
sponsored by two representatives.
1. Only approved appropriations of
more than three-hundred dollars
($300) will be brought before the
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E. Standing Committee Vice-Chairs and
Secretaries may be removed from office by
a majority vote of the Committee, or by a
majority vote of the SGC.
SECTION VI - FINANCE COMMITTEE

· A. The Finance Committee will be
comprised of the Finance Chairperson and
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four SGC Representatives appointed
through a majority vote of the SGC.

B. The Finance Committee is charged with
the responsibility of preparing and
submitting a complete budget draft to the
SGC based on the projected budget from
the SGA University Council.
C. It is the responsibility of the Finarice
committee to review and make
recommendations to the SGC for the
expenditure of all reserve and unallocated
funds of the SGC budget, as well as any line
item transfers in the completed budget.

1. All appropriations must first be
approved by the Finance
Committee.
2. Only approved appropriations by
the Finance Committee of more
than five-hundred dollars ($500) will
be brought before the SGC. With a
majority vote, the appropriation shall
be approved.
3. If not approved by the Finance
Committee, this will pe reported to
the Council at the next regularly
scheduled meeting.

4. If a Representative wishes for the
Finance Committee to reconsider an
appropriation, he/she must gain a
majority vote of all voting members.

F. The Finance Committee's procedure for
accountability of the SGC budget
expenditures and reserve appropriations is
justified through making requirements
deemed necessary to assure that budget
expenditures and reserve appropriations
have been disbursed and spent per the
SGC's original allocation intent.
G. The Finance Committee may specify
criteria's associated with the allocation of
funds, including but not limited to timing,
standards, levels of accountability and
specific instructions as stated in Finance
Code and Bylaws.
SECTION

vn - ACADEMIC AFFAIRS
COMMITTEE

A. The purpose of this committee is to
review and evaluate academic issues and
make necessary recommendations that will
represent students'. views on issues.

B. Should the SGC undertake a program of
faculty evaluations, the committee will
oversee this project.
C. This committee shall also oversee the
operations and services of the Library.
D. This committee shall host an annual
scholarship fair.
SECTION

vm - STUDENT SERVICES
COMMIITEE

D. In regards to the disbursement of
. unallocated funds to entities not already
funded by the Student Government Council.

1. Expenditures over one hundred
· dollars ($100) and up to five
hundred dollars ($500) must be
approved by a regular meeting of
the Finance Committee.·
2.Minor expenditures up to one
hundred dollars ($100) must be
authorized by the Finance Chair and
the SGC President or Vice
President in the President's
absence.
E. Any appropriations bill being presented to
the SGC by the Finance Committee must
have two sponsoring Representatives.
Bylaws

A. This committee shall also recommend
services to be provided and evaluate current
services being offered to ensure that they
are serving student needs.

B. This committee shall also have
representation on the Student Health
Advisory university wide committee.
SECTION IX - STUDENT UNION BOARD

A. The purpose of the Student Union Board
is to facilitate a working relationship between
the SGC and the Wolfe University Center.

B. The Board shall serve in assisting in the
allocation of the Wolfe University Center's
Fiscal Budget. Prior to a budget request
being submitted to the Finance Committee,
4

the SUB will recommend a draft to the
Finance Committee.
C. The SUB shall serve as SGC's voice in
the decision-making. process of room and
space allocation and operating hours, as
well as discerning and addressing student's
concerns in order to improve services.

D. In the event that the Student Center is
granted a CITF Allocation, the.SUB will
analyze the needs of the building and,
working with the WUC staff, prepare a
request to present to the Vice-President of
Student Affairs.
·

· E. Throughout the year, the SUB will also be
charged with the responsibility of
supervising the expenditures of WUC funds.

SECTION X - CAMPUS LIFE COMMITTEE
A. This committee will facilitate a working
relationship between the Student
Government Council and the department of
Campus Life as well as the Student
Programming Council, Student
Organizations Council, Bay Vista Hall
Council, the Honors Council, Panther Power
and any other A&S funded activity entities.
B. The purpose of this committee will be to
serve as a research and recommending
body. By studying and proposing ideas, the
goal of this group will be to enhance
Campus Life at the Univer~ity and within the .
resources of the afor,ementioned groups and
departments as well as other entities within
the University.

SECTION XI - INTERNATIONAL
STUDENT SERVICES COMMITTEE

A. The purpose of this committee shall be to
investigate international student concerns
and make recommendations as deemed
·appropriate.

B. This committee shall also recommend
services to be provided and evaluate current
services being offered to ensure that they
are serving the international student needs.
SECTION XII..:. EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE
A. The purpose of the Executive Committee
is to assemble all Standing Committee
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Chairs and Cabinet Members to discuss,
analyze and suggest methods of action and
strategies toward the end of forwarding the
agenda of the Student Government Council.

B. The SGC President or Chief of Staff will
chair this meeting.
SECTION XIII - HOUSE OF
REPRESENTATIVES

A. The purpose of the House of
Representatives (hereafter referred to as the
House) is to assemble at feast once a month
to be presented and discuss legislations in
the form of a resolution or an appropriations
bill.

B. The House shall comprise of all
Representatives. The SGC Vice President
shall serve as chair of the House meetings
until the appointment of the Speaker of the
House.
1. The Speaker of the House shall
·be a representative appointed
through a majority vote. The
Speaker of the House shall chair the
House meetings.
2. The House shall appoint a Vice
Chair through a majority vote. In the
absence of the Speaker of the
House, the Vice Chair of the House
shall chair the meetings.
· 3. The House of Representatives
shall appoint a Secretary by way of
a majority vote. The Secretary shall
be the official custodian and
recorder of all House proceedings,
including the minutes, which should
be mac;le available to public within
48 hours of the meeting.
C. The House shall have a set of bylaws in
place for governance that may include
additional roles and responsibilities for all
members.

D. No provisions by the House bylaws shall
be waived. Such provisions shall only be
added; deleted; ·or-altered through the
amendment process.

SECTION XIV - CONSTITUENCY
RESPONSIBILITY
. A. One hundred (100) surveys must be filled
out and collected by each Representative
and Chairperson, excluding the Finance
Committee, every fall and spring semester.
The surveys must also be comprised of the
students wnotfio~~~_P._El~jfic R~presentatives
· were elected to serve; for example, the
Busin§_~~ .8_$pr¢seiiTa1ivE:! .must eollect
surv~x~}rom th~-~~-of hi~ ()r her college.
B. Representatives will be responsible for
typing and presenting a minimum of two
reports per semester (fall and spring) to the
Biscayne Bay Campus Council. These
reports shouid contain all goals
accomplished and ongoing projects.
C. All Representatives (excluding Lower
Division and At-Large Representatives) are
required to meet with their college's dean at
least once a month.
D. All SGC members including the cabinet
will be required to complete a binder
containing their accomplishments and
contacts made throughout the year. This
binder is to be completed one week before
spring break.

E. Failure to meet the above criteria's will
result in automatic removal from office, with
an opportunity to appeal to the Biscayne
Bay Campus Student Government Council.

F. The BBC Student Government Council
shall hold an annual program to be called
The SGC Inaugural Address and Town Hall
. Meeting within one month of the start of
each fall semester.

1. The purpose of the program is
first, for the SGC President to give
his/her inaugural speech to the
student body. And second, for the
student body to engage in dialogue
· ·- ----··5-y-adcfress1ng-isst.ies·orconcern to
the SGC and University
·
administration.
2. The program shall run under the
direction of the SGC President,
hosted by the Chief of Staff, and
coordinated by the Director of
Special Events.
Bylaws

SECTION XV - STANDING COUNCILS
The Standing Councils of the Student
Government Council shall be the Student
Organizations Council (SOC), Student
Programming Council (SPC) and the Bay
Vista Hall Council (BVHC). Each will
maintain a separate set of guidelines for
operations known as a constitution, which
will be approved by the Student Government
Council. Each Standing Council Chair shall
meet the academic requirements of a
Standing Committee Chair.
A. The SOC, SPC and BVHC shall hold its
elections the week following the SGC
elections. Failure to hold elections during
the stated time period will affect the annual
.budget allocation of the council not in
compliance.
B. Each Council must maintain some form of
meeting (Executive Board or general
membership) at least twice a month.
Minutes and attendance will be recorded,
distributed and filed in the Student
Government Council office within 48 hours
of the meeting.
C. Each Council reserves the right to elect
its own Chairperson, yet Student
Government Council may remove the
Chairperson for malfeasance, misfeasance
and/or nonfeasance.

0. Each Chairperson will be required to
present a brief report at least twice a
semester to the Student Government
Council and in addition, attend a Standing
Council Round-table/meeting twice a
semester with the Vice-President and
President of the Student Government
Council.
E. Within the structure of the Student
Government Council, the Councils shall
have all the rights and privileges of that of a
Standing Council as stipulated in the
Constitution.

F. Chairpersons will be required to put in 1 O
hours a week as office hours, five (5) of
which must be in the office itself, and be
paid through the emolument account.
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SECTfON XVf - STUDENT
ORGANfZATfONS CO.UNCIL
A. The purpose of the SOC shall be to serve
as the governing and representative body of
the ·clubs registered under its name.

B. Among the SOC's responsibilities shall
be to provide funding for its clubs, host
activities and manage the operations of its
clubs.
~·

SECTION XVII - STUDENT
PROGRAMMING COUNCfL
A. The purpose of the SPC shall be to serve
as the programming body of student
activities.

SECTfON xvm - BAY VfSTA HALL
COUNCIL

A. The purpose of the BVHC shall be to
serve as the governing and representative
body of the students living in housing
facilities on campus.

8. Among the BVHC's responsibilities will be
to provide for representation to the
administration on issues .of facilities,
services; fees, security and general climate
in housing facilities.
C. The BVHC will also provide for and
manage any programming planned for the
facilities through funding.

D. The Housing Representative shall serve

SECTfON XX - MEETfNGS
A regular meeting shall be any meeting of
the SGC held to discuss the ongoing
business of the SGC, to hear the reports of
the Standing Committees, and to hear the
report of Council members concerning the
progress of their special projects.

A. For the purpose of regular meetings, the
Council will meet on a Wednesday at 3:15
PM in WUC 159. All SGC Members must
schedule around this. Meetings will only last
a maximum of three (3) hours. The meeting
time can be waived to accommodate the
largest number of members with a majority
vote of the voting members.

B. An emergency meeting is a meeting of
the SGC held to address a specific issue or
set of issues at which no other business
may be placed on the table. The emergency
meeting must be called with at least two
day's notice.

C. Regular and Emergency meetings must
meet quorum. .
·
D. ff an emergency meeting is called, but
fails to reach a quorum, then the failure to
attend such a meeting will not be counted
against any member of the SGC, but
attendance at such meetings shall be
counted in favor of the SGC member when
determining overall attendance.

E. Regular meetings shall not count toward
SGC members' office hours.

as the BVHC Chair.
SECTION XIX - STUDENT ELECTIONS
BOARD

A. The Student Elections Board shall be in
charge of all SGC general and special
elections and it's thereby established for that
purpose. Any and all regulations pertaining
to Elections and Referrals not contained
· · ··---hereinorin-the 'SGC Constitution are
specified in the Biscayne Bay Campus SGC
Elections Code.

B. The Elections Board will. be subject to the
requirements specified in the SGC Elections
Code and to all other applicable provisions
in the SGA Constitution and BBC Bylaws.
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SECTION XXI
PROXY AND ABSENTEE BALLOTS

A. The Student Government Council shall
not count proxies for either quorum or voting
purposes.

8. The Student Government Council shall

______np1 covntabsentee ball.o_ts for either quorum
or voting purposes.
SECTION XXII - ABSENCES

A. SGC members may not miss more than
three (3) regular meetings or two (2)
consecutive regular meetings in any
semester.
7

8. SGC members who f:iave missed a total
of 1hree (3) regular meetings or two (2)
consecutive ·regular meetings shall
automatically be removed from office. The
removed SGC member may appeal before
the·_sGC at the next regular meeting, and
with a two-thirds {2/3) vote of the present
members the removed member may be
placed back on the SGC.
C. To be counted as present, Student
Government Council members must be
present for a majority of the meeting.

SECTION XXIII - VOTING

A. All votes, unless otherwise stipulated in
these Bylaws of the Constitution, will be a
simple majority of members present at a
meeting at which there is quorum. ·
B. Abstentions will not be taken into
consideration for the purposes of voting.
This is to say that they will not count in favor
or against the vote in question.
SECTION XXIV - PROCEDURES

0. Excused absences. An SGC member
absent from a regular meeting shall submit a
written notice, officially stamped and dated
by a Campus Life Staff member, to the SGC
President within three (3) working days after
the meeting in order to be excused. All such
notices shall be placed in the public record.
Reasons for which an SGC member shall be
excused for an absence includes attending
.class, work, personal or family emergency.
E. The letter submitted by the absent
member is subject to approval by the SGC
President.
F. Any member of the Student Government
Council may ask to be taken off quorum for
a specified length of time, not to exceed four
weeks during the Fall or Spring semesters,
and without limit during the Summer
semester, if that Council member is going to
be unable to fulfill his or her requirements
during that time due to work, travel, or
personal problems. A Council member who
has been taken off quorum shall receive no
remuneration for that period, nor shall they
be required to attend any SGC meeting{s) or
penalized for failing to attend SGC
meetings, nor shall they count towards the
quorum or have a vote at any SGC meeting
nor shall they be required to keep office
hours_ during that period.
1. In order to be taken off quorum
for any length of time, a Council
member must submit a written
notice, officially stamped and dated
by a Student Activities staff
member, to the SGC President at
least six working days before he or
she is removed from the roll.
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A. Any resolution or appropriations bill being
presented to the Student Government
Council for the purpose of a vote must first
have two (2) Representatives as sponsors
before being placed on the agenda of a
meeting. This excludes a resolution
proposed by the SGC President and/or Vice
President.

8. Any such issue to be voted on must be
classified as appropriations, resolutions, or a
bill, and drafted on the appropriate forms to
allow for proper archival record.
SECTION XXV - DUE PROCESS

A. The Student Government Council
recognizes the need for due process in the
removal, by the SGC, of any SGC Member.
Representatives, Standing Committee
Chairs, Commissioner of Elections,
Executive Cabinet Members, an!,'.f any other
appointed or elected SGC officials shall all
be considered SGC Members.
B. The basis for the removal of any SGC
Member ~hall be malfeasance, misfeasance,
·and/or nonfeasance. All other violations will
automatically default to the Student Code of
Conduct.
C. For the removal of a/an SGC Member,
the member must first be accused in the
form of a motion or binding resolution
passed by a majority (50% +1) vote of the
SGC. Any discussion resulting from a
motion or binding resolution to accuse a
party of malfeasance, misfeasance, and/or
nonfeasance will be open solely to the
members of the SGC.
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D. If such binding resolution or motion is
passed, the chair will set a date for a special
meeting to immediately follow a regular
Council meeting no later than two (2) weeks
from the meeting at which such binding
resolution or motion was passed.

E. The accused party will then be given
written notice by the SGC clerk of the
accusations made against hirn/her; the time
and place of the special meeting; notice of
witnesses who will be called to testify
against him/her; and a copy of the meeting
minutes within one (1) week of the meeting's
adjournment. Should the accused party not
present him/herself at the special meeting,
the accused party can and will be tried in
absentia.

'-'

..

F. The special meeting will be chaired by the
SGC President and will follow the following
format:
1. Opening statement by the
accusing Council member(s}.
2. Opening statement by the
accused party.
3. Questions to the accused party
from the s<;.c meml;).~rs. .
,,
4. Witnesses on behalf of the SGC
will be questioned by the SGC and
then by the accused party.
5. Witnesses on behalf of the
accused party will be questioned by
the SGC and then by the accused
party.
6. Follow up questions to the
accused party.
7. Closing statements from the SGC
and then the ac~used party.

G. If the SGC President is the accused
party, the SGC Vice President shall serve as
chair.
H. Immediately following the cessation of
discussion, a Council member may choose
to motion to remove the accused from office
or the Council may choose to take no action.
The SGC member(sfwho origlnaliy brought
about the allegations of misconduct cannot
move, nor vote, on a motion to remove a
member from office.

I. All accused parties will be given written
notice of a decision by the clerk in the event
that the Council votes to remove him/her
from office.
Bylaws

J. The SGC President, Vice President, SGC
representatives, Standing Committee Chair,
Commissioner of Elections, Executive
Cabinet Member, and any other appointed
SGC official may be removed from office
with no less than a two-thirds (2/3) vote of
the SGC voting members present.
K. The SGC President may also remove
Executive Cabinet Members from office if
he/she deems it necessary and proper. The
SGC President should keep a welldocumented history of the Executive
Cabinet Member's malfeasance,
misfeasance, and/or nonfeasance in order to
justify his/her removat In such case, there
will be no need for the process as outlined in
the preceding sections.
L. Any accused party may appeal a decision
to the Student Judicial Board on the grounds
that due process was not followed. The
Judicial Board may overturn the actions of
the SGC, if and only if it finds, after a
thorough investigation, that the SGC
violated the accused party's due process
rights as established above.

SECTION XX\/1 - OFFICE HOURS

A. Office hours as required by the
Constitution will be logged in the SGC office
on a sign-in sheet and will be conducted
within the hours of ~ M ar,s S.00

s. 30
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B. The SGC Clerk of Council or Chief of
Staff will be the cu~todian of all records
regarding office hours and will prepare time
cards for verification by SGC officials on a
bi-weekly basis.
C. Only hours logged in will be reflected in
the official time card. Officials will receive
pay only for ho,urs worked. Once· prepared
and verified by the SGC official, they will be
approved by the Associate Director of
Campus Life to be sent to Payroll.
D. If hours are completed outside of the
office, as allowed by the Constitution,
substantial proof must be provided to the
-- --C-hiefof-Staff and-documentation ·pfaced on
file.
E. Officials will only be paid up to the
maximum hours allowed according to the
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Constitution and within the course of a biweekly basis only.

· of the latest class), nor shall any office hours
be counted on Sunday.

F. The office hours of the SGC Cabinet
members shall be decided by the SGC
President and Vice President, but are not to
exceed ten (10) hours.

SECTION XXVII - BYLAW CHANGES

G. Failure to fulfill the required amount of
office hours will result in automatic removal
from office, with an opportunity to appeal to
the BBC SGC.
H. General Meetings shall not count as
office hours.

A. Bylaws may be amended, deleted and
added by a majority vote of the entire
Student Government Council.
B. All Bylaw changes passed by the Student
Government Council shaJI become effective
immediately, unless otherwise stated in the
resolution.
Revised 6/26/02
A: sgcbylaw.02

I. A record shall be posted in public view in
the Student Government Offices displaying
the
full name, position, Standing
Committee membership; campus,
University, or community committee
membership(s); and special project
assignment(s) of each member of the SGC,
J. All weekly office· hours which are required
to be held "in the office itself' must be held
in the office at FIU Biscayne Bay Campus,
during regular business hours ( ~ g. 30 .a. .nt.
~ ) . unless other arrangements are
made, and are approved by the SGC
President.

-to
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K. Office hours mandated by the SGA
Constitution beyond those that are required
tp be held "in the office itself' must be held
on campus, in a time and place in which the
person holding these hours shall either be
available to their constituents or otherwise
able to carry out work on behalf of the
Student Government.

L. No weekly office hours may be held
outside of the Biscayne Bay Campus except
by the Broward Representative, who may
keep his or her office hours at either of the
Broward Centers, and by the Director of
Student Lobbying, who may count time
spent representing FIU Biscayne Bay
Campus outside of Dade County or Broward
County toward his or her office hours.
M. Noweekiyoffice-hours may be counted
before 7:15 a.m. (fifteen minutes before the
starting time of the earliest class), or after
10:45 p.m. (fifteen minutes after the finishing
Bylaws
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Elections Code
SECTION I
Qualifications and Registration of
Candidates

A. Any individual who wishes to qualify as a
candidate for Student Government Council
(hereafter referred to as SGC) offices must
comply with the provisions of the Student
Elections Board.
B. In determining eligibility to run for or
old office in SGC, cumulative grade point
average will be computed from courses
attempted at FIU from the date of current
acceptance. Transfer students and
graduate students who have not completed
any courses at FIU will have their cumulative
grade point average computed from the
transcript(s) used to gain admission to FIU.

c. Candidates seeking office for a specific
school/college representative position must
be accepted in the school/college they wish
to represent, or present a signed letter of
eligibility from the appropriate Dean with
his/her Petition of Candidacy.
D. All candidates may qualify to run for
office under the name by which they are
registered at Florida International University
or under a variation of that name, subject to
the approval of the Student Elections Board.
A nickname may appear in quotation marks
with the approved name of the candidate.
No person shall appear on the ballot under
an assumed name. Any attempt to qualify
as a candidate under an assumed name
shall be a violation of the Elections Code, ·
and shaU be cause for immediate
disqualification.

E. It shall be the responsibility of the
candidate to determine that all information
regarding his/her eligibility to run for or
hold office is correct prior to qualifying for
candidacy. It is a further responsibility of
the candidate to certify the accuracy of this
information with the Registrar, and in all
related University records and Petition for
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Candidacy documents, and to have any
deficiencies corrected as provided for by the
Student Elections Board.
F. Each candidate must sign a waiver
allowing the SGA to ascertain that each
elected person continues to fulfill eligibility
requirements for such office during his/her
term of office.
G. A candidate must file all Petition for
Candidacy documents with the
Commissioner of Elections on or before the
deadline date and time designated by the
Student Elections Board. No candidate shall
be placed on the official ballot who has not
fulfilled these requirements.
H. A candidate may withdraw his/her
Petition for Candidacy prior to the election
by submitting a written notice to the
Commissioner of Elections. The notice to
withdraw candidacy must be filed two (2)
weeks prior to the first election date to
assure the candidate's name will not appear
on the ballot. Otherwise, it is the
responsibility of the Commissioner of
Elections to insure that a candidate's name
Is struck from all ballots.

I. Candidates for the offices of President and
Vice President may choose to associate
their campaign with one another, although
the elections for these offices shall remain
separate. Any Presidential candidate and
any Vice Presidential candidate intending to
campaign as a ticket must indicate their
intention to do so when they register to run
for office.

J. Each Presidential candidate may only
associate his/her campaign with one Vice
Presidential candidate, and each Vice
Presidential candidate may only associate
his/her campaign with one Presidential
candidate. If either candidate on such a
ticket withdraws, is disqualified, or becomes
unable to run after the deadline to file a
petition for candidacy, the other candidate
on that ticket may not associate his/her
campaign with any with any other candidate
for the complimentary office.
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K. At no time during the registration process
or campaign may any candidate for any
office other than President or Vice President
associate himself/herself with any other
candidate with the intent of running and
being elected as a group.

L. Any student of Florida· International
University has the right to bring a complaint
before the Student Elections Board alleging
a violation of the requirements of the Petition
for Candidacy.
M. No Representative can hold more than
one voting seat.

N. Representatives who have run for more
than one seat shall .chose one within twentyfour
(24) hours of being notified by the
· Student Elections Board of the election
results.
0. The candidate with the next highest
number of votes will fill the position made
vacant by the representative who ran for
more than one year.
SECTION II
Student Elections· Board

A. The Student Elections Board shall consist
of seven students. The Representatives for
the School of Hospitality Management,
School of Journalism and Mass
Communication, School of Nursing, College
of Urban and Public Affairs, and the Broward
Campus shall each appoint one student
from their respective school or campus. The
remaining two seats shall be appointed
one by the SGC President and one by the
SGC Vice-President, and all appointments
to the Student Elections Board shall require
approval by a vote of two-third of the
Student Government Council members
present at a meeting where there is a
quorum.
B. The Student Elections Board shall be in
charge of all SGC general and special
elections and is established for that purpose
by the SGA-Constitution-and-Bylaws. The
Commissioner of Elections shall be chosen
from among the members of the Student
Elections Board by the members of the
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Board, and shall serve as the chairperson of
the Board. The Commissioner of Elections
shall faithfully execute those duties and
responsibilities designated by law, or
deemed necessary to the proper conduct of
an election by the Board.
C. No member of the Student Elections
Boartj may hold or be a candidate for an
officer or representative position in the SGC
during his/her time of service on the Board.
D. Members of the Student Elections Board
shall not be actively identified with any
candidate or campaign for an elective
position in SGC, nor shall they act in any
partisan manner while they are serving as
members on the Board.
E. A vacancy in the position of
Commissioner of Elections shall be
immediately filled for the duration of the
term by appointment by the SGC President,
subject to approval by two-thirds of the SGC
present and voting.
F. The Student Elections Board is
responsible for preparing candidate packets
which will include a Petition for Candidacy
form, elections schedule and deadlines,
SGA
Constitution and Bylaws, the Election Code,
posting rules, candidate fund raising and
expenditure report form, and other relevant
information.
G. The Commissioner of Elections shall be
responsible for distributing all necessary
information and forms to the candidates and
for receiving the Petitions of Candidacy and
other required forms from the candidates.
The Commissioner is responsible for giving
written._notification to all qualified candidates
of their right to be present at election related
events.
H. The Commissioner of Elections may
disallow any Petition for Candidacy that
does not meet all requirements of the
Election Procedures as established by the
Student Elections Board. A candidate
whose petition-is disallowed may ask for a
review of his/her petition by the Student
Elections Board, where a majority vote of
the Board will confirm or overturn the ruling
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of the Commissioner. The names of
candidates whose Petitions of Candidacy
have been disallowed shall be a matter of
public record.
I. The Commissioner of Elections shall
conduct a meeting for all candidates
following the deadline for registration and
prior to the beginning of the campaigning
period. This meeting will notify candidates
of the requirements of the Election Code
.and other required election information. All
candidates shall be responsible for all
information presented at this meeting.

J. The Student Elections Board shall
investigate the constitutional qualifications of
all candidates. The Commissioner of
Elections shall submit the preliminary list of
qualified candidates to the Office of the
Registrar, who shall certify to the
Commissioner the names of candidates who
meet all requirements for their chosen office
as listed in the SGA Constitution and
Bylaws. The Commissioner of Elections
shall strike from the list of certified
candidates the names of all persons who
have failed to qualify for their intended office
and shall notify said candidates in writing.
K. The Student Elections Board may declare
any candidate ineligible to run for or hold
office, or may declare void any winning
candidate's office if a substantive error is
found in the candidate's qualifications, even
if that error was not caused by the
. candidate.

L. The Student Elections Board shall make
all necessary arrangements for polling
places and provide the ballots, ballot boxes
and/or voting machines, and all other items
required for the proper, efficient, and legal
completion of the election.

'•

M. The Commissioner of Elections shall be
responsible for the preparation of the ballot
with the majority approval of the Student
Elections Board.

L,.·
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N. The Commissioner of Elections shall be
responsible for instructing all election
officials in the proper elections procedures.
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0. The Student Elections Board and SGA
faculty or staff advisor(s) shall be
responsible for supervising the tabulation
and for certifying the results of any campus
wide election or referendum.

P. It shall be the responsibility of the Student
Elections Board to hear and act upon
complaints and charges of violations of the
Elections Code.
SECTION Ill
Election Rules

A. The election rules for all general and
Special Elections, including referendums
and Constitutional Amendments, are set
forth in the Elections Code, which may be
amended by the Student Elections Board at
least two weeks before the start of
campaigning. The Commissioner of
Elections shall submit amendments to the
Elections Code to the SGC for approval by a
two-thirds vote of SGC representatives
present and voting at a meeting at which
there is a quorum.
B. The Election Code policies for
campaigning on campus may not violate the
University Posting Policy or the' posting
policies for specific facilities.

C. The Elections Code policies for
campaigning on campus may not violate the
. University Posting Policy or the posting
policies for specific facilities .

D. The Elections Code policies for campaign
expenses shall require a fund raising and
expenditure report that must be completed,
signed, and submitted to the Commissioner
of Elections no less than 48 hours prior to
the election.
E. The Elections Code policies for balloting
shall require the names of all qualified
candidates to be listed on the ballot in
alphabetical order, by last name, and shall
clearly indicate which office the candidates
are seeking.
F. With the unanimous vote of its
membership, the Student Elections Board
shall have the power to establish temporary,

supplemental guidelines for the duration of
the current election only. These guidelines
will be effective within forty-eight (48) hours
of the official notification to candidates, but
cannot contradict existing regulations of the
Elections Code or SGA Constitution and
Bylaws.
SECTION IV
General, Special, and Referendum
Elections

A. General elections are the annual
elections held in order to elect SGC officers
and representatives.

B. The Commissioner of Elections, with a
majority approval of the Elections Board,
shall have the right to postpone or change
the·
·
date of a scheduled election as they believe
necessary in the case of a natural disaster,
threats of natural disaster, acts of God, or
other such threats to the safety and security
of FIU students.
C. No elections of any kind shall be held
during Final Examinations Week(s),

0. Each student is eligible to vote for
the positions of SGC President, Vice
President, and all Representatives for the
appropriate campus SGC. Each student
may also vote or all position(s) in one of the
following SGC representative categories:
lower division, a specific school/college,
Broward, or graduate; in accordance with
the students' registration status.
E. The Student Elections Board will make
provisions for run-off elections to occur
when necessary to decide the outcome of
general elections. Run-off election
provisions will be stipulated in the Elections
Code and dates for run-off elections will be
included in the elections schedule.

F. Special elections are elections called by
two-thirds (2/3) of the SGC representatives
present and voting at a meeting at which
there is a quorum, or by ten (10) percent of
students taking at least 50% of their
classes on the Biscayne Bay Campus
signing petitions and filing said petitions with
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the SGC President. Such petitions must
state the purpose of the special election.
The Student Elections Board shall be
responsible for conducting all special
elections.

G. A Referendum is the submission of a
proposed public measure or actual statute to
a direct popular vote of the student body.
H. Referenda will be held during general
elections or special elections and can be the
cause for holding a special election.
SECTIONV
Voting Procedures

A. The Student Elections Board shall select
election poll locations.and times and specify
same in the Elections Code.

B. Each student desiring to vote shaU
present to the poll workers his/her current
validated student identification card or valid
Photo Identification as an alternative.
C. Students shall be eligibl~ to vote only on
the campus where they are currently
enrolled in a majority of their classes.
Campus voting lists will be produced
through the Office of Registration and
Records to be used at the polling locations.
Students with equal course loads on
different campuses shall be listed on a
separate voting list and may vote only once
at their choice of camp.uses.

D. When a student votes, his/her name shall·
be clearly marked on the campus voting list
as having voted, and his/her identification
card shall be so marked.

E. All eligible students waiting to vote at the
time the polls close shall be permitted to
vote.

F. No voting records or ballots shall be
destroyed until the time for contesting an
election has expired, all complaints are
resolved, and the election is certified by the
··.Student-Elections-Board.
SECTION VI
Election Violations and Procedures for
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Contesting Elections
~··

A. Any Florida International University
student, including the Student Elections
Board itself, shall have the right to contest
an election or bring a complaint before the
Student Elections Board alleging a violation
of the Election Code. Any complaints .
brought before the Elections Board should
be made in writing no later than two (2)
working days after the election, and shall
include: (a) the name(s) of the individual(s)
against whom the complaint is brought, and
(b) the specific section(s) of the Election
Code which is (are) alleged to have been
violated, (c) the specific nature of the
alleged violation(s), and (d) the name and
signature of the person(s) bringing the
complaint.

violations will be in the form of monetary
fines, reprimands, and/or disqualification.
G. Members of the Student Elections Board
may not, at any time prior to the final
determination of any matter before the
Board, make comments or statements of
any kind outside of Board meetings,
concerning matters before the Board.

H. Disputes involving members, actions of
members, or decisions of the Student
elections Board shall be referred to the
Student Concerns Committee.

B. Violations of federal, state, and municipal
laws are to be regarded as violations of
election rules.
C. If the number of ballots cast differs from
the number of voters registered as having
.voted on the campus voting lists, the
Student Elections Board shall investigate. the
discrepancy and determine appropriate
action. If said difference exceeds five
percent (5%) of the total vote, the election
shall be declared invalid.
D. Upon receipt of a complaint, the Student
Elections Board shall make a determination
as to whether a hearing is necessary based
upon whether there has been shown
probable cause that a violation has
occurred. Both complainant(s) and
defendant(s) must receive written notice
from the Commissioner of Elections no less
than twenty-four (24) hours before a hearing
is conducted.
· E. The complainant(s) may withdraw the
complaint prior to the Student Elections
Board taking final action, however, the
Student Elections Board may proceed with
its investigation of the complaint(s).
-·--F~ile-Studenti::iections·Board, upon
finding a candidate guilty of committing an
election violation(s), will decide the just
penalty for the violation{s). Penalties for

Elections Code
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SECTION I • BUDGET
A. A&S FUND The State of Florida has
established a separate Activity & Service
Fee. This fee shall be collected as part of
the student tuition as a dollar amount per
credit hour and shall be retained by the
University and paid into a separate A&S
fund.
B. AUTHORITY The allocation and
expenditure of these funds shall be
determined by the Student Government
Association through the University Wide
Council and the individual Student
Government Councils. The SGC University
Wide Council is responsible for allocating
funds for "University Wide" expenses, and
the Biscayne Bay Campus Student
Government Council (BBC SGC) is
responsible for the allocation and
expenditure of A&S Fees for its campus.
C. FISCAL YEAR The fiscal year for the
SGA will by July 1 to June 30.
D. CHRONOLOGY The process for
preparing the annual fiscal budget shall
begin in earnest no later than August 15 of
the previous academic year. This process
will include:

1. The Office of Budget Planning
and Analysis submits to the Student
Government preliminary projected
figures of enrollment as well as fee
revenue for the next year. It will be
understood that these figures are
only projections.
2. The Finance Committee will make
available budget request forms for
any interested parties wishing to
request funds of the A&S Fund.
These forms along with a set
deadline will be advertised and
made available to any existing
funded entities, as well as any
groups that have received funding
within the past three years.
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3. The Finance Committee will
schedule a budget hearing no later
than one week following the
deadline for Request Forms. The
purpose of this hearing is to give an
opportunity for requesters to make
presentations and to be able to
respond to questions from Finance
committee Representatives. This
hearing will also be advertised and
open to the public; groups making
requests are required to attend.
4. University Council will first
prepare a budget draft to determine
fixed expenses for University Wide
expenses to include but not be
limited to the Student Media, Greek
Councils and Honors Council.

5. The Finance Committee will then
prepare a budget draft for the
Biscayne Bay Campus, once the
University Wide figures have been
decided and the remainder of fees
split according to the Full Time
Enrollment (FTE's) on campuses.
6. The Office of Budget Planning will
update FTE projects as necessary
during the course of the year. It is
the responsibility of both the
University Council and Finance
Committee to make any necessary
adjustments due to any discrepancy
between budgeted figures and
projects to ensure a balanced
budget.

7. A budget hearing for the purpose
of public opinion on the budget
drafts will be held prior to the last
week in March. This forum, as well
as the drafts, will be advertised and
publicized, and all beneficiaries of
A&S fees should be present.

8. After the start of the Spring
semester, but prior to February 15,
the University Council will finalize its
budget at one of its regular
meetings. At the same time, the
Finance Committee will submit its

draft for approval by the Council at a
regularly scheduled meeting, by a
two-thirds vote and amended by a
two-thirds vote. A rejected budget
shall be returned to the Finance
Committee for revision.

9. The finalized budget will be
submitted to the University
President for his approval or veto
via the Vice-President of Student
Affairs in accordance with State
Statue. If no action is taken within
fifteen (15) days following
presentation, the budget shall be
deemed approved.
10. It is the responsibility of the
Finance Committee to review and
make recommendations to SGC for
the expenditure of all reserve and
unallocated funds of the SGC
budget.
SECTION II - BUDGET AUTHORIZATION

Once the budget has been finalized and the
SGC President has signed it into effect, the
newly elected Council and Finance
Committee will have the duty to authorize
individual budgets. This should be done by
July 1, whereas after that date no
disbursements will be allowed if a budget
has not been authorized.

A. SGC Accounting and/or the Finance
Chairperson will inform all funded entities of
approved allocations by June 1 and thus
request a categorized budget from each
entity by a certain deadline to be established
by the Finance Chairperson and/or
President.
B. Any entity requesting funds from the SGC
BBC shall first go to the Finance Committee
for its recommendations. Such requests
must be in writing.

C. The Finance Committee and University
Council will then review individual budgets.
University Council will grant ultimate
approval of University Wide allocations and
the BBC Finance Committee will submit
recommended budgets to the full Council for
approval.

SECTION Ill - DISBURSEMENTS

A. All transactions will be facilitated,
monitored and reviewed by the SGC
Finance Committee, Finance Chairperson
and SGC Accounting Office.
B. All disbursements shall have the approval
by signature of the Finance Committee
Chairperson or the SGC President, as well
as either the SGC Accountant or the
designee of the Vice President of Student
Affairs.

C. The SGC President and SGC Finance
Chairperson, as well as the SGC Accountant
or designee of the Vice President of Student
Affairs shall approve appropriations or
transfers of any contingency reserves.

D. Monthly financial reports shall be made
available to the SGC President, Finance
Chairperson, as well as one copy for the
Council to review, detailing any
disbursements and money transfers.
SECTION IV - COMMITTEES

The Standing Committees of the SGC shall
be the Finance Committee, Student
Services Committee, Academic Affairs
Committee, Student Union Board
Committee, International Student Services
Committee and Campus Life Committee. It
will be the duty of these committees to
present items for discussion and solutions to
the Student Government Council.

A. All SGC Representatives must serve on
at least one Standing Committee.

B. Committee Chairpersons will be chosen
through an application process and
appointed by a simple majority of the entire
SGC. A Chairperson may be removed from
office by a two-third vote of the SGC.
C. Committees will meet at least twice a
month to conduct business. Attendance and
minutes will be recorded, distributed and
filed in the SGC office within 48 hours of the
meeting by a designated committee
member.

D. Each Standing Committee shall have the
power to form sub-committees to address a
specific idea, issue or concern. Sub-
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committees may conduct research and
make recommendations, and shall report
their progress at regular Standing
Committee meetings.

E. For all committees, excluding the Finance
Committee, the committee size will be
determined by the SGC and are not limited
to Representatives serving as members.
Any additional members must be included
on a roster and have personal information
on file in the SGC office.
F. Committee Chairpersons will be expected
to present a report to the Council following
each meeting. In their absence a ViceChairperson or member should present a
report.

G. Committees are only a working group of
the Student Government Council. Any
official decisions and/or projects, initiatives
and measures must be brought before the
Council for approval, by way of a resolution
or an appropriations bill.
H. Any matter being presented to the SGC
in the form of a resolution or appropriation
bill by a standing committee must be
sponsored by two representatives.

SGC. With a majority vote, the
appropriation shall be approved.

M. The SGC President and Vice President
are ex officio non-voting members of all
Standing Committees.
N. Standing Committee Chairpersons will be
required to put in ten (10) hours a week as
office hours, five (5) of which must be in the
office itself.
SECTION V-SELECTION OF STANDING
COMMITTEE OFFICIALS

A. The Chairpersons of each of the Standing
Committees will be elected by simple
majority vote of the Council at a regular
meeting.

B. To be eligible, all candidates will submit
proper applications and platform for review
of Council.
C. Vote will be by secret ballot.

D. Each Standing Committee shall appoint a
vice chair and secretary by way of a majority
of the standing committee members.
1. In the absence of the chair, the

I. Each Standing Committee shall have such
authority as necessary to conduct research
and make recommendations concerning
areas under the authority of that Committee.

J. All Standing Committees, excluding the
Finance Committee, will be allocated a
budget.

K. Each Standing Committee shall hereby
be empowered to allocate any funds
budgeted to that Committee by a simple
majority vote in any meeting where there is
a quorum.

L. All Standing Committees, excluding the
Finance Committee, shall allocate their
budget by way of an appropriations bill
sponsored by two representatives.

1. Only approved appropriations of
more than three-hundred dollars
($300) will be brought before the
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vice chair shall assume the
duties of the chair.

2. The secretary shall be the
official record keeper of the
Standing Committee and will file
the minutes of each meeting
within 48-hours.

3. The vice chair and secretary
may not hold such a position on
another standing committee, but
is limited to only being a
member.

E. Standing Committee Vice-Chairs and
Secretaries may be removed from office by
a majority vote of the Committee, or by a
majority vote of the SGC.
SECTION VI - FINANCE COMMITTEE

A. The Finance Committee will be
comprised of the Finance Chairperson and
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four SGC Representatives appointed
through a majority vote of the SGC.

8. The Finance Committee is charged with
the responsibility of preparing and
submitting a complete budget draft to the
SGC based on the projected budget from
the SGA University Council.
C. It is the responsibility of the Finance
committee to review and make
recommendations to the SGC for the
expenditure of all reserve and unallocated
funds of the SGC budget, as well as any line
item transfers in the completed budget.

1. All appropriations must first be
approved by the Finance
Committee.

G. The Finance Committee may specify
criteria's associated with the allocation of
funds, including but not limited to timing,
standards, levels of accountability and
specific instructions as stated in Finance
Code and Bylaws.
SECTION VII - ACADEMIC AFFAIRS
COMMITTEE

2. Only approved appropriations by

A. The purpose of this committee is to

the Finance Committee of more
than five-hundred dollars ($500) will
be brought before the SGC. With a
majority vote, the appropriation shall
be approved.

review and evaluate academic issues and
make necessary recommendations that will
represent students' views on issues.

3. If not approved by the Finance
Committee, this will pe reported to
the Council at the next regularly
scheduled meeting.

4. If a Representative wishes for the
Finance Committee to reconsider an
appropriation, he/she must gain a
majority vote of all voting members.

D. In regards to the disbursement of
. unallocated funds to entities not already
funded by the Student Government Council.

8. Should the SGC undertake a program of
faculty evaluations, the committee will
oversee this project.

C. This committee shall also oversee the
operations and services of the Library.

D. This committee shall host an annual
scholarship fair.
SECTION VIII - STUDENT SERVICES
COMMITTEE

A. This committee shall also recommend

1. Expenditures over one hundred

services to be provided and evaluate current
services being offered to ensure that they
are serving student needs.

dollars ($100) and up to five
hundred dollars ($500) must be
approved by a regular meeting of
the Finance Committee.

B. This committee shall also have
representation on the Student Health
Advisory university wide committee.

2.Minor expenditures up to one
hundred dollars ($100) must be
authorized by the Finance Chair and
the SGC President or Vice
President in the President's
absence.
E. Any appropriations bill being presented to
the SGC by the Finance Committee must
have two sponsoring Representatives.
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F. The Finance Committee's procedure for
accountability of the SGC budget
expenditures and reserve appropriations is
justified through making requirements
deemed necessary to assure that budget
expenditures and reserve appropriations
have been disbursed and spent per the
SGC's original allocation intent.

SECTION IX - STUDENT UNION BOARD

A. The purpose of the Student Union Board
is to facilitate a working relationship between
the SGC and the Wolfe University Center.

B. The Board shall serve in assisting in the
allocation of the Wolfe University Center's
Fiscal Budget. Prior to a budget request
being submitted to the Finance Committee,
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the SUB will recommend a draft to the
Finance Committee.

c. The SUB shall serve as SGC's voice in
the decision-making process of room and
space allocation and operating hours, as
well as discerning and addressing student's
concerns in order to improve services.
D. In the event that the Student Center is
granted a CITF Allocation, the SUB will
analyze the needs of the building and,
working with the WUC staff, prepare a
request to present to the Vice-President of
Student Affairs.
E. Throughout the year, the SUB will also be
charged with the responsibility of
supervising the expenditures of WUC funds.
SECTION X - CAMPUS LIFE COMMITTEE

A. This committee will facilitate a working
relationship between the Student
Government Council and the department of
Campus Life as well as the Student
Programming Council, Student
Organizations Council, Bay Vista Hall
Council, the Honors Council, Panther Power
and any other A&S funded activity entities.

B. The purpose of this committee will be to
serve as a research and recommending
body. By studying and proposing ideas, the
goal of this group will be to enhance
Campus Life at the University and within the
resources of the aforementioned groups and
departments as well as other entities within
the University.
SECTION XI - INTERNATIONAL
STUDENT SERVICES COMMITTEE

A. The purpose of this committee shall be to
investigate international student concerns
and make recommendations as deemed
appropriate.

B. This committee shall also recommend
services to be provided and evaluate current
services being offered to ensure that they
are serving the international student needs.
SECTION XII - EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE

Chairs and Cabinet Members to discuss,
analyze and suggest methods of action and
strategies toward the end of forwarding the
agenda of the Student Government Council.

B. The SGC President or Chief of Staff will
chair this meeting.
SECTION XIII - HOUSE OF
REPRESENTATIVES

A. The purpose of the House of
Representatives (hereafter referred to as the
House) is to assemble at least once a month
to be presented and discuss legislations in
the form of a resolution or an appropriations
bill.

B. The House shall comprise of all
Representatives. The SGC Vice President
shall serve as chair of the House meetings
until the appointment of the Speaker of the
House.

1. The Speaker of the House shall
be a representative appointed
through a majority vote. The
Speaker of the House shall chair the
House meetings.
2. The House shall appoint a Vice
Chair through a majority vote. In the
absence of the Speaker of the
House, the Vice Chair of the House
shall chair the meetings.

3. The House of Representatives
shall appoint a Secretary by way of
a majority vote. The Secretary shall
be the official custodian and
recorder of all House proceedings,
including the minutes, which should
be made available to public within
48 hours of the meeting.

C. The House shall have a set of bylaws in
place for governance that may include
additional roles and responsibilities for all
members.

D. No provisions by the House bylaws shall
be waived. Such provisions shall only be
added, deleted, or altered through the
amendment process.

A. The purpose of the Executive Committee
is to assemble all Standing Committee
Bylaws
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SECTION XIV - CONSTITUENCY
RESPONSIBILITY
A. One hundred ( 100) surveys must be filled
out and collected by each Representative
and Chairperson, excluding the Finance
Committee, every fall and spring semester.
The surveys must also be comprised of the
students who those specific Representatives
were elected to serve; for example, the
Business Representative must collect
surveys from those of his or her college.

B. Representatives will be responsible for
typing and presenting a minimum of two
reports per semester (fall and spring) to the
Biscayne Bay Campus Council. These
reports should contain all goals
accomplished and ongoing projects.
C. All Representatives (excluding Lower
Division and At-Large Representatives) are
required to meet with their college's dean at
least once a month.

D. All SGC members including the cabinet
will be required to complete a binder
containing their accomplishments and
contacts made throughout the year. This
binder is to be completed one week before
spring break.

E. Failure to meet the above criteria's will
result in automatic removal from office, with
an opportunity to appeal to the Biscayne
Bay Campus Student Government Council.

SECTION XV - STANDING COUNCILS
The Standing Councils of the Student
Government Council shall be the Student
Organizations Council (SOC), Student
Programming Council (SPC) and the Bay
Vista Hall Council (BVHC). Each will
maintain a separate set of guidelines for
operations known as a constitution, which
will be approved by the Student Government
Council. Each Standing Council Chair shall
meet the academic requirements of a
Standing Committee Chair.

A. The SOC, SPC and BVHC shall hold its
elections the week following the SGC
elections. Failure to hold elections during
the stated time period will affect the annual
budget allocation of the council not in
compliance.

B. Each Council must maintain some form of
meeting (Executive Board or general
membership) at least twice a month.
Minutes and attendance will be recorded,
distributed and filed in the Student
Government Council office within 48 hours
of the meeting.
C. Each Council reserves the right to elect
its own Chairperson, yet Student
Government Council may remove the
Chairperson for malfeasance, misfeasance
and/or nonfeasance.

D. Each Chairperson will be required to
F. The BBC Student Government Council
shall hold an annual program to be called
The SGC Inaugural Address and Town Hall
Meeting within one month of the start of
each fall semester.

1. The purpose of the program is
first, for the SGC President to give
his/her inaugural speech to the
student body. And second, for the
student body to engage in dialogue
by addressing issues of concern to
the SGC and University
administration. .
2. The program shall run under the
direction of the SGC President,
hosted by the Chief of Staff, and
coordinated by the Director of
Special Events.

Bylaws

present a brief report at least twice a
semester to the Student Government
Council and in addition, attend a Standing
Council Round-table/meeting twice a
semester with the Vice-President and
President of the Student Government
Council.

E. Within the structure of the Student
Government Council, the Councils shall
have all the rights and privileges of that of a
Standing Council as stipulated in the
Constitution.
F. Chairpersons will be required to put in 10
hours a week as office hours, five (5) of
which must be in the office itself, and be
paid through the emolument account.
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SECTION XVI - STUDENT
ORGANIZATIONS COUNCIL

A. The purpose of the SOC shall be to serve
as the governing and representative body of
the clubs registered under its name.
B. Among the SOC's responsibilities shall
be to provide funding for its clubs, host
activities and manage the operations of its
clubs.
SECTION XVII - STUDENT
PROGRAMMING COUNCIL

A. The purpose of the SPC shall be to serve
as the programming body of student
activities.
SECTION XVIII - BAY VISTA HALL
COUNCIL

A. The purpose of the BVHC shall be to
serve as the governing and representative
body of the students living in housing
facilities on campus.

B. Among the BVHC's responsibilities will be
to provide for representation to the
administration on issues of facilities,
services, fees, security and general climate
in housing facilities.
C. The BVHC will also provide for and
manage any programming planned for the
facilities through funding.

D. The Housing Representative shall serve

SECTION XX - MEETINGS

A regular meeting shall be any meeting of
the SGC held to discuss the ongoing
business of the SGC, to hear the reports of
the Standing Committees, and to hear the
report of Council members concerning the
progress of their special projects.

A. For the purpose of regular meetings, the
Council will meet on a Wednesday at 3:15
PM in WUC 159. All SGC Members must
schedule around this. Meetings will only last
a maximum of three (3) hours. The meeting
time can be waived to accommodate the
largest number of members with a majority
vote of the voting members.

B. An emergency meeting is a meeting of
the SGC held to address a specific issue or
set of issues at which no other business
may be placed on the table. The emergency
meeting must be called with at least two
day's notice.
C. Regular and Emergency meetings must
meet quorum ..
D. If an emergency meeting is called, but
fails to reach a quorum, then the failure to
attend such a meeting will not be counted
against any member of the SGC, but
attendance at such meetings shall be
counted in favor of the SGC member when
determining overall attendance.

E. Regular meetings shall not count toward
SGC members' office hours.

as the BVHC Chair.
SECTION XIX - STUDENT ELECTIONS
BOARD

SECTION XXI
PROXY AND ABSENTEE BALLOTS

A. The Student Government Council shall
A. The Student Elections Board shall be in
charge of all SGC general and special
elections and it's thereby established for that
purpose. Any and all regulations pertaining
to Elections and Referrals not contained
herein or in the SGC Constitution are
specified in the Biscayne Bay Campus SGC
Elections Code.

B. The Elections Board will be subject to the
requirements specified in the SGC Elections
Code and to all other applicable provisions
in the SGA Constitution and BBC Bylaws.

Bylaws

not count proxies for either quorum or voting
purposes.
B. The Student Government Council shall
not count absentee ballots for either quorum
or voting purposes.
SECTION XXII - ABSENCES

A. SGC members may not miss more than
three (3) regular meetings or two (2)
consecutive regular meetings in any
semester.
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B. SGC members who have missed a total
of three (3) regular meetings or two (2)
consecutive regular meetings shall
automatically be removed from office. The
removed SGC member may appeal before
the SGC at the next regular meeting, and
with a two-thirds (2/3) vote of the present
members the removed member may be
placed back on the SGC.
C. To be counted as present, Student
Government Council members must be
present for a majority of the meeting.

SECTION XXIII - VOTING

A. All votes, unless otherwise stipulated in
these Bylaws of the Constitution, will be a
simple majority of members present at a
meeting at which there is quorum.

B. Abstentions will not be taken into
consideration for the purposes of voting.
This is to say that they will not count in favor
or against the vote in question.
SECTION XXIV - PROCEDURES

D. Excused absences. An SGC member
absent from a regular meeting shall submit a
written notice, officially stamped and dated
by a Campus Life Staff member, to the SGC
President within three (3) working days after
the meeting in order to be excused. All such
notices shall be placed in the public record.
Reasons for which an SGC member shall be
excused for an absence includes attending
class, work, personal or family emergency.

E. The letter submitted by the absent
member is subject to approval by the SGC
President.

F. Any member of the Student Government
Council may ask to be taken off quorum for
a specified length of time, not to exceed four
weeks during the Fall or Spring semesters,
and without limit during the Summer
semester, if that Council member is going to
be. unable to fulfill his or her requirements
during that time due to work, travel, or
personal problems. A Council member who
has been taken off quorum shall receive no
remuneration for that period, nor shall they
be required to attend any SGC meeting(s) or
penalized for failing to attend SGC
meetings, nor shall they count towards the
quorum or have a vote at any SGC meeting
nor shall they be required to keep office
hours during that period.
1. In order to be taken off quorum
for any length of time, a Council
member must submit a written
notice, officially stamped and dated
by a Student Activities staff
member, to the SGC President at
least six working days before he or
she is removed from the roll.

Bylaws

A. Any resolution or appropriations bill being
presented to the Student Government
Council for the purpose of a vote must first
have two (2) Representatives as sponsors
before being placed on the agenda of a
meeting. This excludes a resolution
proposed by the SGC President and/or Vice
President.

B. Any such issue to be voted on must be
classified as appropriations, resolutions, or a
bill, and drafted on the appropriate forms to
allow for proper archival record.
SECTION XXV - DUE PROCESS

A. The Student Government Council
recognizes the need for due process in the
removal, by the SGC, of any SGC Member.
Representatives, Standing Committee
Chairs, Commissioner of Elections,
Executive Cabinet Members, and any other
appointed or elected SGC officials shall all
be considered SGC Members.

B. The basis for the removal of any SGC
Member shall be malfeasance, misfeasance,
and/or nonfeasance. All other violations will
automatically default to the Student Code of
Conduct.
C. For the removal of a/an SGC Member,
the member must first be accused in the
form of a motion or binding resolution
passed by a majority (50% +1) vote of the
SGC. Any discussion resulting from a
motion or binding resolution to accuse a
party of malfeasance, misfeasance, and/or
nonfeasance will be open solely to the
members of the SGC.
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D. If such binding resolution or motion is
passed, the chair will set a date for a special
meeting to immediately follow a regular
Council meeting no later than two (2) weeks
from the meeting at which such binding
resolution or motion was passed.

E. The accused party will then be given
written notice by the SGC clerk of the
accusations made against him/her; the time
and place of the special meeting; notice of
witnesses who will be called to testify
against him/her; and a copy of the meeting
minutes within one (1) week of the meeting's
adjournment. Should the accused party not
present him/herself at the special meeting,
the accused party can and will be tried in
absentia.
F. The special meeting will be chaired by the
SGC President and will follow the following
format:
1. Opening statement by the
accusing Council member(s).
2. Opening statement by the
accused party.
3. Questions to the accused party
from the SGC members.
4. Witnesses on behalf of the SGC
will be questioned by the SGC and
then by the accused party.
5. Witnesses on behalf of the
accused party will be questioned by
the SGC and then by the accused
party.
6. Follow up questions to the
accused party.
7. Closing statements from the SGC
and then the accused party.
G. If the SGC President is the accused
party, the SGC Vice President shall serve as
chair.

H. Immediately following the cessation of
discussion, a Council member may choose
to motion to remove the accused from office
or the Council may choose to take no action.
The SGC member(s) who originally brought
about the allegations of misconduct cannot
move, nor vote, on a motion to remove a
member from office.
I. All accused parties will be given written
notice of a decision by the clerk in the event
that the Council votes to remove him/her
from office.
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J. The SGC President, Vice President, SGC
representatives, Standing Committee Chair,
Commissioner of Elections, Executive
Cabinet Member, and any other appointed
SGC official may be removed from office
with no less than a two-thirds (2/3) vote of
the SGC voting members present.
K. The SGC President may also remove
Executive Cabinet Members from office if
he/she deems it necessary and proper. The
SGC President should keep a welldocumented history of the Executive
Cabinet Member's malfeasance,
misfeasance, and/or nonfeasance in order to
justify his/her removal. In such case, there
will be no need for the process as outlined in
the preceding sections.
L. Any accused party may appeal a decision
to the Student Judicial Board on the grounds
that due process was not followed. The
Judicial Board may overturn the actions of
the SGC, if and only if it finds, after a
thorough investigation, that the SGC
violated the accused party's due process
rights as established above.
SECTION XXVI - OFFICE HOURS

A. Office hours as required by the
Constitution will be logged in the SGC office
on a sign-in sheet and will be conducted
within the hours of 9:00 AM and 5:00 PM.

B. The SGC Clerk of Council or Chief of
Staff will be the cu~todian of all records
regarding office hours and will prepare time
cards for verification by SGC officials on a
bi-weekly basis.
C. Only hours logged in will be reflected in
the official time card. Officials will receive
pay only for hours worked. Once prepared
and verified by the SGC official, they will be
approved by the Associate Director of
Campus Life to be sent to Payroll.

D. If hours are completed outside of the
office, as allowed by the Constitution,
substantial proof must be provided to the
Chief of Staff and documentation placed on
file.
E. Officials will only be paid up to the
maximum hours allowed according to the
9

Constitution and within the course of a biweekly basis only.

of the latest class), nor shall any office hours
be counted on Sunday.

F. The office hours of the SGC Cabinet
members shall be decided by the SGC
President and Vice President, but are not to
exceed ten (10) hours.

SECTION XXVII - BYLAW CHANGES

G. Failure to fulfill the required amount of
office hours will result in automatic removal
from office, with an opportunity to appeal to
the BBC SGC.
H. General Meetings shall not count as
office hours.

A. Bylaws may be amended, deleted and
added by a majority vote of the entire
Student Government Council.

B. All Bylaw changes passed by the Student
Government Council shall become effective
immediately, unless otherwise stated in the
resolution.
Revised 6/26/02
A: sgcbylaw.02

I. A record shall be posted in public view in
the Student Government Offices displaying
the
full name, position, Standing
Committee membership; campus,
University, or community committee
membership(s); and special project
assignment(s) of each member of the SGC,

J. All weekly office hours which are required
to be held "in the office itself' must be held
in the office at FIU Biscayne Bay Campus,
during regular business hours (9:00 a.m. to
5:00 p.m.), unless other arrangements are
made, and are approved by the SGC
President.
K. Office hours mandated by the SGA
Constitution beyond those that are required
to be held "in the office itself' must be held
on campus, in a time and place in which the
person holding these hours shall either be
available to their constituents or otherwise
able to carry out work on behalf of the
Student Government.
L. No weekly office hours may be held
outside of the Biscayne Bay Campus except
by the Broward Representative, who may
keep his or her office hours at either of the
Broward Centers, and by the Director of
Student Lobbying, who may count time
spent representing FIU Biscayne Bay
Campus outside of Dade County or Broward
County toward his or her office hours.
M. No weekly office hours may be counted
before 7:15 a.m. (fifteen minutes before the
starting time of the earliest class), or after
10:45 p.m. (fifteen minutes after the finishing

Bylaws
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Elections Code
SECTION I
Qualifications and Registration of
Candidates

A. Any individual who wishes to qualify as a
candidate for Student Government Council
(hereafter referred to as SGC) offices must
comply with the provisions of the Student
Elections Board.

B. In determining eligibility to run for or
old office in SGC, cumulative grade point
average will be computed from courses
attempted at FIU from the date of current
acceptance. Transfer students and
graduate students who have not completed
any courses at FIU will have their cumulative
grade point average computed from the
transcript(s) used to gain admission to FIU.
C. Candidates seeking office for a specific
school/college representative position must
be accepted in the school/college they wish
to represent, or present a signed letter of
eligibility from the appropriate Dean with
his/her Petition of Candidacy.

D. All candidates may qualify to run for
office under the name by which they are
registered at Florida International University
or under a variation of that name, subject to
the approval of the Student Elections Board.
A nickname may appear in quotation marks
with the approved name of the candidate.
No person shall appear on the ballot under
an assumed name. Any attempt to qualify
as a candidate under an assumed name
shall be a violation of the Elections Code,
and shall be cause for immediate
disqualification.

E. It shall be the responsibility of the
candidate to determine that all information
regarding his/her eligibility to run for or
hold office is correct prior to qualifying for
candidacy. It is a further responsibility of
the candidate to certify the accuracy of this
information with the Registrar, and in all
related University records and Petition for
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Candidacy documents, and to have any
deficiencies corrected as provided for by the
Student Elections Board.

F. Each candidate must sign a waiver
allowing the SGA to ascertain that each
elected person continues to fulfill eligibility
requirements for such office during his/her
term of office.
G. A candidate must file all Petition for
Candidacy documents with the
Commissioner of Elections on or before the
deadline date and time designated by the
Student Elections Board. No candidate shall
be placed on the official ballot who has not
fulfilled these requirements.
H. A candidate may withdraw his/her
Petition for Candidacy prior to the election
by submitting a written notice to the
Commissioner of Elections. The notice to
withdraw candidacy must be filed two (2)
weeks prior to the first election date to
assure the candidate's name will not appear
on the ballot. Otherwise, it is the
responsibility of the Commissioner of
Elections to insure that a candidate's name
Is struck from all ballots.

I. Candidates for the offices of President and
Vice President may choose to associate
their campaign with one another, although
the elections for these offices shall remain
separate. Any Presidential candidate and
any Vice Presidential candidate intending to
campaign as a ticket must indicate their
intention to do so when they register to run
for office.

J. Each Presidential candidate may only
associate his/her campaign with one Vice
Presidential candidate, and each Vice
Presidential candidate may only associate
his/her campaign with one Presidential
candidate. If either candidate on such a
ticket withdraws, is disqualified, or becomes
unable to run after the deadline to file a
petition for candidacy, the other candidate
on that ticket may not associate his/her
campaign with any with any other candidate
for the complimentary office.
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K. At no time during the registration process
or campaign may any candidate for any
office other than President or Vice President
associate himself/herself with any other
candidate with the intent of running and
being elected as a group.

Board, and shall serve as the chairperson of
the Board. The Commissioner of Elections
shall faithfully execute those duties and
responsibilities designated by law, or
deemed necessary to the proper conduct of
an election by the Board.

L. Any student of Florida International
University has the right to bring a complaint
before the Student Elections Board alleging
a violation of the requirements of the Petition
for Candidacy.

C. No member of the Student Elections

M. No Representative can hold more than
one voting seat.

N. Representatives who have run for more
than one seat shall chose one within twentyfour
(24) hours of being notified by the
Student Elections Board of the election
results.
0. The candidate with the next highest
number of votes will fill the position made
vacant by the representative who ran for
more than one year.
SECTION II
Student Elections Board

A. The Student Elections Board shall consist
of seven students. The Representatives for
the School of Hospitality Management,
School of Journalism and Mass
Communication, School of Nursing, College
of Urban and Public Affairs, and the Broward
Campus shall each appoint one student
from their respective school or campus. The
remaining two seats shall be appointed
one by the SGC President and one by the
SGC Vice-President, and all appointments
to the Student Elections Board shall require
approval by a vote of two-third of the
Student Government Council members
present at a meeting where there is a
quorum.

B. The Student Elections Board shall be in
charge of all SGC general and special
elections and is established for that purpose
by the SGA Constitution and Bylaws. The
Commissioner of Elections shall be chosen
from among the members of the Student
Elections Board by the members of the
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Board may hold or be a candidate for an
officer or representative position in the SGC
during his/her time of service on the Board.
D. Members of the Student Elections Board
shall not be actively identified with any
candidate or campaign for an elective
position in SGC, nor shall they act in any
partisan manner while they are serving as
members on the Board.

E. A vacancy in the position of
Commissioner of Elections shall be
immediately filled for the duration of the
term by appointment by the SGC President,
subject to approval by two-thirds of the SGC
present and voting.
F. The Student Elections Board is
responsible for preparing candidate packets
which will include a Petition for Candidacy
form, elections schedule and deadlines,
SGA
Constitution and Bylaws, the Election Code,
posting rules, candidate fund raising and
expenditure report form, and other relevant
information.
G. The Commissioner of Elections shall be
responsible for distributing all necessary
information and forms to the candidates and
for receiving the Petitions of Candidacy and
other required forms from the candidates.
The Commissioner is responsible for giving
written notification to all qualified candidates
of their right to be present at election related
events.
H. The Commissioner of Elections may
disallow any Petition for Candidacy that
does not meet all requirements of the
Election Procedures as established by the
Student Elections Board. A candidate
whose petition is disallowed may ask for a
review of his/her petition by the Student ·
Elections Board, where a majority vote of
the Board will confirm or overturn the ruling
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of the Commissioner. The names of
candidates whose Petitions of Candidacy
have been disallowed shall be a matter of
public record.
I. The Commissioner of Elections shall
conduct a meeting for all candidates
following the deadline for registration and
prior to the beginning of the campaigning
period. This meeting will notify candidates
of the requirements of the Election Code
and other required election information. All
candidates shall be responsible for all
information presented at this meeting.

0. The Student Elections Board and SGA
faculty or staff advisor(s) shall be
responsible for supervising the tabulation
and for certifying the results of any campus
wide election or referendum.

P. It shall be the responsibility of the Student
Elections Board to hear and act upon
complaints and charges of violations of the
Elections Code.
SECTION Ill
Election Rules

A. The election rules for all general and
J. The Student Elections Board shall
investigate the constitutional qualifications of
all candidates. The Commissioner of
Elections shall submit the preliminary list of
qualified candidates to the Office of the
Registrar, who shall certify to the
Commissioner the names of candidates who
meet all requirements for their chosen office
as listed in the SGA Constitution and
Bylaws. The Commissioner of Elections
shall strike from the list of certified
candidates the names of all persons who
have failed to qualify for their intended office
and shall notify said candidates in writing.

K. The Student Elections Board may declare
any candidate ineligible to run for or hold
office, or may declare void any winning
candidate's office if a substantive error is
found in the candidate's qualifications, even
if that error was not caused by the
candidate.
L. The Student Elections Board shall make
all necessary arrangements for polling
places and provide the ballots, ballot boxes
and/or voting machines, and all other items
required for the proper, efficient, and legal
completion of the election.
M. The Commissioner of Elections shall be
responsible for the preparation of the ballot
with the majority approval of the Student
Elections Board.

N. The Commissioner of Elections shall be
responsible for instructing all election
officials in the proper elections procedures.

Elections Code

Special Elections, including referendums
and Constitutional Amendments, are set
forth in the Elections Code, which may be
amended by the Student Elections Board at
least two weeks before the start of
campaigning. The Commissioner of
Elections shall submit amendments to the
Elections Code to the SGC for approval by a
two-thirds vote of SGC representatives
present and voting at a meeting at which
there is a quorum.

B. The Election Code policies for
campaigning on campus may not violate the
University Posting Policy or the posting
policies for specific facilities.
C. The Elections Code policies for
campaigning on campus may not violate the
University Posting Policy or the posting
policies for specific facilities.

D. The Elections Code policies for campaign
expenses shall require a fund raising and
expenditure report that must be completed,
signed, and submitted to the Commissioner
of Elections no less than 48 hours prior to
the election.

E. The Elections Code policies for balloting
shall require the names of all qualified
candidates to be listed on the ballot in
alphabetical order, by last name, and shall
clearly indicate which office the candidates
are seeking.
F. With the unanimous vote of its
membership, the Student Elections Board
shall have the power to establish temporary,
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supplemental guidelines for the duration of
the current election only. These guidelines
will be effective within forty-eight (48) hours
of the official notification to candidates, but
cannot contradict existing regulations of the
Elections Code or SGA Constitution and
Bylaws.
SECTION IV
General, Special, and Referendum
Elections

A. General elections are the annual
elections held in order to elect SGC officers
and representatives.

B. The Commissioner of Elections, with a
majority approval of the Elections Board,
shall have the right to postpone or change
the
date of a scheduled election as they believe
necessary in the case of a natural disaster,
threats of natural disaster, acts of God, or
other such threats to the safety and security
of FIU students.
C. No elections of any kind shall be held
during Final Examinations Week(s).

D. Each student is eligible to vote for
the positions of SGC President, Vice
President, and all Representatives for the
appropriate campus SGC. Each student
may also vote or all position(s) in one of the
following SGC representative categories:
lower division, a specific school/college,
Broward, or graduate; in accordance with
the students' registration status.
E. The Student Elections Board will make
provisions for run-off elections to occur
when necessary to decide the outcome of
general elections. Run-off election
provisions will be stipulated in the Elections
Code and dates for run-off elections will be
included in the elections schedule.
F. Special elections are elections called by
two-thirds (2/3) of the SGC representatives
present and voting at a meeting at which
there is a quorum, or by ten (10) percent of
students taking at least 50% of their
classes on the Biscayne Bay Campus
signing petitions and filing said petitions with

Elections Code

the SGC President. Such petitions must
state the purpose of the special election.
The Student Elections Board shall be
responsible for conducting all special
elections.

G. A Referendum is the submission of a
proposed public measure or actual statute to
a direct popular vote of the student body.

H. Referenda will be held during general
elections or special elections and can be the
cause for holding a special election.
SECTION V
Voting Procedures

A. The Student Elections Board shall select
election poll locations and times and specify
same in the Elections Code.

B. Each student desiring to vote shall
present to the poll workers his/her current
validated student identification card or valid
Photo Identification as an alternative.
C. Students shall be eligible to vote only on
the campus where they are currently
enrolled in a majority of their classes.
Campus voting lists will be produced
through the Office of Registration and
Records to be used at the polling locations.
Students with equal course loads on
different campuses shall be listed on a
separate voting list and may vote only once
at their choice of campuses.
D. When a student votes, his/her name shall
be clearly marked on the campus voting list
as having voted, and his/her identification
card shall be so marked.

E. All eligible students waiting to vote at the
time the polls close shall be permitted to
vote.
F. No voting records or ballots shall be
destroyed until the time for contesting an
election has expired, all complaints are
resolved, and the election is certified by the
Student Elections Board.
SECTION VI
Election Violations and Procedures for
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Contesting Elections

A. Any Florida International University
student, including the Student Elections
Board itself, shall have the right to contest
an election or bring a complaint before the
Student Elections Board alleging a violation
of the Election Code. Any complaints
brought before the Elections Board should
be made in writing no later than two (2)
working days after the election, and shall
include: (a) the name(s) of the individual(s)
against whom the complaint is brought, and
(b) the specific section(s) of the Election
Code which is (are) alleged to have been
violated, (c) the specific nature of the
alleged violation(s), and (d) the name and
signature of the person(s) bringing the
complaint.

violations will be in the form of monetary
fines, reprimands, and/or disqualification.

G. Members of the Student Elections Board
may not, at any time prior to the final
determination of any matter before the
Board, make comments or statements of
any kind outside of Board meetings,
concerning matters before the Board.
H. Disputes involving members, actions of
members, or decisions of the Student
elections Board shall be referred to the
Student Concerns Committee.

B. Violations of federal, state, and municipal
laws are to be regarded as violations of
election rules.

C. If the number of ballots cast differs from
the number of voters registered as having
voted on the campus voting lists, the
Student Elections Board shall investigate the
discrepancy and determine appropriate
action. ff said difference exceeds five
percent (5%) of the total vote, the election
shall be declared invalid.

D. Upon receipt of a complaint, the Student
Elections Board shall make a determination
as to whether a hearing is necessary based
upon whether there has been shown
probable cause that a violation has
occurred. Both complainant(s) and
defendant(s) must receive written notice
from the Commissioner of Elections no less
than twenty-four (24) hours before a hearing
is conducted.
E. The complainant(s) may withdraw the
complaint prior to the Student Elections
Board taking final action, however, the
Student Elections Board may proceed with
its investigation of the complaint(s) .
. F. The Student Elections Board, upon
finding a candidate guilty of committing an
election violation(s), will decide the just
penalty for the violation(s). Penalties for

Elections Code
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